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guest editors prologue

truman G madsen

when josiah quincy visited nauvoo in its munificent prime
he was accompanied by charles francis adams adams
diary impressions kept by his own instructions in a vault for
a full century are less complimentary to joseph smith and the
city than were quincy s ascribing cool arrogance 11 to jo-
seph s comments on the chandler mummies he yet marveled
that the mormonscormons had built well under grinding opposition
and marveled more that such opposition could occur in a
country committed to freedom of religion

this incident symbolizes a feeling that lingers around thetbeabe
record of the rise and fall of nauvoo the impression that
around every corner is still an untold story and that once these
pieces are fitted together we will see a pattern that no history
so far has fully grasped in spite of the imaginative fictionalizfictionalize
ing by samuel taylor the archaeological reconstruction by
the two churches committed to restoration of the city and
the focus on the civil and political externals in such a work as
robert flanders

with this issue of BYU studies we launch an effort in that
direction

A newly discovered historical treasure from that towering
literate figure of mormondom eliza R snow is presented here
under the editing of maureen ursenbach the journal is in
some respects more tantalizing in what it doesndoean t say than in
what it does and the entries june 1842 to april 1844 omit
as it were the first and third acts of the nauvoo drama but
for the careful student there are fresh insights here into the
sensitivities of this remarkable woman her brother lorenzo

dr madsen professor of philosophy holds the richard L evans chair of
christian understanding at brigham young university he is also the director
of the institute of mormon studies
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and into the struggle with writs and rights in the daily life of
joseph smith

in dr kenneth W godfrey we have some illuminating
samples of how major books on major events in nauvoo have
missed the concrete meaning of everyday life he suggests
that for all that has been published in some sixty volumes we
have so far been least articulate where we should have been
most what made mormon life different from life in other
american communities and what was its vitality and moving
power dr godfrey projects some new bearings for research
on these lines

letters are landmarks in biography and history letters
of john taylor and his wife leonora are here presented by
ronald K esplin these provide us an intimate closeup of the
near epidemic of sickness chills and fever and death that
stalked the saints in 1839 not only among those at home but
also those determined to serve on missions they show also
how they became reconciled to separation and what was com-
mon but also rare in their faith inin god

nauvoo restorationist dr T edgar lyon shows how
the mississippi was not only a land separation but also a doc-
trinal divider how it distinguished those who knew the deeper
doctrinal insights from those who were still living within the
framework of the kirtland era and through joseph smith
came clarification and refinement but also revolutionary dis-
closures especially on the nature of the holy ghost the pri-
macy of free will new perspectives on the fall and destiny of
man the blending of spiritual and temporal baptism for the
dead the higher ranges of the priesthood the erection of the
temple in its full blown ceremonial patterns the establishment
of celestial and plural marriage and finally the doctrine of
eternal progression as rooted inin the king follett discourse
this and more came within the seven years the saints were in
nauvoo and much of it in the last two years of the prophet
joseph smith s life

james L kimball jr approaches one of the paradoxes of
nauvoo city its somewhat unprecedented but also thoroughly
american charter nauvoo thus became a government within
a government ironically this wall of protection became
a barrier that provoked heavyhandedheavy handed opposition and one
wonders if the nauvoo legion is there a scholar interested
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arose from similar american motivations and by the same
irony did not protect or even intimidate but in the end only
antagonized

what can a mormon community do when its legal defense
mechanisms are wiped away thurmon dean moody pulls to-
gether the journal descriptions of one effective resort and
now we see clearly the meaning of a curious phrase in the lit-
erature of nauvoo that people were whistled out of the
city this organized form of restraint usually involving young
men was a kind of intelligence agency and a junior posse
suspicious characters and would be troublemakers often found
themselves vexed and their plans vitiated

here also is a preview of stanley kimball s forthcoming
biography on the monumental counselor to joseph smith and
brigham young heber C kimball was one of the triumvirstriumviri
of the first generation of the church and the builders of nau-
voo and his special gifts in the missionary outreach in coun-
sel and in loyalty were high water marks for the saints then
as they are for us now this portrait is especially helpful in
deepening our grasp of the life impact of three controversial
facets of the nauvoonauvoc kingdom the establishment of masonic
lodges on which further articles are in preparation the
beginnings of plural marriage and the meaning of the temple

finally james alienallenailen and malcolm thorp unite resources
to trace in a coherent way what heretofore we have had only
in biographical snippetssnippetysnippets the unique mission of the twelve to
britain utilizing available journals of the leaders involved
as well as manuscripts of the converts they relate the entire
effort to the situation in britain and especially to conditions
of the working classes in mid nineteenth century england

because the nauvoo period is characterized by a great num-
ber of gathered and seasoned latter day saints and isis the cli-
mactic period in joseph smith s ministry and because there
was a conscientious and official effort to keep records minutes
and up to date history one would expect rich eyewitness source
materials on crucial events in fact we often have only the
anatomy of events in nauvoo they cry out for detail for
flesh and blood clarification for the record of the immediate
impact on the lives of the saints thus for example the fol-
lowing events need closer and closeup recovery
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the establishment of the nauvoo legion
the origins of celestial and plural families

the involvements and eventual defection of john C ben-
nett william and wilson law william smith sidney
rigdon and information concerning their later lives

the establishment of the relief society

the establishment of the masonic lodge
the relationship of the kirtland and nauvoo temples

the activities of the twelve in 1844

the rolling off of the keys of authority on the twelve
prior to april conference 1844

the reaction of the saints to the king follett discourse

the prophet s plan to go west and the actual factors
leading up to the martyrdom

the mantle experience and succession of brigham young

during the next four years we will be preoccupied with
these questions we plead for a careful search and research
effort to find letters diaries artifacts and memorabilia and
even word of mouth folklore to pad out our understanding of
these and other crucial issues in the nauvoo era



eliza R snows nauvoo journal

edited by maureen ursenbach

the detailed diaries kept by eliza R snow as she crossed
the great plains from nauvoo to the salt lake valley have long
been useful to historians of that period of mormon history
and the thought that there might be extant a similar account
of her nauvoo experiences has tantalized scholars for years
recently just such a volume surfaced and was presented to
nauvoo restoration incorporated for use in their projects
there A photocopy of theme holograph original is now available
to scholars in the archives of the historical department of
the church in salt lake city what is reprinted here repre-
sents the first 67 of the total 234 written pages of the book
which served eliza snow both as diary and as notebook from
june 1842 until well into her life in salt lake city

the sections chosen for reproduction here include all
the dated diary entries narratives which illumine both the
nauvoo events recounted and eliza snow s reactions to them
the first such entry is 29 june 1842 the last 14 april 1844
occasionally the poems which she interspersed among the
dated entries add further to her narrative in which cases
they have been included here more often however the
poetry has been published elsewhere and so has been deleted
here noted with a brief summary of its content 1 the pages
after the last 1844 entry contain just poems with no biographi-
cal material of significance

in editing the material we have exercised care to preserve
as much of its original flavor as possible in the transition from

maureen ursenbach is ededitoritoraitor and senior rsearchresearch associate in the church hist-
orical department in the preparation of this diary she acknowledges the as-
sistancesistance of jill mulvay and dean C jessee both of the historical department

thehe compiled poetry of eliza R snow is now in preparation edited by
maureen ursenbach and jill mulvay with an introductory essay by eugene
england all the poems from this notebook will be included in the collection
soon to be published

391
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the handwritten to the printed form occasionally the normal-
ly meticulous eliza erred in her spelling often she used ab-
breviations these have been retained editorial corrections
or clarifications have been supplied in brackets the only un-
noted alterations have been the few punctuation marks which
may have been lost either through the photocopying process
or the writer s haste these have been supplied as necessary
for readability

the diary makes reference to several people whose paths
crossed eliza s some of these were prominent figures inin
nauvoo history joseph smith of course porter rockwell
and sidney rigdon need not be identified to BYU studies
readers some others are either so obscure as to be lost from
records extant or insufficiently identified in the diary to allow
positive identification these have been simply represented as
they appear in the narrative those whose identification is
both possible and useful in the reading of the daily accounts
have been either footnoted or explained in brackets in the text

the diary begins with an acknowledgement of its source
the empty volume was a gift to eliza R snow politely pre-
sented by her friend sarah melissa kimball a young and
well to do matron of the city the date of the gift is noted
as march 1842 which suggests that it may have been in-
tended as a record book for the newly formed female relief
society inin which both women were involved willard rich-
ards however had given eliza relief society secretary a vol-
ume for that purpose so this one lay unused for three months

the first entry in the new book is dated 29 june 1842
written in a manner far removed from the concise direct
style of eliza s usual prose it seems to be struggling to ex-
press feelings without disclosing the events which precipitated
those feelings this is a day of much interest to my feel-
ings eliza begins and wanders off into vague references
to her family and their plans for moving she rises to near
poetic responses to a thunderstorm beginning a correlative to
the turmoil facing the persecuted saints and then resolves
into a reflection of faith which must counter the fear she
feels the grace of god is sufficient she concludes the
confusing whole becomes highly significant in the light of
biographical data collected from external sources

eliza converted to mormonism in 1835 had left her
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childhood home in mantua ohio and gathered with the
saints in kirtland where she lived and taught school in the
home of joseph and emma smith most of her family joined
her there and together they traveled to missouri settling in
adam ondi ahman persecutions drove them to illinois and
eliza and her older sister leonora lived for a time in lima
supporting themselves with their sewing finally in nauvoo
eliza lived with her parents until just as this journal begins
they announced their plans for moving to walnut grove
some fifty miles east of nauvoo obviously dismayed at the
prospect of living so far from the main body of the saints
eliza had apparently had no alternative until the possibility
suggested by this first diary entry from her later testimony
we form the connection this is the date of her sealing to
joseph smith as his wife in plural marriage the emotional
climate of nauvoo this is the peak of the john C bennett
troubles and the real and anticipated persecutions surround-
ing the practice of celestial marriage explain the veiled refer-
ences characteristic of this entry and much that follows eliza s

own deep feelings account for the emotional pitch to which
the response occasionally rises

that the sealing to joseph smith called by eliza in later
years the choice of my heart and the crown of my life 2

was of highest importance to the thirty eight year old eliza
is evident from the point of view from which she writes the
remaining entries in the diary most of them deal with the
prophet and his difficulties with his accusers and other less
explicit references suggest eliza s preoccupation with marriage
with joseph s family with her own brother lorenzo and his
return from a mission to england later accounts describe
her quandary at confessing to lorenzo her secret relationship
with joseph the hesitation can be seen in her references to
her brother here it is regrettable but significant that her
account stops two months before the martyrdom of the
prophet in june 1844 that the one extant expression of her
feelings at that time remains her long controlled elegy the
assassination of generals joseph smith and hyrum smith 3

comanswomansWomans exponent 1 august 1886
published times and seasons 51 july 18445751844 575 nauvoo neighbor

17 july 1844 the prophet 17 august 1844 millennial star 5 september
1844531844551844 53 frontier guardian 25 july 1849 and eliza R snow poems rel-
igiousligious historical and political 2 vols liverpool and london F D rich-
ards 1856 1142451142 45
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but if she did not write the events immediately surround-
ing the martyrdom eliza did give some insight into the tur-
bulent days of 1842 john C bennett had just recently de-
fected from the faith as her diary began and the accounts
liehelleile was spreading abroad of licentious spiritual wiferylifery were
further arousing the neighboring gentiles against the saints
soon thereafter came the attempts to implicate joseph smith
who had not been in missouri in three years and porter
rockwell in the attempted murder there of former governor
lilburn boggs who had issued the earlier extermination or-
der which officially drove the mormonscormons out of the state the
legalities involved with attempts to extradite joseph smith to
missouri the proprieties of variousvarious summonses and applica-
tions for release under habeas corpus writs kept both jo-
seph s friends and his enemies in the picture described by eliza
and often removed joseph himself from her observation as
he either went with his captors or evaded them times were
trying for the mormonscormons in nauvoo and the overtones of fear
and danger add to the texture of eliza s accounts here

this album
was politely presented to

eliza R snow
by

mrs sarah M kimball

city of nauvoo march 1842
city of nauvoo june 29th 1842

this isis a day of much interest to my feelings reflecting on
past occurrences a variety of thoughts have presented them-
selves to my mind with regard to events which have chas d each
other in rapid succession in the scenery of human life

As an individual I1 have not passed altogether unnoticed by
change inin reference to present circumstances and future pros-
pects two weeks and two days have passdpassa since an intimation
was presented of my duty and privilege of remaining in the
city of the saints in case of the removal of my fatherfatherss family
one week and two days have transpired since the family left
and though I1 rejoice in the blessing of the society of the saints
and the approbation of god a lonely feeling will steal over me
before I1 am aware while I1 am contemplating the present state
of society the powers of darkness and the prejudices of the
human mind which stand array d like an impregnable barrier
against the work of god while these thoughts were revolving
in my mind the heavens became shadowed with clouds and a
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heavy shower of rain and hail ensued and I1 exclaimdexclaims cl0 god
is it not enough that we have the prepossessionspossessionspre of mankind
their prejudices and their hatred to contend with but must we
also stand amid the rage of elements I1 concluded within my-
self that the period might not be far distant that will require
faith to do so but the grace of god is sufficient therefore
I1 will not fear I1 will put my trust inin him who is mighty to
save rejoicing in his goodness and determinddetermineddetermind to live by every
word that proceedethproceedeth out of his mouth

thursday friday july 29th 184211842

just returned from quincy where I1 visited the governor thomas
carlin inin company with mrs emma smith who presented him a
petition from the female relief society the gov received
us with cordiality and as much affability and politeness as his
excellency isis master of assuring us of his protection by saying
that the laws and constitution of our country shall be his polar
star in case of any difficulty he manifested much friendship
and it remainsremains for time and circumstance to prove the sincerity
of his professions 4

wednesday august 3 184211842

day before yesterday I1 rode to the burial of bishop knights
vinson knight from there to prest smith s house from which

place I1 have just returned to my excellent friend mrs b

tuesday 9thath august 184211842
prest smith and porterlPorporterportellterl rockwell taken for the attempt
to assassinate missouri ex governor lilburn boggs prest S

left in the care of the city marshal while those who took him
return to quincy to ascertain whither they must submit him to
a city trial 5

0 god thou god that rules on high
bow down thy ear to me

listen 0 listen to my cry
and hear my fervent plea

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book 1932511932 51 hereafter cited
as HC the printed work will be used for events up to december 1842 after
which reference will be made to original accounts which are not available
for the earlier period the petition signed by about one thousand ladies
affirmed joseph smith s integrity and pled for his safety and theirthe r own and
their families protection the women s petition was one of three deldeideliveredlveredevered
by nauvoo citizens to counter the assertions adverse to the prophet being circlrcir-
culated at the time by john C bennett in her later sketch of my life
microfilm of holograph church historlhistoryhistoricalcalcai department eliza snow wrote the
following postscript to the event but alas soon after our return we learned
that at the time of our visit and while making protestations of friendship the
wily governor was secretly conniving with the basest of men to destroy our
leaders

HCSHC 58687586 87 during this period joseph smith was arrested and released
and in hiding to avoid arrest on charges of complicity inin the attempted murder
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rebuke the heartless wicked clan
that wish thy servant harm

protect him from the pow r of man
by thy almighty arm

let unseen watchmen wait around
to shield thy servants head

let all his enemies be found
caught in the net they spread

thy grace like prairie dews distilddistilldis tild
to all his need apply

and let his upright heart be filldfield

with spirit from on high

the work is thine thy promise sure
though earth and hell oppose

roll roll it onward but secure
thy prophet from his foes

0 hide him in thy secret fold hold
when on his path they tread

safe as elijah who of old
was by the ravens ffeded

bring our accusers deeds to light
and give thy people rest

eternal god gird on thy might
and succor the opprestoppressopprest 06

sunday 141thl4thlath august 1842

yesterday mrs emma smith sent for me having previously
given me the offer of a home in her house by miss elvira
annielannieannle coles or cowles who calldcalidcalad on me on the 12th
mrs sarah cleveland having come to the determination of
moving on to her lot my former expectations were frustrated
but the lord has opened the path to my feet and I1 feel disposddisposedispo sd
to acknowledge his hand in all things this sudden unexpected
change inin my location I1 trust is for good it seemdseema to come in
answer to my petitions to god to direct me inin the path of duty
according to his will

thomaslthomas king the deputy sheriff and pitman from
quincy with the sheriff and his associate from mo are yet
watching about the city for prest smithlsmith who had absented
himself while they were on their return to quincy

in missouri of boggs the question of the arrest hinged on the legality of
the various writs with which smith and porter rockwell were served

later published as invocation in times and seasons 3 1 september
18429101842 glo910 frontier guardian 16 may 1842 and as supplication snow
poems 1135361135 36 and LDS hymns liverpool F D richards 1856 p 394
and subsequent hymnals to 1871
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estr powers prest Ss attorney from keokuck calldcalidcalad
this evening thinks the prospect flattering with respect to the
excitement abroad 7

thursday 18th august 184211842

monday evening I1 return d to my former residence in order to
adjust my things for a removal and return d with them last
evening to prest smiths As near as I1 can ascertain the quincy
sheriff and constable left the place monday afternoon and yes-
terday harmon T wilson the sheriff from carthage came
in disguise and has taken lodgings at daviss tavern this even-
ing estr warren arrivarria d said he concludedfromconcluded from the fact that the
gov said all was quiet that they were proceeding to get a new
writ

monday 22 august 184211842

last night six men came in supposdsupposesupposd to have a new writ
yesterday prest sidney rigdon spoke on the stand in

the grove giving a narration of eliza s elizabeth rigdon sick-
ness and the very singular manner in which she addressdaddressedaddressd the
family after having been as he expressdexpressed it dead three times he
declarbeclar d his confidence in the work of god said it had been
reported of him that he had calldcalidcalad prest S a fallen prophet
but he denied having said it &cac how it would rejoice my
heart to see him once more standing firmly in the dignity of
his station and strengthening the hands of those who are strug-
gling against every kind of opposition for the cause of god8godgoda

thur 25th august 184211842

it has been satisfactorily ascertained that those men who came
sunday evening were not authorized to take prest S but that
there is a new writ issued and on its way estr powers called
today

this evening prest S said he had some good news viz that
george W robinson had declarbeclar d his determination to forsake
his evil deeds and return to the church if he does return I1 hope
it may be for his souls salvation not to act the part of hinkle
and betray the innocent in the time of danger 9

HC 595 powers ascertained that there was no writ issued in iowa
for joseph smith

HC 5121235121 23 also F mark mckiernan the voice of one crying in the
wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer lawrence kansas coronado
press 1971 p 121 the contemporary account is from times and seasons
15 september 1842 the eliza mentioned is rigdon s daughter

george M hinkle mormon commander of the caldwell county militia
at far west became the LDS counterpart of the benedict arnold archetype
mormonscormons had thought him sympathetic to their cause when he persuaded their
leaders to parley with general lucas after the issuance of the boggs exter-
minationmination order but instead of negotiating with them lucas imprisoned the
mormon men hinkle was later excommunicated david E miller and delladeliadeila
miller nauvoo the city of joseph santa barbara and salt lake city pere-
grine smith 1974 ppap 161716 17 also HC 3188893188 89
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I1 had a rich treat yesterday in perusing the book of the
lord was much gratified with the spirit breathed in the letters
of mamaimaj gen wilsonewilsonjwilsonWilsonj law 10 felt myself rather reprovreprove d
for having distrusted his integrity and devotion to the cause in
such critical times much is depending on the fidelity of those
who fill the higher offices

sunday 28th august 184211842

last evening prest S was at home and met in the large drawing
room with a respectable number of those considered trustworthy
counseldunseldcounseledco them to go out forthwith to proclaim the principles of
truth I1 was busied the forepart of this day inin needlework to
prepare br erastus H derby for his mission

sunday sept 4thath 184211842
surely we know not what a day may bring forth the little sea-
son of quietude with which we have been blessdblesse for a few days
has gone by and our city is again infested with some eighteen
or twenty men who are lying inin wait for the blood of the in-
nocent

yesterday pitman from quincy and ford from mo with
another stranger arrived about one oclock at the house of prest
smith who having a moment s notice left the dinner table
where he was seated and made his escape pitman enquired for
him and askdasad permission to search the house mrs smith
said she had no objection if he had the proper authority pitman
said he had no authority but with her consent he proceeded to
search preceproceedededed by john boynton and dimickldimickelDIdimickmickl huntington
whom mrs S requested to show them into the rooms

after sundown thomas king the deputy sheriff and
his associate came in king seemdseerndseema inin an unpleasant humor
after enquiring for prest smith spoke about searching the house
mrs S mention d authority he said he had authority at any
rate he said his will was good enough mrs S said she thought
he could have no objections to telling what he wanted mr S

for he said in a surly tone that it would be time enough to
tell that afterwards 11

sunday sep lith 1842

returned from lima where 1I had a very pleasant visit with
sister leonoralLeoleonoraleonorahnoral 12 after a short time at the conference on sat
evening where elders george A smith & amasalamasaamaral lyman

HC 5110115110 11 reprints one such letter which reports on conditions ad-
vises joseph smith to absent himself for a season and promises law s con-
tinued aid and loyalty

another account of the attempted arrest is recorded in HC 5145465145 46
12eliza s older sister leonora married but long since separated from her

husband enoch virgil leavitt was living inin morley settlement sometimes
called yelromeYelrome a mormon community headed by isaac morley just north of
lima illinois some thirty miles south of nauvoo
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who rode down in our carriage met prest brigham young
already started on his mission

sun 18th september 184211842

went to meeting in the forenoon & heard elder georgelgeorge J
adams who arrlvarrivarria d here last monday deliver an eloquent dis-
course from the 15th of isilsi cor commencing with the 12th
verse now if christ be preached that he rose from the dead
&cac on the subject of the resurrection of the dead yesterday
I1 wrote the following

conjugal
to jonathan & elvira 13

like two streams whose gentle forces
mingling in one current blend

like two waves whose onward courses
to the oceans bosom tend

like two rays that kiss each other
in the presence of the sun

like two drops that run together
and forever are but one

may your mutual vows be plighted
may your hearts no longer twain

and your spirits be united
in an everlasting chain

friday 23d september 184211842

last evening spent at sister knights on my way calldcalidcalad at the
post office and found a letter from eli & amanda announcing
their expectation of moving to this country 14 their intention of
settling near father & mother is a subject of much gratification
to my feelings hoping it may add much to the comfort of the
aged in this age of disappointment and sacrifice but the mind
must be fix d on god that the cheering influence of his spirit
may elevate our hopes above the power of changing circumstance
then will the aged rejoice and the young be encouraged even
amid scenes of difficulty and peril

to stand still and see the salvation of god seems to be
the only alternative for the present while reflecting on the
present and its connexion with the future my thoughts movamov d
inin the following strain

jonathan H holmes a nauvoo widower married elvira annie cowles
in nauvoo on I11 december 1842 as reported in the nauvoo wasp io10 decem-
ber 1842 the poem with minorminor changes was reprinted there under the an-
nouncementno

amanda percy snow was eliza s sister four years younger she and her
husband eli mcconoughey came from ohio where they had married before
the snows left for missouri
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010 how shall I1 compose a thought
when nothing is compos d

how form ideas as I1 ought
on subjects not disclosdisclose d

if we are wisewise enough to know
to whom we should give heed

thro whom intelligence must flow
the church of god to lead

we have one grand position gain d
one point if well possessdpossessedpossessd

if well established well maintaindmaintainsmaintaind
on which the mind may rest

this principle will bear us up
it should our faith sustain

eenfen when from trouble s reckless cup
the dregs we have to drain

what boots it then tho tempests howl
in thunders round our feet

tho human rage and nature s scowl
by turns we have to meet

what though tradition s haughty mood
deals out corroding wrongs

and superstitions jealous brood
stirs up the strife of tongues 15

sunday october 9thath 184211842

last night prest S left home inin consequence of intelligence that
king & pitman were on the way in search for him it was a
sorrowful time sister emma had been sick eleven days still
confined to her bed but he must go or be exposdexpose to the fury
of the merciless gov thomas carlin has offered 1200200 and
thomas reynolds 300 for his apprehension 16

wed 12th october 184211842

having heard of the safe arrival of prest S at the place of his
destination I1 wrote as follows and sent to him

prest smith
sir for your consolation permit me to tell
that your emma isis berterbetterhelterberjer she soon will be well

this poem remained unpublished either in nauvoo or later in utah
it may be that the subject of the poem hinted at in the underlining of this
principle is actually plural marriage in which case the necessity for secrecy
would have prevented its publication

HC 5167 similar rewards were also posted for orrin porter rockwell s

arrest
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mrs durfee stands by her night & day like a friend
and is prompt every call every wish to attend
then pray for your emma but indulge not a fear
for the god of our forefathers smiles on us here

thou hast found a seclusion a lone solitude
where thy foes cannot find thee where friends cant intrude
in its beauty and wildness by nature design d
As a retreat from the tumult of all humankind
and estrangestrange d from society how do you fare
may the god of our forefathers comfort you there

it is hard to be exildegild but be of good cheer
thou art destin d to triumph then like a chas d deer
hide yourself in the ravine secure from the blast
awhile till the storm of their fury is past
for your foes are pursuing and huntingbunting you still
may the god or our forefathers screen you from illiiilii 17

november 16thl6thlath 1842

the first three of the four poems included under this date are
available elsewhere and so are included here only by title and
brief summary apostrophe to death traces the changing view
of death in the light of modern revelation from that of a fear-
some tyrant surrounded by terror darkness and frightful-
ness into A haggard porter chargdcharad to wait before the
grave life s portal to the worlds on high 18 true happiness
acclaims the position of those who though vilely reproached by
former friends still enjoy the bliss of conscious innocence
which permits them to stand secure on zion s hill 19 satur-
day evening thoughts one of eliza snows own favorites of
her poems was written in response she later said to the first
of spencer s letters the poem affirms the higher value of
sainthood over ease and comfort states that it isis no trifling
thing to be a saint and applauds the persevering aim the toil
and the sacrifice required of those who would be saints tried
to the core and sounded to the depth 20 the fourth poem un-
published elsewhere is included here1herelhereherec

ITthe poem is published its first stanza deleted as to he knows who
snow poems 1133 other references to emma s illness suggest a siege of
the ague or chills and fever which lasted much of the fall and into winter
cf HC 5166 ff joseph smith diary 26 december 1842 in the hand of
willard richards holograph church historical department the place of jo-
seph smith s seclusion is identified in HC as father taylors but its loca-
tion is not specified HC 5169725169 72

times and seasons 4 15 december 1842481842 48 wasp 21 january 1843
millennial star 4 may 184341845418451843 4 and snow poems 15153151 53

deseret news 16 april 1853 millennial star 15 10 september 1853
608 snow poems 14748147 48

timesimes and seasons 42 january 18436418456418451843 64 millennial star 4july4juiy 1843
43 the mormon 23 june 1855 snow poems 13613 6
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retirement

0 how sweet is retirement how precious these hours
they are dearer to me than midsummer s gay flowrsfloars
then soft stillness and silence awaken the muse
tis a time tis a place that the minstrel should choose
while so sweetly the moments in silence pass by
when theres nobody here but eliza and 1I

this is truly a moment peculiarly fraught
with unbound meditation and freedom of thought
such rich hollowed seasons are wont to inspire
with the breath of parnassus the languishing lyre
for sweet silence is dancing in solitudes eye
when theres nobody here but eliza and 1I

0 thou favritefavrifavritste retirement palladium of joys
removdremold from the bustle of nonsense and noise
where mind strengthens its empire enlarges its sphere
while it soars like the eagle or roams like the deer
0 these still sober moments how swiftly they fly
while theres nobody here but eliza and I1

november wed 30th 1842

dec 12th 184211842

this day commenced schoolteachingschool teaching in the masonic hall the
weather very cold and I1 shall never forget the kindness of bishop
newell k1kaK whitney who opened the school by prayer after

having assisted in preparing the room
in undertaking the arduous business with my delicate con-

stitutionstitution at this inclement season of the year I1 was entirely
governed by the wishes of prest and mrs smith trusting in
god for strength to fulfill and acknowledging his hand in this
as well as in every other circumstance of my life I1 believe he
has a purpose to accomplish which will be for my good ultimately
inasmuch as I1 desire and aim to be submissive to the require-
ments of those whom he has placdplaca in authority over me 21

feb lith 1843
took board and had my lodging removed to the residence of
br jonathan H holmes 22

A class roll from the school reveals an attendance of thirty seven scholars
ranging in age from four years to seventeen included are four children of
joseph and emma smith five of newel K and elizabeth ann whitney two
partridges three knights and one william marks as well as several other
with names less prominent in nauvoo leading circles nauvoo school records
church historical department the masonic hall where the school was
held would have been the large upper room of joseph smiths store

12eliza gives no reason for the move out of the smith household al-
though some conjecture may be valid As near as can be estimated the
smith s were still living in the homestead a four room wooden house there
conditions would have been at best crowded there were four smith children
as well as joseph and emma and possibly josephs mother as well
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there follows here a forty eight line poem under the in-
complete heading lines written by request of elder it
begins with the supposition that if were faithful and pro-
ceeds through didactic injunctions to the hoped for conclusion
and the glory celestial inherit 23

march 17th 1843
this day closdcload my school much to my own satisfaction having
the pleasure of the presence of prest J smith his lady mrs
allred mrs durfee and others after reading in the hearing of
the school several beautiful parting pieces addressed to myself
by the scholars I1 read a farewell address which I1 had pre-
pared for the occasion and after singing the following parting
hymn prest S closed the school by prayer

the parting hymn
how sacred is the tie that binds
in lasting bonds congenial minds
what sacred feelings swell the heart
when friends from friends are calldcalidcalad to part
when fond endearment twines a spell
around the parting word farewell

the hours have glided swift away
while we have met from day to day
to echo studies in the hall
those hours we never can recall
for now their dying numbers tell
that we must bid the hall farewell

long mem ry s visionvision will hold dear
the season spent together here
and long will recollection chime
its music to far distant time
and oft in thrilling numbers tell
the time the hour we bade farewell

0 god thy guardian care extend
be thou our father and our friend
let each within thy presence share
thy favor thy protecting care
and may thy smile the shades dispel
that gather round the word farewell

thy spirit and thy pow r impart
to guide aright each youthful heart
and all our feet securely guide
where thy salvation s streamletsstreamlessstream lets glide
that we may in thy presence dwell
when we to time shall bid farewell

published in snow poems 17476174 76 under the title As I1 believe and
dedicated to presidentheberPresiden tHeber C kimball
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there follows here a copy of a very long speech written
in high flown prose inin the formal manner of a university com-
mencementmencement address eliza alludes to the relief she feels to be

liberated from the arduous business of instructing the class
these past few months but then expresses my satisfaction and
approbation of your conduct and thanks for the respectful at-
tention which with very few exceptions you have paid to my
instructions the remaining six pages are a preachment to the
departing class full of polonius like admonitions to the young
simple homilieshomiliushomilies couched in elaborate prose the speech closes
with the hope that you may be preserved from the evils that
are in the world and be of that number who having the harps
of god shall sing the song of moses and the lamb and in-
herit the glory of the celestial kingdom

following her own speech eliza has copied into the jour-
nal four tributes mostly in verse presented to her by four of
her students fanny decker sophia roundy eliza A allred
and samantha roundy

sunday april 9thath 18431184511843
conference closed yesterday it has been a very interesting sea-
son to those present but from ill health I1 have been deprived
attending except one half day with mingled emotions of pain
and pleasure I1 perused a letter written by parleypardeypaddeyPadieyriey P pratt with
which I1 was this evening favored by the politeness of elder
woodruff the joyful intelligence of the arrival of my brother
with a company of 230 in st louis was accompanied with the
announcement of the death of br lorenzo d1daD barnes the first
elder in the church of latter day saints who has laid his bones
upon a foreign soil

there follows in the diary a short poem on the death of
the missionary praising the cause for which he crossed the
atlantic 24124

wednesday 12th april 1843

this day I1 have the inexpressible happiness of once again em-
bracing a brother who had been absent nearly three years I1

cannot describe the feelings which filldfield my bosom when I1 saw
the steamboatsteam boat amaranth moving majestically up the mississippi
and thought perhaps lorenzo was on board my heart overflowed
with gratitude when after the landing of the boat I1 heard prest
hiram smith say to me your brother has actually arrived
it is a time of mutual rejoicing which I1 never shall forget

sat 15th april 1843118431845
spent a very interesting and agreeable afternoon at mr lyons
present lorenzolorenzol mrs scovill miss gerootgeriot &cac
published as on the death of elder lorenzo D barnes snow poems

1118191118 19 elder barnes died in bradford england 20 december 1842 HC
5207 360 joseph smith diary 16 april 1843
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buestues may 9thath 1843

had a delightful excursionexcursion up the river to burlington

thursThurthursmaythursdaysMaymay lith 184518431184511843

accompanied lorenzollorenzo to lima very pleasant ride

monday 15th may 184311845118431845
returned to nauvoo after a very pleasant visit and an interesting
conference at which present prest J smith W woodruff &
george A smith 2325

friday 19 may 184311845118431845

visited at prest william marks in company with sophie
robinson 0liveolivealive grey frost miss mitchell &cac sat visited at
mr harris

tuesbues 23d may 1843118431845

last night lorenzollorenzo and myself staid at new lancaster & this
evening arrived at our father s residence in walnut grove where
we found sister amandalamanda and all inin tolerable health and pleas-
antly situated in a beautiful country for which I1 feel very thank-
ful the care and anxiety which I1 have experienced for the diffi-
culties to which my parents have been subject sincesince our expul-
sion from our home in mo have been a source of much bitter-
ness of feeling and that bitterness has been aggravated by the
reflection that they did not in their trials draw out from the
springs of consolation which the gospel presents that support
which was their privilege and which would have enabled them
to rejoice in the midst of tribulation & disappointment

thurs june ist 1843
my brother & I1 returned again to our beloved city after visit-
ing my aunt & cousinscousins at spring creek 12 miles southeastsouth east from
laharpeHarpelaharveLa A severe storm occur d this day week much injury
done in monmouth

sun 4thath june 184311845118451843

yesterday & last night I1 spent alone except Lorenlorenzoslorenzolszols com-
pany for a few hours the people having gone on a pleasure
excursion to quincy

friday 9thath june 1843

the melancholy news of the sudden death of elias higbee
esqresar who died yesterday morning has spread a feeling of deep
sorrow over the city how truly it may be said that in the
midst of life we are in death it is to us a mysterious providence
at this time when every talent and exertion are peculiarly needed

the elders had traveled to lima or yelromeYel rome to speak to the saints
there about the nauvoo house emma smith also accompanied them joseph
smith diary 131513 15 may 1843
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for the erection of the temple that one of the committee
should be so suddenly calid from time to eternity 26

today lorenzo leaves for ohio may the lord prosper his
way and return him soon to my society

tuesbues 13th june 1843118431845
last sunday I1 had the privilege of attending meeting and in
the forenoon listening to a very interesting discourse by prest
J smith he took for his subject the words of the savior to wit
0 jerusalem thou that killestgillest the prophets and stonestsoonest them

that are sent unto you how oft would I1 have gathered you as
a hen gatherethgathereth her chickens under her wings and you would
not he beautifully and in a most powerful manner illustrated
the necessity of the gathering and the building of the temple
that those ordinances may be administered which are necessary
preparations for the world to come he exhorted the people in
impressive terms to be diligent to be up and doing lest the
tabernacle pass over to another people and we lose the blessings 27

sunday 18th june 1843
last tuesbues prest S & family started for a visit to her emmas
relatives 28 friday spent the night very pleasantly at bishop whit-
ney s after attending a very interesting meeting of the relief so-
ciety in the afternoon this morning sister mills left us for
the eternal world I1 spent the day at home wrote a letter for
mother lucy mack smith several brothers and sisters calldcalad
on me in the evening informdinforms me that brother lorenzo did
not leave at the time we expected probably did not go till mon-
day morning

tuesbues 20th june 1843118431845
last evening heard the unpleasant intelligence that the gov of
missouri has issued another writ for the arrest of prest smith
how long will the hand of persecution retain its iron nerve
how long must the innocent be harrassdharrassd and perplexed heard
that a messenger arrived from springfield sent by judge james
adams saturday night to apprize prest S of the expected ar-
rival of the officers visited at elder john taylor s

friday 23d june 184311845118431845
judge adams arrived this morning from springfield I1 calldcalidcalad

judge higbeesHigbees death of choleramorbuscholeramotbus is noted in joseph smiths
diary under date 8 june 1843 a funeral address delivered by joseph smith
is summarized under date 13 august 1843

the speech is summarized in HC 5423275423 27 drawing on original accounts
in joseph smith diary 11 june 1843 and wilford woodruff diary 11 june
1843 holograph church historical department

the visit here mentioned resulted in josephs capture at dixon lee
county illinois the more complete account is in HC 5431755431 75 48188481 88 and
joseph smith diary 133013 30 june 1843 the HC narrative has joseph and emma
smith leaving nauvoo on the thursday rather than the tuesday of this men-
tion but the joseph smith diary concurs with elizasalizas dating
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to seesec him he confirmdconfirma previous intelligence respecting the
writ being issued but nothing as yet isis heard of the officers
yesterday I1 was presented with the following lines which had
been sent to press without my knowledge & of which I1 had
retaindretainsretaind no copy

from the wasp

to who needs consolation

0 can a genrousgenerousgen rous spirit brook
with feelings of content

to see an age distrustful look
on thee with dark intent

I1 feel thy woesboes my bosom shares
thy spirits agony

how can I1 love a heart that dares
suspect thy purity

ill smile on all that smile on thee
As angels do above

all who in pure sincerity
will love thee I1 will love

believe me thou hast noble friends
who feel and share thy grief

and many a fervent pray r ascends
to heavbeav n for thy relief 29

sunday june 25th 184518431184511843

this afternoon while the people were assembled for service
in the grove br william1williamawilliam 1 clayton who had been sent with
br stephen markham to lee co to notify prest smith of the
issue of the writ for his arrest returned which occasioned con-
siderablesiderable excitement he announced the capture of prest S
with his request that a number of the militia should be sent to
his assistance if needed it was truly gratifying to see the spirit
manifested on the occasion not only by brethren but also by
many persons not members of the church all seem d desirous
of proving their patriotism inin the cause of the persecuted prophet
the city literally swarmed with men who ran together from
every quarter to volunteer their services A selection of about
eighty horsemen started about dusk while fifty others were
chosen to go by water who went on board the maid of iowa
to go down the mississippi and up the illinois to ottawa ex-
pecting that prest S would be taken there for trial

the poem obviously more personal than most of eliza snow s verses
had been published in the wuspwasp 10 september 1842 some nine months earlier
although it might have been joseph smith himself who originally submitted
it for publication his brother william was then editor it is likely that it
was john taylor william s successor who returned the poem to eliza in
the wasp the verse is signed merely E
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tuesbues 27th june 1843118431845
mrs S emma smith arrived I1 went to see her and learned
more particulars concerning the the manner in which her husband
was taken by josephjosephl H reynolds sheriff of jackson co mo
and willson harmon T wilson a constable of hancock co
ill111iiilii who came to dixon on rock riverriver professing to be mormon
elders & enquired for joseph smith who they were informed
was 12 miles distant at a place called palestine grove they pro-
ceeded there & took him in a savage manner & brought him to
dixon intending the same evening which was friday the 23d to
take him into mo but thro the providential interference of the
patriotic citizens of the place he was rescued & reserved for a
more lawful proceeding

thurs 29th june 18431184511843
took a ride to br lots30 inin company with mrs whitney mrs
durfee & mrs holmes before we returned it was announced
that a messenger had arrived bringing the joyful intelligence that
the prophet would arrive in a few hours

sat 30th june 184311845118431845
A very interesting day A military escort accompanied by the
band and a number of ladies on horseback & a vast multitude
of citizens inin carriages left the city at 11 oclock AM and
returned at 2 to the house of prest S with the prest where I1
witnessdwitnessed a scene of mingled joy & sorrow which language can-
not describe for who can paint the emotions of the heart the
burst of parental and filial affection amid scenes of deepest
anguish and the highest joy the affectionate manner in which
he introduced his family to those worse than savage officers and
the very hospitable treatment they received was a lesson that
should have made an impression on every heart not to be eradi-
cated

eliza follows this account with her poem the kidnapping
of lieutenant general joseph smith sixteen stanzas inin ballad
form which tell the story of the prophet s arrest at dixon 31

july 20th 1843
sister blank in original calldcalidcalad to see me her appearance very

most likely their destination was actually joseph smiths farm where
cornelius lott was foreman

published in nauvoo neighbor 26 july 1843 times and seasons 4411

august 1843288184528818431845 288 snow poems 1127291127 29 deseret news 6 21 january
1857363185756318575651857 365565363 and charles obrien kennedy A treasury of american ballads
gay naughty and classic new york the mcbride company 1954 ppap
596159 61 in preparing HC for publication B H roberts weeded the poem out
of the original collection of documents explaining his reasons to president
joseph F smith in a memo the story had already been twice told in the
narrative he explained and the snow poem quotation marks are his added
nothing either of beauty or fact to the account the verses are the merest
dogereldoggreldogerel he complained and concluded all that jingles is not poetry un-
dated memo B H roberts papers church historical department
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plainly manifested the perturbation of her mind how strangely
is the human countenance changed when the powers of darkness
reign over the empire of the heart scarcely if ever in my life
had I1 come in contact with such forbidding and angry looks
yet I1 felt as calm as the summer eve and received her as smil-
ingly as the playful infant and my heart as sweetly reposed
upon the bosom of conscious innocenceinnocence as infancy reposes in the
arms of paternal tenderness & love it is better to suffer than
do wrong and it is sometimes better to submit to injustice rather
than contend it is certainly better to wait the retribution of je-
hovah than to contend where effort will be unavailable 32

july 21st 1843
in company with br alienallenailen left nauvoo for the residence of sis-
ter leonora leavitt inin the morley settlement we rode most
of the way in the night inin consequence of the annoyance of the
prairie flies it was the season for contemplation and while
gazing on the glittering expanse above which splendidly con-
trasted with the shades that surrounded me my mind as if
touched by the spirit of inspiration retraced the past and glanced
at the future serving me a mental treat spiced with the variety
of changes subsequent to the present state of mutable existence

the likeness and unlikeness of disposition & character with
which we come in contact isis a fruitful theme of thought and
the very few who have strength of mind reason & stability to
act from principle is truly astonishing and yet only such are
persons worthy of trust

july 30th 184518451184311843
under this date eliza copies her poem some good things

an optimistic verse of nine quatrainsquatrains affirming that assurance of
one s own righteousness and of god s blessings present and
future is the ultimate good 33133

august 28 184318451843
last evening was entertained by br Sylvsylvesteresterl huelett read-
ing to us from his own manuscript 34 this morning wrote the
following

lines addressed to mr huelett

I1 always love the pages fraught
with noble truth & native thought

12A nineteenth century definition of unavailable suggests meanings akin
to unavailing useless futile

snow poems 15657156 57
only one poem by a mr huelett appears inin any nauvoo papers

lines by S huelet was published almost simultaneously in both the nauvoo
neighbor 11 december 1844 and times and seasons 15 december 1844
the borrowing from eliza s earlier published poem on the same subject the
martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith suggests that the poet felt himself
disciple to the more experienced poetess
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where mind unshackled seems at home
where e er abroad it wills to roam
1I wonder d when I1 heard your lay
why you should seek to hide away
your harp nor let its cheering sound
move on the gales that flutter round

why should you yield to self distrust
and hide your talent in the dust
why should you selfishly suppress
A source of mutual happiness
and lavish on your solitude
that which might do your neighbor good
that which might cheer the toilsome way
amid the ills of latter day

why so tenacious that your name
should be unknown all earthly fame
will pass away but zions spire
Is destin d to be rising higher
until celestial glories blaze
and earth isis lighted with the rays
till upper zion shall come down
and be an everlasting crown

though fames a paltry aimalmaimalm tis well
for zions chronicles to tell
how carefully within the sphere
however small allotted here
her children each with childlikechild like heart
with promptitude performsperformd a part
and each improvimproveimprovdimprovedd the talent givglvalv n
in honor of the law of heavbeav n

when young inin years inin all a child
with thought untrain d and fancy wild
twas my delight to spend an hour
beneath a muse s favdav rite bow r
while there I1 fanfandd parnassus fire
the letter d pinions askdasad my lyre
I1 deeply scoredscornd the poets fame
and from the world witheldwinheld my name 3035

but when from the eternal throne
the truth of god around me shone
its glories my affections drew
and soon I1 tun d my harp anew
by counsel which id fain abide
I1 laid fictitious names aside

thehe poems which eliza wrote and published inin ohio during her pre
mormon years 182618351826 1835 carried such pseudonyms as narcissa pocahontas
cornelia minerva and tullia
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my duty not a love of fame
inducindic d me to divulge my name

it surely isis a glorious thing
to mount imagination s wing
with inspiration s chart unfurunfuddunfurldunfurledld
that bids defiance to the world
and ride triumphantly abroad
where the unthinking never trod
and gain an empire for the mind
that leaves tradition s throne behind

aug 28th 184318431845

this afternoon had the inexpressible happiness of greeting lor-
enzo just return d from ohio

sept ist 184518431184511843

br lorenzo left this morning which leaves a great void in our
association it seems like forcing a wide breach in our family
circle 3036 the more endearing the reciprocation of friendship
the more implicit the confidence the more painful is the separa-
tion this we realize in the present instance

oct 3dad 184518431184511843
here follows a short poem to mr & mrs scott on the death

of their son it contains a mild reprimand to the parents for
their sorrowing assuring them that while it lays its victim low
death opens to the worlds on high 37137

thurs oct 5thath 1843
A disposition to conform to circumstances is a blessing for
which I1 feel very grateful As saints of the most high sub-
ject to all the vicissitudes attendant on an adherence to the prin-
ciples of the celestial kingdom inin order to render life desirable
we must cultivate feelings of submission and cherish inin our own
bosoms that peace and tranquility which will enable us to rejoice
in what ever situation we may be placed

to rejoice or even feel calm and contented when suffering
injustice from our fellow creatures would certainly require an
exertion of mind and a firm command of feeling yet it is an
attainment within our reach or at least proportionately so inas-
much as we verily believe that god whom we worship to be
a god of justice and that sooner or later a just retribution will
follow

there follows here a psalm like piece identified as psalm
third in the old testament style it is an affirmation that the

lorenzo had apparently visited eliza and leonora at morley settlement
from which place he likely continued to nauvoo to report his mission visit to
ohio

published as to mr and mrs S on the death of a child snow
poems 18182181 82
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word of god will dissipate every obstruction and the testimony
of jesus will guide my isionvisionislon through the portals of immortal-
ity 38138

oct loth 1843
yesterday returned from nauvoo the trial of prest rigdon oc-
cupied that portion of the conference which 1I attended 39 some
circumstances of very peculiar interest occur d during my visit to
the city every thing connected with our affections is engraven
on the heart and needs not the perpetuating touch of the sculptor

12th october 184311843184518451

dreamddreama that my father spoke to me of prospects nineteen months
to come

oct 19th 184518431184511843
wrote the following for miss eliza partridge40partridgPartridgee 40

you know dear girl that god is just
he wields almighty pow r

fear not his faithfulness to trust
in the most trying hour

though darkness like the shades of night
should gather round your way

the lord our god will give you light
if you his will obey

in sweet submission humbly wait
and see his purpose crown d

he then will make the crooked straight
and spread salvation round

our heavbeav niy father knows the best
what way we must be tried

stand still and his salvation test
thou shalt be satisfied

the poem which follows beginning the trials of the
present day consists of eleven quatrainsquatrains encouraging the reader
through present troubles with the promise of a time when zion
will arise on highIn the celestial glory the poem is here
superscribed in a hand suggesting a later addition with the
quotation straight is the gate and narrow is the way that
leadeth unto life and fehfewfeitjeh there be that find it1 t 41

published as the lord is my trust snow poems 1 1471474949
HC 647496476 47 49 joseph smith had proposed the release of sidney rigdonriadon as

his counselor but the voteote of the conference reinstated him
elizaeezaellza partridge had been sealed as a plural wife to joseph smith some

fivefiefle months earleariearlierer
published as celestial gory times avdandacid seasons 4 1 novemberno ember

18433831845383184558318431845 383385585 nauvoo neighbornetnei hubofhbof 20 december 1843 LDS hymnsH ansmns llerliverpoolLierpoolpooi
1851 ppap 1383915839138158 39 and in subsequent hymnals to 1948 snow poems 111391159113941139 41
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A second poem queen victoria follows with the in-
troductiontro duction that it was written in commemoration of lorenzos
having presented to her majesty and prince albert two copies
of the book of mormon in 1842 prior to his return from his
mission 42

dec 6thath 184518431184511843
spent the day at mr lindsay s inin cutting clothes

dec 9thath 1843

lorenzo left for nauvoo

dec 19th 184518431184511843
tuesday evening L having returndreturns we had the pleasure of the
company of father isaac & mother lucylucyl morleymordeymoddey it was
an interesting season in the order of a blessing meeting father
morley officiating the following is a copy of the blessing
confer d on me as a patriarchal blessing

sister eliza in the name of jesus christ I1 lay my hands
upon thy head and I1 confirm all thy former blessings together
with the blessings of a patriarch upon thee let thy thoughts thy
mind and thy affections be stay d upon the mighty god of jacob

thou hast the blessing and gift to know in whom thou
has put thy trust he isis thy friend and thy great benefactor
he has been mindful of thee and has given thee an intellect
capable of receiving & understanding all things necessary per-
taining to thy present and everlasting welfare and thou hast
& shall have the blessing to improve upon every talent and
gift that the god of nature has bestowdbestowedbestowd upon thee the powers
of thy mind are fix d as firmly as the pillars of heaven to com-
ply with the requisitions of thy creator and thou shalt never be
disappointed in the cause thou hast espousdespoused the lord thy
savior loves thee and has been bountiful inin pouring his blessings
upon thee and thou shalt have the blessing to be admired &
honor d by all good men thou hast the blessing to speak in
wisdom & to counsel in prudence and thou shalt have the bless-
ing to be honor d by those who have spoken reproachfully of
thee and thou shalt yet stand inin high & holy places to be honrdconrd
and admired for the integrity of thy heart thy fidelity has
reachdreacha the heavens and thy name is honordconord & admiraamir d by the
beavheav niy hosts thy steps shall be tracdgracd inin prudence thy ex-
amples are worthy of imitation and thou mayest ever confide in
the friend of thy bosom thou mayest open thy mind to thy
creator and thy requests shall be granted because thou hast an
advocate even jesus & in his name thou art invited to pay thy

times and seasons 5 1 january 184439818445981844 598398 nauzoonauvoo Neighneighborhofhorfor 17
january 1844 millennial star 4 april 18441841844 184 snow poems 18991189 91
deseret news 13 may 1857 and eliza R snow smith biography and family
record of lorenzo snow salt lake city deseret news 1884 ppap 636463 64
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devotions to the most high and in and thro his name thou
mayest ever rejoice in the new & everlasting covenants ask and
thou shall be given an additional blessing to thee and thou
shaltshallshailshait have influence & power over all those who have sought
to injure thee to do good unto them and to cause them to be-
come a blessing to thee thy influence shall be great thy ex-
amples shall not be exceldexceedexceld thou hast a heart to be enlargdenlargedenlargd
and a mind capable of expansion and for thy comfort remember
in thy retired walks that yonder sun is typical of a crown of
glory that shall be sealed upon thy head the stars that twinkle
in yonder sky shall show to thy mind the workmanship of thy
creator and by those glories thou shalt read the destinies of
man and be capable with thy pen to communicate to thy fel-
low man the blessings & glories of futurity and thy blessing shall
roll and continue to thee until time is lost inin eternity and thy
name shall be handed down to posterity from generation to gen-
erationera tion and many songs shall be heard that were dictated by thy
pen and from the principles of thy mind even until the choirs
from on high and the earth below shall join in one universal
song of praise to god and the lamb these blessings to-
gether with eternal life I1 seal upon thy head inin the name of thy
redeemer amen

recorded inin book E page 67 A L morley43Morley43

missouri which follows here in the original notebook
isis a long prose poem condemning that state for its treatment of
the saints thou art fallen thou art fallen beneath the weight
of thine own unhallowed deeds and thine iniquities are press-
ing as a heavy load upon thee eliza writes and inin even more
dramatic tone thou hast become an ignominious stain on the
escutcheon of a noble free and independent republic thou art
a stink inin the nostrils of the goddess of liberty 41144

sunday evening dec 31st 184518431184511843

the closing of the year 1843 led eliza probably inin the con-
text of a family gathering with lorenzo and leonora and others
at morley settlement to suggest that the brother address the
group her summary of his remarks reveals something of lor-
enzo s testimony and personal philosophy but little by way of
reviewreview of the year s events it isis deleted here as isis eliza s own
poem the past year a piece in blank verse dealing with the
transciencetranscience of time and ending with a millennial vision of that

the blessing as it appears inin isaac morley s book isis signed A leonora
leavitt scribe that eliza changed the signature inin copying the blessing into
hertierlierller own book suggests her knowledge that her sister s sealing to isaac morley
laterater confirmed in the nauvoo temple had inin fact already taken place
nauvoo templetempie Recordrecords3 14 january 1846 church historical department

times and seasons 5 1 february 184443018444501844 450430 snow poems 19497194 97
deseret news 13 may 1857
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point where time extending to its utmost bound will tread
the threshholdthresh hold of eternity 4145

elizaeilza s psalm second also deleted here expresses again
the tribulations of the saints and the blessings of the lord who
hath already placed us on high even above the fear of those

that counsel inin darkness and more in hope than in prophecy
the writer suggests he hath rolled back the waves of persecu-
tion he hath staid the hour of oppression he hath brought
their names into derision who dealt out to us the cup of af-
fliction

jan 23d25d 1844

in accordance with a communicated request eliza had writ-
ten a long poem to mrs mary ann pratt on the death of
her little son she repeats the assurance that all will be again
restor d and concludes with the quatrain

altho a tender branch is torn
asunder from the parent tree

back to the trunk it shall be borne
and grafted for eternity

feb 17th 184411844

another on the death of poem follows this one addressed
to mrs lyons sylvia P lyon of morley settlement whose
daughter had died the sentiments are similar to those of the
previous poempoem4g461401

thurs buestues 20th february 1844

spent last evening much to my satisfaction entertainment and
instruction at a blessing meeting at br beeby s inin lima it
was quite a treat to my mind one of the bright spots on the
page of my life never to be forgotten

april 14th 184411844
on the fifth I1 came to the city to attend the conference spent
the time very pleasantly in the affectionate family of bishop whit-
ney in company with my sister having received counsel to
remain in the city after spending a few days at elder sher-
wood s & br joshua smith s I1 took up my residence at the house
of col stephen markham being invited to do so and I1 feel
truly thankful that I1 am again permitted to enjoy society which

published as the past year inin desert newsneus 28 december 1850 inin
millennial starstaistaf 131 may 18511431851 143145 and poems 210122102 101212 elizaeezaellzaeilza s summary
of lorenzoloreno s remarks isis published inin eliza R snow smith biography and fam
ilyllyliy record of lorenzo snow ppap 7073707570 73

published as obituary in times and seasons 5 15 march 18444791844 479
nauvoo neighbor 3 april 1844 LDS hymns liverpool 1851 p 354 and
in subsequent editions to 1871 and snow poempoems 1138391138158138 39
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is dear to me as life I1 find sister M an agreeable noble in-
dependent minded woman willing to sacrifice for the truth 47

47eliza s accommodation with the markhamsMarkhams must have proved satisfactory
for she apparently stayed there for the remainder of her time inin nauvoo
when she left in the february 1846 exodus it was with the markhamsMarkhams that
she traveled and she stayed with them to winter quarters her next extant
diary accounts begin with the february move from nauvoo heading west



some thoughts regarding an
unwritten history of nauvoo

kenneth W godfrey

A recent reading of my nauvoo bibliography disclosed that
at least sixty books have been written dealing wholly or in part
with some aspect of the mormon experience in that city but
these scores of articles on the subject increase our knowledge
of only the major events in this kingdom on the mississippi
few if any major works have treated early mormon life-
styles or the saints as human beings to use davis bitton s

phrase christopher lasch in his book reflections on american
history has severely chastizedcliastizedchastised mormon historians for de-
taching the subject from its surroundings and for failing to
clearly illuminate what gave mormonism its vitality 1 I1 suspect
that the illumination willnill not be forthcoming until histori-
ans devote more time to studying the letters diaries and jour-
nals of the cocommonninion latter day saints who lived and very
often died in nauvoo 2

perhaps it is appropriate to challenge someone to write
a really distinguished social history of nauvoo A very hurried
calculation discloses that by the end of 1846 latter day saints
had lived in nauvoo 2575 days or 61800 hours not all of
this time was spent in fleeing from missouri officials reading

an address deliveredheredde at the 1974 mormon history association meetings inin
nauvoo illinois

dr godfrey past director of the LDS institute of religion at weber state
college and pstpast secretary treasurer of the mormon history Assoassociatiassociationassociateciaticlatlon isis cur-
rently servingsen ing as president of the pennsylvania pittsburgh mission

christopher lasch reflections on american Hhistcnystory politics and culture
new york alfred A knopf 1974 ppap 566956 69

the wasp a biweekly newspaper edited by the prophet s brother
william smith always published a list of the people who had died sincesince the
previous issue had been printed these lists usually contained from eight to
twelve names and if we assume that ten might represent an average number
then approximately 250 people died each yearear inin the mormon capital this
wouaouwouldid mean that from 1500 to 2000 people died during the six yearsears that
nlnauvooauvoonauvoo was a flourishing city

417
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scripture receiving revelation working on the temple or even
sleeping even though the historian concedes that a tremendous
amount of the men s time at least was spent in missionary
work work on the temple politics and meetings the question
still may be asked what were the women and children
doing and thinking and feeling the briefest perusal of
nauvoo literature reveals a glaring lack of information re-
garding this aspect of nauvoo s history outside of a few brief
glimpses into the life of emmaemina smith and her part in the organ-
ization of the relief society the books and articles seem to re-
view the remainder of this city s rise and fall through the eyes
of joseph smith john C bennett Brbrighamighani young sidney
rigdon or governor thomas ford

the women and children spent more time in nauvoo than
the men did but histories are written as if more than two thirds
of the church and the non mormonscormons who lived there scarcely
existed the purpose of this paper then is to focus for a mo-
ment on daily life in nauvoo as it was experienced by the
women and children who sacrificed so much for the cause they
too believed was true hoping that by doing so I1 may encourage
historians to rise to the challenge to write the full history of
this city

learning to say goodbye and coping with loneliness were
significant parts of the nauvoo female experience it could
probably be demonstrated that mormon men were away from
homehoine in those early days more often than other american
males and while the partings themselves nnlaymaylay not all have
lasted very long they were extremely traumatic and had far
reaching implications for those left behind louisa barnes
pratt whose husband was called on a mission to tahiti leaving
her to care for four children recorded

the parting scene came the two eldest daughters were
very lonely we walked with him to the steamboat landing
he carried the youngest child inin his arms it was told us
he would be absent three years it was unfortunate at the
last as he stepped on to the steamboat the children saw him
take his handkerchief from his eyes they knew he was wiping
away his tear it was too much for them they commenced
weeping the second daughter was uncontrollable the
more we tried to soothe her the more furious were her com-
plaintsplaints she was sure her father would never return 3

louisa barnes pratt journal p 118 church historical department
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louisa wept for three days before a calmness came over her
and she could smile again perhaps the most tragic aspect of
these frequent and often long periods of separation was that
many husbands and wiveswives were no longer compatible when
reunited and divorces all too frequently occurred this know-
ledge must have gnawed at even the most faithful heartheart4hearte

while the husband served god the wife was expected to
provide for the family take care of business matters procure
the food construct the home plant the crops raiselaise the children
in the ways of the lord and cope with frequent sickness and
death

carolineCa ioline crosby whose husband served two missionsmissions
during the nauvoo period returning from one with smallpox
wrote inin her journal death became so frequent a visitor inin
nauvoo that wee were perfectly familiar with itit6ita sickness
was also a major part of the lives of nauvoo families when
peter maughan returned to the mormon capital from operating
the church s coal mine on rock island he found his entire
family sick with fever and ague they had to take turns craw-
ling to the water bucket pulling themselves up with almost
superhuman effort and then on hands and knees making the
return journey pushing the water jar ahead of them a few feet
at a time 7

young mosiah hancock had to crawl to a spring fifty yards
from inshisiuslus cabin to get water for his little sister ananlyamyayiy and his
father and mother who were too weak to lift themselves from
their beds he would later recall that his hands and knees be
came rawlawtaw sores and he found himself dreading the sound of
the human voice for regardless of who spoke it was always for
water s

fortunately the chills and fever didndian t occur every day and
most of the diary entries of this period speak of good and bad
days on the

cgoodood days the saints would work and prepare for
the bad ones relieved that they escaped the chills and fever for
even one day frequently this disease would possess a body
for a full year

see the diaries of angela farleyparley patty sessions and louisa barnes pratt
church historical department

seeee the leonora taylor john taylor letters in this issue of BYU Sludiesstudios
carollcarolinene crosbcrosby journal unpaged church HhistoricalIstorical department
mary ann maughantughanM journal p 25 copy inin joel E ricks collection

church historical department
mosiah Eanhancockcock the life story of moslah hancock apnpn p ndn d p 14
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of course there were remedies for every kind of disease and
an entire chapter of a nauvoo history book could be written
on nimedicaledical practices alone every issue of the wasp adver-
tised medicated lozenges guaranteed to cure coughs worms
fever and ague that they did not is abundantly clear from
the records of the period dr willard richards often pre-
scribed a weed that grew in many front yards as a cure for
diarrhea and in at least one recorded instance it worked 9

the fact that there was much sickness and death in nauvoo
is not in itself terribly significant other american pioneers
had to cope with these ordeals as well so it becomes the task
of the mormon historian to probe and analyze the available
data and then compare his findings with those found among
other pioneer groups to determine whether there was something
unique and significant about the way mormonscormons dealt with the
tragedies inherent in life

diaries and letters also show life among the early
saints meant a daily battle with hunger nauvoo was not a
city of abundance and while it isis true that when gardens ma-
tured the saints ate beans apples corn niemelonslonsions peas beets
tomatoes cucumbers lemons figs and raisins still manyn1anyneany of
even the best providers were often short of flour milk butter
eggs and other staples almost every letter from this period
deals with the great struggle for food and this fact has to be
part of the drama of this city 10 it is significant to note that
a large part of a woman s day was devoted to procuring and
preparing food

other frontier peoples also grappled with fatigue hunger
and the threat of starvation so what if anything is there in
the mormon experience that sets it apart was it perhaps the
saints ability to somehow see the hand of god in every event
whether good or bad or was it their uncanny way of turning
every occurrence so as to support their belief that they were
preparing the world for the second coming of the savior
but did not other religions have similar beliefs and if so
what was there about the latter day saints that caused their
movement to persist grow and flourish while many others of
the same era are now only footnotes in religious history books
sidney Ahlahiahlstromstroni in his critically acclaimed book A religious

maughan journal p 26
see letters of bathsheba smith to george A smith hannah ells to phoebe

woodruff and the diaries of mary ann maughan and louisa barnes pratt
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history of the american people admits that he is unable to
fathom what it was about joseph smith that made him so dif-
ferent from the other self proclaimed prophets of his time 31

could it be simply that lie told the truth or is the matter more
complex than that there is the distinct possibility that the
solution to these and other questions is to be found at least in

part in the records the saints left behind as well as what they
read and believed

one of the things they read was the wasp which appeared
once every two weeks in it the saints could read poetry by
mrs hemans eliza R snow or others with a literary bent
the front page frequently contained inoraluoramoralisticinoralisticlistic short stories
one such story home sweet home was about a beautiful
girl named julia who was courted seduced and deserted by a
handsome I1gambler and rogue she pined for death strangely
the rogue knew no peace either because as the last sentence
says the worm that never dies gnaws at the heart strings un-
til they are severed and he who victimized soon lays as low
as the ViCvictimtinltini 12 there were also articles regarding thomas
sharp s nose lists of people who had unclaimed letters at the
nauvoo post office and even some jokes an irishman
cautions the public against harboring or trusting his wife peg-
gy on his account as liehelleile is not married to her and snuff
takers differ from all the rest of the world for they turn up
their noses at what they most admireadnilre 13 each issue also ran
W D huntington s fully illustrated advertisement indicating
that helielleile had a coincolncompletepletepiete supply of coffins and if he did not
have your size one could be made to order

through the minutes of the nauvoo library and liter-
ary institute we know that the mormonscormons read very few novels
but rather studied many books of considerable academic rep-
utationutation locke s an essay concerning human understand-
ing biographies of napoleon histories of england france
and the united states were read frequently by the citizens of
nauvoo joseph smith himself owned such works as thomas
dick s philosophy of a future state mosheim s church history
and the HistohistoirehistolreHis toirelreyfejfe de charles to name only a few of the volunvolumeslesies

sidney Ahlahiahlstromstroni A religious history of the american people new
haven yale university press 1973 ppap 50109501 09

the wasp 23 april 1842 p 1

ibid
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inin his nauvoo library little has been written about the books
the mormonscormons were reading it may be that the works found
inin the nauvoo library are not significantly different from the
books readlead by other americans of the time but only a compar-
ative study will tell even if theirthen readingleading lists areaie similarmilaisi the
most important aspects regardingb mormonscormons reading habitsbabits
must be the way they used the things they read and the fact
that they were not ignoiamusesignoraniuses or the gullible simplemindedsimple minded
people they are often portrayed as being mostly by a hostile
press if the books of the nauvoo library can become the focus
of a comparative study historians will soon have available ad-
ditionalditional insights into the intellectual habits of the latter day
saints

late afternoons and early evenings were sometimes spent
either inin reading or writing letters and often a week or more
would be spent writing off and on a letter to an absent family
member departing and returning missionariesmissionaries often served
as postmen when the news circulated that a certain elder had
ai arrivedlived home from laboring inin the same area as a loved one
the entire family was filled with anxiety until they knew
whether he had brought a long awaited letter if he hadbad the
letterietter was read and rereadre read

when the weather was bad meetings were held in the
homes of the church members in these gatherings the saints
sang and spoke inin tongues prophesied bore testimony to the
truth of the gospel and closed with hymns like shall I1 for
fear of feeble man the spirits course inin me restrainRestiainlain many
studied parley P pratt s A voice of warning which isis prob-
ably indicative of their concern and expectations regarding
the return of the savior almost every diary reveals the joy of
the saints when they could hear the prophet joseph smithsinith
preach one person wrote that she first heard the mormon
leader speak while he stood on a barrel with his hands on the
shoulders of a disciple to keep his balance 1

often family blessing meetings were held at these
gatherings adopted families 10 as well as blood relatives were inm

minutes of the nauvoo library and literary instlinselinstitutetute church historical
department see also kenneth W godfreygodfre A note on the nauvoo library
and literary institute BYU studies 14 spring 19743868919743861974 386586 89

see journals of mary ann maughan louisa barnes pratt caroline B
crosbycrosb and drusella hendricks church historical department

see gordon irving the law of adoption one phase of the develop
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vitedcited guests at these meetings also often consumed large
quantities of hot wheat bread and sweet wine at one such
gathering father young was so moved that he could not speak
and brigham young was forced to deliver the expected sermon
these meetings would close with the father blessing his entire
family following such gatherings joy would reign for days 17

and what about the youth there were many activities for
them swimming in the river corn husking parties quilting
bees rag bees and rides in the prophet s large buggy joseph
smith 111IIIililii remembered that it was customary on saturday after-
noons for the inenmen and boys to gather and indulge in such
athletic events as running jumping wrestling and throwing
weights arthur milliken organized some of the young men
into a small troop of horseborsehorsemennien that was subsequently attached
to the nauvoo legion other boys were formed into companies
in order to learn how to drill properly still others were used
as drummers in the great parades of this colorful city s mil-
itia 18 some of the very small tagged along behind the march-
ing legion banging on pots and pans pretending they too
were soldiers 19

at least one group of boys used to row out to an island in
the middle of the mississippi river and tease an old billy goat
much to the displeasure of its owner there was a hill of some
size on the island which ended rather abruptly A small pond
lay twentyfivetwenty five feet below the crest and the boys would torment
the goat until it got so angry it would chase them they would
lure it to the cliff above the pond and then quickly dodge its
charge making it fall into the water below one day the
owner a rather large man provoked the goat himself it
seems liehelleile enjoyed watching the foolish animal fall into the
pond as much as the boys did but being neither so nimble nor
quick helieite was butted in the stomach fell into the pond and
almost drowned fortunately the boys were hiding in the
brush saw the whole thing

1
and rescued him111111 2021

ment of the mormon concept of salvation 183019001830 1900 BYU studies 14
spring 19742911974291314 3l4

see the susa amelia young gates file inin the church historical depart-
ment talk given by heber C Kkiimballkrimballimballcimball to his famfamilyly

mary audentia smith anderson ed joseph smith III111111lilili and the restoration
independence herald house 1952 ppap 27 46

for a consideration of more seriousserious activities of boys in nauvoo see
Thuthurmonrinon dean moody nauvoo s whistling and whittling brigade in this
issueissue of BYU studies

joseph levi fifield journal copy inin possession of the author
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the young son of wilford woodruff left in the care of
an aunt while his father and mother served inin the british mis-
sion rode horses herded cows played with the knife his father
had sent him enjoyed the new cap his mother knitted and
mailed to him and attended church ineemeetingstings with hannah
ells but his fingers were often too tired to write to his par-
ents 1 much more could be said about the children

joseph smith whom david miller has called by all odds
the most significant motivating guiding and controlling in-
fluence in nauvoo 22 became what he became in part at least
because of the influence of lucy mack and joseph smith sr
and his life at home realizing that the instructions helielleile received
from heavenly messengers made himhinihinl much inoremorelnore than just a
typical Anieanleamericanrican boy of the nineteenth century still I1 for one
would someday like to read a history of nauvoo that was
weighed against american and world history and that did not
merely trace the sainesame old events that have been written about
by cecil mcgavin B H roberts and others I1 am calling for
a book which will portray the mormonsmornionscormonsMornMormonsionslons first as people fighting
loneliness sickness tragedy and death in somesonie significantly
different ways from other americans second as husbands and
wives striving to keep intact marriages which toward the end
of the nauvoo period were considered to be eternal or ce-
lestiallest ial through long periods of separation third as parents
worrying and caring for their children whom again toward the
close of the period they believed they would have with themthern
forever if they were successful in their religious efforts fourth
as latter day saints often devout sincere even evangelical
also believing that this fact made them a peculiar people and
attempting to demonstrate why this was so and only lastly
as masons politicians and members of the nauvoo legion
this history will be found in the letters diaries journals and
inin the archaeology of the people who dwelt there we need
someone to write this part of their story with the same feeling
love warmth and skill that has characterized the best books
historians can offer

letters of hannah ells to phoebe woodruff 5 may and 3 june 1845
david E and delia S miller nauvoo the city of joseph santa barbara

and salt lake city peregrine smith 1974 p 64



sickness and faith
nauvoo letters

ronald K esplin

the following exchange of letters between john and leo-
nora taylor reveals in striking detail the weight of sickness
upon the church and specifically upon the taylor family in
the late summer and fall of 1839 these letters are also im-
portant as illustrations of the dedication and faith required for
the apostles to answer the call to england at that difficult time
with their families suffering from poverty and disease

at the passing of joseph fielding smith these letters came
to the historical department of the church with a body of
papers that belonged to his father joseph F smith they are
now with the john taylor collection of the department for
publication here the letters have been edited according to the
following policy spelling has been transcribed exactly al-
though abbreviations have been expanded some capitalization
punctuation and paragraphing have been provided to improve
readability

during the previous winter the taylors like the rest of the
saints in northern missouri had been driven fronifrom their home
by violence and persecution forcing abandonment of many of
their possessions then in july and august malarial chills and
fevers and other illnesses visited them and other families along
the banks of the mississippi bringing death and debilitation to
a people already struggling with too little means to build new
homes and new towns when the church had faced severe
trials in kirtland joseph smith responded by sending heber C
kimball and orson hyde to england to launch foreign mission-
ary work now again looking ahead from the difficulties in
nauvoo to the blessings of the future helielleile similarly responded

ronald K esplin a phd candidate inin history at brigham youngyoun uni-
versity is an historical associate in the church historical department
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with a positive program this time not only elders kimball
and hyde but all of the twelve would go to england to ex-
pand and invigorate that important work

the story of the departure of the twelve in the midst of
poverty and sickness isis well known some of them were sick
when they left others like elder taylor succumbed to illness
along the way they left penniless for the most part and their
families were no better off these revealing letters depict in
some detail the specific hardships and suffering of one family
deepen and particularize our appreciation of the faith and de-
termination that sustained them and portray the weight of sick-
ness that devastated the church that first season on the missis-
sippi

john taylor and wilford woodruff were the first to an-
swer the call in preparation elder taylor blessed his family
and dedicated them to the lord

the thought of the hardships they had just endured he re-
markedmarkedlmarkeda the uncertainty of their continuing inin the house they
then occupied and that only a solitary room the prevalence
of disease the poverty of the brethren their insecurity from
mobs together with the uncertainty of what might take place
during my absence produced feelings of no ordinary char-
acter these solicitationssoli citations paternal and conjugal were en-
hanced also by the time and distance that was to separate us 1

leonora taylor and her three children lived inin a log room in
the broken down barracks of abandoned fort des moines
montrose as they called the area baby joseph would be two
years old mary anne would be four and george would be
six all in january next

on 8 august 1839 elders taylor and woodruff left the
mississippi for new york john taylor wrote his family once
during the first month a letter that apparently arrived in
montrose sometime before leonora commenced to write she
began her letter on 9 september finishing the last installment
nearly one month later in the meantime after a serious illness
which he describes in the letter elder taylor wrote another
letter on 19 september this one from germantown indiana it

1 B H roberts the life of john taylor salt lake city bookcraft 1963
george Q cannon & sons 1892 ppap 676867 68 roberts had access to the tay-
lor diaries the present whereabouts of which is unknown and perhaps other
sources on page 687168 71 roberts relates from an independent source some of
the information that taylor included in his letter to his wife which is repro-
duced below
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was still en route when leonora finally sent her letter in octo-
ber so the two letters crossed in the mail without concrete
news of each other each with a private burden of sickness and
loneliness they share their experiences and feelings

montrose sunday sep 9thath 1839
my very dear john

I1 write in hopes this may find you in new york this
has been a distressed place sincesince you left with sickness all
most evry individual in evry family sick george got well
of his fever but has a little sore on the edge of the sight of
his eye that has given me great anxiety I1 have tried evry
thing all most for it it seems better to day but poor dear he
isis seisedseisei with chils and fever todayto day again my poor little
joseph has had chils and fever twice this is his well day
sister orson prat s baby isis dead she died on sunday the
day following we were expecttingexpect ting joseph would die but the
lord spardepard my dear child in answer to prayer mary anne
is well and I1 keep upon my feet grunting about brother
williams family are all sick mary has not been with me 2
days since you left

brother brigham young family are all sick him and
all theytheyl could not get a drop of watterwaiter I1 fechedfecher them
several pails brother alanson ripley and I1 were there
the other day and brother young said it was a greivousGre ivous
imposition that they could not have the room I1 was in I1
made answer I1 did not know where to go I1 did ntnot like to
intrude upon a family and I1 was tired of it he said he
would lie in the street if liehelleile was me before a family should
be situated as theres was that mrs young was sick the
first I1 heard of it I1 imediatelyimmediately got a strange man that was
here to move my things into sister sarah prats room where
I1 now am sister phoebe woodruff is at sister martha
smoots sarah got better and came back sister woodruff
got chils and feaver and moved into sister smoots sarah
isis sick again I1 heard today sister woodruff isis better

we have heard unclear how you were to get on to
cleaveland pray write soon and often to me my dear john
I1 never needed more grace patience or your prayers than I1 do
at present they have promised to put my me up a
house near sister woodruf father morley is a good man
I1 am waittingkaittingwaitting for brother smith brother to william smoot
to make his house more comfortable and then I1 shall move
there until my place is prepared if I1 get anny if I1 dont sis-
ter woodruff says I1 shall live with her I1 believe her house
is not up if I1 do we can croak togather I1 do feel thankfullthankfullythankfull
to the lord my health is as good as it is

brother pardeypaddeyPadieyriey prat left here on the 29 of august with
his family for new york where he means to leave them
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brother orson pratt went with him brother heber
kimbal was here yesterday and says liehelleile and brother brig-
ham will start next week if able brother george smith isis

still very feeble I1 need not tell you who isis sick for all are
sick with very few exceptions brother smith from unde-
cipherable came to see me soon after you left your friends
were all well he proposed my going there untill the sickly
season was over B young thought I1 ought to go he was
pressent when he spoke about it bishop knight isis still sick
so isis brother ripley I1 have had no wood since you left but
what I1 borrow foulks all so sick brother ripley can get no
one to haul it mr young has got a little girl seventy
five papers came to the post office for me for which I1 paid
7 shillings 2dad pence I1 sold five of them there a bit a
piece father hailyhallyhaliy Mormorleyleyl got to springfield the evening
afteaate you left inin the morning he brought up the papers
you sent I1 wondered you did not send inemelne a line from there
I1 got the letter you sent after you left here

this is monday night dear little joseph has had no
fever fortwofortiofor two days georges eye seems nearly well for which
I1 do feel more thankfullthankfullythank full than I1 ever did before I1 pray con-
tinually for you and my dear children I1 know that the lord
hears and answers me and want that you should do the same
for us I1 shall direct this to the care brother orson pratt
inin case you do not get it write me long letters all about
your journey enny thing perticularparticularperticular inin a line at the bottom
people will snatch a letter cut of your hand inin this part and
read it without asking leave if you send anny thing I1
should like to have some flanel for particular use red and
yellow a bitbilt net fore lase for my self and quilting checkdchecka
muslin or plain a little a yard 34 of black silk for apron
I1 intended to send money for them if you could get it and
send them I1 might pay brother Fordfordhamharn or some one here
if brother woodruf sent anny thing they might come to
gather a few yards of cheap calico for childrens frocks and
some lowloviovlom priced diaper sister prat bought some that was
noltnot a bit a yard you can get nothing here and what they
have isis double priced if you cannot aford dear john do
not mind my mentioning those things to you if it is not

Etuitequiteultealte conveneintconvene int do not try to send anny thing what ever
butt letters and dont let me have cause to complain for want
of them

I1 walked below mr bisselsbessels to night looking for the
cow where you used to go with me and felt that I1 was
alone but if we suffer to promote the cause of our blessed
lord it will end inin joy which no man taketh from us we
are seperatedseparatedseperated for a short time but I11 hope we shall yet meet
to part no more for ever

dear little joseph saw brother abrahamlabrahallabrahamAbrahaml smoot on
sunday and thought it was you he jumetjumpt of my knee ran
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to him and clung to his legs with so much delight you
would have pitty d the dear lamb when I1 say to him
fathers gone hebe says gone quite plain and looks as if he
should see you I1 found rest comfort and delight in praying
with my dear little ones before we left our house but now
that is over forthefor the pressent brother ripley is very kind and
says I1 shall have a hcusehause but he cannot make one and it is
hard to get one I1 spoke to him about what B young said
he told me hebe dreaded it worse than death his speaking to
me but I1 must not mind it he was sick and fretful I1 tell
evry one I1 left the room on account of sister youngs con-
finement that speaks of it I1 leave him to settle that business
with my father who has promised to take care of me and
mine

poor mary anne often crys for you if she sees me look
sorrowfullsorrowfullysorrow full she begins to cry that moment for you and I1 can
scarce stop her she has gone to the store several times alone
and got what I1 wanted since georges eye has been bad I1

ofendedoffended her lately and she said daddy has gone and left
you and I1 am glad on it my dear john georges eye isis
quite well praise the lord for it brother ripley has been
here and says there is to be a general conferanceconferenceCon ferance first satur-
day inin october my case will alcngalong with others be laid be-
fore it and no doubt we shall be provided for better than
to go to brother morleysmorless nebourhood I1 am very comfortable
and happy as I1 can hebe without your company I1 know the
lord does all things well brother young cald to say liehelleile was
going tomorrow 12th of sept along with brother kimbal
and brother george smith tota start for england I1 wish you
to puttheputteeput the trifles I1 want on a bit of paper and burn this when
you have read it I1 should have wrote another letter but
havellavehase not time

after writing the main letter september 9 to 11 leonora
squeezed the following two notes in the remaining space

do not take anny notice to B young that you care about
my leaving his house I1 hope it isis for the best the other
side the river commerce soon to be nauvoolnauvoo is a stake
theytheyl have bought the citty lots if it isis not quite conven-
ient do not think of sending anny thing from new york
write my dear john soon possible

my dear I1 have heard fronifrom sister woodruf to day she is
faillftillstill very sick A docterdoctor who isis who isis here to day says it
will go hard with her dont tell brother woodruff so I1 do
hope she will recover she liashasilas been a great comfort to me
sincesince you have gone the children send there love to father
and a kiss josephljoseph gives me many for you evry day chil-
dren are now all well and my self bless the lord I1 look
for a letter from you evry day write a nicenice long one when
you get this excuse a wrechedwrecked pen
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about three weeks later still without having received the
19 september letter from her husband leonora taylor turned
the letter and wrote the following addition at right angles to
and on top of the original letter

my dear john when I1 wrote last I1 inin this all was well
now I1 am sitting watching by the bed side of our dear
george and joseph late at night on monday last I1 washed
on tuesday I1 went out encn the prairypralrypraire some miles after the
cow as she stays away two days togather if not fetched up
the grass wet and cold morning at night it pourdbourd of rainrain
when I1 milked and got wet through on wednesday morn-
ing I1 had a sever chile and feaver in consequence of cold I1

had taken the next day mary annel had chils and feaver
thought she was going into fits I1 had to wean my sweet
child lest he should get the chils from me the first night
liehelleile crydbryd all night afterwards he layjay about the flore as if his
heart was broken on friday he had a chill and has evry
day sincesince and no comfort at all for it all this time george
was my only help he went to the well and did all he
could on sunday he fell back to the floor inin a fit and had
chile and feaver I1 watchdwatcha him all night to day he came
to him self so as to talk to me about noon he fell into the
most dreadful fit and out of that into another and got his
toung between his teeth his fingers all turndtuond back I1

thought I1 must die my dear john I1 hopethehope the lord will not
lay more upon me thaneiandianetan I1 am able to bear I1 have broke my
chils and mary anns vithwith undecipherable pils I1 suferbufer inin
my head a great deal what I1 have past through since you
left has hurt my head a great deal

sunday night my dear john I1 begin my tale once more
my darling joseph has been at the point of death helielleile has had
fever and bowel complaint and brought so low that I1 did
not hear the sound of his voicevolcevoicevolce for four days yesterday his
fever left him he isis better to day but very sick still no
one expected he could live bless the lord I1 begin tottoito hope
he may be spardepard I1 have not had my clothes of for five
nights I1 have watchtvatchtvatcho by him alone all the time I1 cannot
tell the sorrow of my heart at the thoughts of loseingloreing my
sweet child gcorgegeorge Isis beaterbetter thank the lord for his mercy
I1 hope the next letter I1 send will be different to this this
isis like jeremiah role woe within and without lamenta-
tions and woe

john mills and his wife came to see me to day I11 was
glad to see them the conference begins next saturday and
after that I1 shall know my fate mr kilburn has opened
a very full stove ststoreorel1 inin that corner house we wanted
so much brother rogers has turndtuond docter and goes round
giveinggiveins pills by wholesale to the people brother joseph is
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very angry with him andtoldand told him to go home and mind his
work brother george smith reubenareubenjReureubenbenlbenj1 hadlock and theo
doredorel turley started last week for england robert walton
has come down from far west to fetch mary anne he left
brother isaac russel sick of chile feaver all sick up
there helielleile says johnjohn5johna goodson isis gone back to his musick
in st louis father scot wrotewrctewrate a saucy letter to brother
joseph his son in law came over from canada and took his
wife home back with him good night my dear my eyes
ach from want of rest

oct 9thath I1 have heard my dear dear john of your sick
ness and that you stoptstept behind I1 can not tell you what I1
feel but trust in the lord that you have got on your journey
I1 have not had a letter from youQU yet do not myiny dear be so
long inin writwrittingwnttmgbrittingting to me again I1 sold 8 dollars worth of pa
pers at the conference william prat took them for me I1
have no more prospect of a house than I1 had theytheyl say I1
shall have one but when I1 dont know I1 live inin sister wood
rufs with mrs prat pray for me my dear

joseph is getting better but is not able to walk I1 have
a deal of trouble with him little dear mary ann says tell
father my cheeks are fat with eating pudingbuding I1 am very
unwell at pressent with pain in my head and neck but hope
I1 shall be better soon brother ripley isis apointedappointed bishop on
this side and 2 brothers higby councilorscouncillorscounci lors father john smith
isis presiding elder on this side the river the counselors did
not get to the conference but believe all isis right A young
man cald here from indiana where you stoptstept and took an
emetickkemetick we kept him all night he seems a nice man
brother ripley paid me the 4 dolarscolars and half I1 owe B
young write itoto me imediatelyimmediatelyimediatelimediatel if you possablely can write
the children fsendrsendlfiend loveloe to there dear father

I1 am iornjinging dear john faithfull and afectionateaffectionate wife
leonora taylor

john taylor began his letter with the following
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1I thank my heavenly father through our lord jesus
christ that I1 have this oppertopportunityunity of addressing you when
I1 last wrote to you I1 did not know what was laying before
me you will probably recollect me remarking that I1 had a
slight indisposition that was a cold which seated inin my
bones and brought on a violent fever which nearly term-
inated my existence

the next day after I1 wrote the letter I1 felt very unwell
and went to bed as soon as we got to the tavern that night
and took a sweat we started off early next morning and
travelled 14 or 15 miles before breakfast when we stayed I1

felt unwell and before we started again I1 fainted away I1

however soon recovered and travelled 40 miles that day in
the evening we got into the neighborhood where we lived
inin indiana 1 I called upon esq jenkins saw dr wilson
who was very friendly and mrs zimnkimnzimmermanlerman she isis strong
inin the faith and wanted your address I1 gave it to her she
said that she would write I1 also saw eatonsbatons people who
were glad to see me I1 am told they are novnow doing well and
bear a good character I1 also saw mr hoffman who was
glad to see me he isis living inin the house that we did I1 did
not see brother anderson but am told that liehelleile isis doing well
and preaching around the country that night I1 stayed at
mr combs they were glad to see rnme and treated us well I1

felt middling well and stayed talking with them till ten
0 clock at night I1 went to bed but took no rest I1 was
not inin pain but my nervous system was inin some way affected

so that it deprived me of rest
next morning I1 partook very hearty of milk which I1

think curdled on my stomach I1 had not not gonegone above two
or three miles before I1 was very ill the waggon had to stay
near indianapolis I1 got out about a mile on this side and
told them to drive criencrl and I1 would come uptipuipulp when I1 got out
of the waggon I1 was very sick vomited but with extreme
difficulty I1 then after some time made out to stagger on to
the waggon and when I1 gotget there I1 fainted away inin the road
I1 took something to refresh me and drove on through indi
anopolisjanopolis about twotvo miles and could go no further I1 got
onto a bed inin a house and had a raging fever and a bilious
affection at the same time father coltron zebedee coltrinecoltrinjColtricoltrinnj
learned that we were not far from brother horace s1saS el-
dredge he who wanted me to go into that neighborhood
when we lived at mr millers he gave merne a lobelia emetic
and I1 took medicine by wholesale for near two hours it
produced however a beneficial effect I1 purged vomited
and prespiredprespired violently

felt myself better but weak inin the morning and as father
coltron was inin a hurry to proceed I1 started with him next
morning we travelled 40 miles that day I1 found it was
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too much for me I1 got no sleep at night and next morning
soon after we started I1 thought I1 should have died I1 again
fainted away we travelled about 12 miles and I1 could go no
further we stayed at a tavern they waited a day and a half
for me when I1 saw that there was no prospect of me con-
tinuing my journey I1 told them thattheythat they had better proceed
they did so I1 have a very good tavern to stay at the
landlord and landlady treated me as their own

I1 placed myself under the care of a docter who did all
that he could for me and now near three weeks after mymy ar-
rival I1 have got clear of my fever and am fast recovering

it brought me however to the gates of death several
times it laid hold of me like a strong man armed and I1 was
led to quail beneath the power of the adversary for I1 believe
his hand was inin it you may ask me how I1 am going to
prosecute my journey with my trunk a distance of 300 miles
or upwards by land without means I1 do not know but one
thing I1 do know that titherelere isis a being who clothes the lillies
of the valley and fe- dsfeeds the ravens and lie has given me to
understand that all these things shall be added and that isis all
I1 want to know he laid me on a bed of sickness and I1 was
satisfied he has raised ilneinemene from it again and I1 am thankful
he stopped me on my roidroadread and I1 am content when my
way isis open to prproceedaeedceed I1 shall go on my way rejoicing if
he took me I1 felt that it would be well he has spared me
and it isis better the lord does all things well bless his
holy name oh my soul and forget notnetnolnel all his merciesmercies

I1 left 4 worth of papers gorfor brother eldredge to sell
he will let you have the amount of it inin boots or shoes you
can tell him that I1 did not get anything from father col-
iron

col-
tron undecipherable shall I1 as liehelleile isis gone on perhaps
brother eldridge may be there when this reaches you you
can tell him what I1 say if you see him when you write if
anything particular has taken place inin the church let me
know tell who of the twelve have started and etc if this
reaches you inin a week from this date send me a few lines
directed to daton ohio if I1 get them well if not they will
do no hurt

I1 amain as ever your affectionate husband

john taylor
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AA little letter to my son george S A little letter to my daughter
S mary anngeorge your father has been

sick but god has made him well a mary ann the lord has healed
your father prays for you that your father from being sick
you may not be sick george be your father prays that you and
a good boy do what your S your mother and baby may not
mother tells you and god will be sick mary ann do not leave
love you and I1 will love you and your mother when she tells you
your mother amenarnen to stay at home be a good girl

john taylor Z god bless you amen



doctrinal development of the church
during the nauvoo sojourn 183918461839 1846

T edgar lyon

those familiar with the history of the rise and expansion of
the latter day restoration movement are aware that joseph
smith s life from the early 1820s until the settlement at nauvoo
was characterized by frequent movings economic disasters mob
violence and in 183818391838 1839 the expulsion of most of the mem-
bers of the church from missouri the five year period during
which joseph smith resided at nauvoo was different it is true
that on three different occasions attempts were made either
to kidnap and transport him to missouri or to have him legally
extradited to stand trial on one or more charges of violating
missouri laws however these attempts were disposed of
through legal channels proving more troublesome than dan-
gerous in addition at nauvoo threats of vexatious lawsuits
or conspiracies had forced him to remain aloof from the saints
and curtail his public appearances for short periods of time
until the threats had passed but for the most part of a year
or two at nauvoo joseph smith experienced a greater freedom
than he had known for the previous ten years he was nearly
always able to walk the streets of the city night or day to
drive into the country or to visit distant cities or branches of
the church confident that his safety was assured one reason
for this was his awareness that nauvoo the largest city in
illinois was filled with thousands of loyal latter day saints
who would have risked their lives if need be to protect him
among these were hundreds of courageous men who would
leave their work at a moment s notice to defend him or to
travel with him as body guards

dr lyon is associate director of the LDS institute of religion at the uni-
versity of utah research historian of nauvoo restoration inc and a member
of the BYU studies editorial board
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another reason for his assurance of safety was the fact that
the nauvoo charter had set up an independent body of militia
with compulsory enrollment provided for all able bodied men
within the commonly accepted ages of military service this
body with detachments located in outlying communities and
across the river in iowa numbered approximately 2000 and
joseph smith was the commanding lieutenant general there
was no other body of militia of this size in the state and it out-
numbered all the other militia groups in hancock county com-
bined knowing the legion and the loyalty of the individual
members to him were deterrents against anyone or any group of
men entering nauvoo to harass him or the saints gave joseph
the confidence of being among friends who could provide
more than enough support to guarantee his protection in any
situation

it must be remembered that although nauvoo had been
divided into wards and the number increased as the city grew
there were no plans to construct what we presently know
as ward meetinghousesmeetinghouses or chapels the regular meetings
were outdoor citywidecity wide affairs the nauvoo wards were es-
sentiallysentially ecclesiastical units of the city for organizing church
economics settling local disputes and caring for the needy
during inclement weather some of the bishops arranged to
hold sacrament and testimony meetings in school rooms pub-
lic buildings or large houses where the ward members could
meet but these were substitutes for the large citywidecity wide public
services which convened out of doors much of the year though
these large meetings were usually designated as having been
held in the grove a number of open air gathering places
were used in nauvoo and the site shifted as the city grew
or the vicissitudes of the weather demanded

by 1840 these meetings had become quite regular oc-
currencescurrences and were continued until the fall of 1845 when the
lower floor of the temple had been sufficiently finished to
allow meetings indoors although on temporary seating the
saints in the city those on the iowa side of the mississippi
and those residing a few miles outside of nauvoo knew that
unless the weather was very threatening or it was extremely
cold a preaching meeting would convene about 1000 AM
each sunday morning somewhere in nauvoo usually in the
vicinity of the nauvoo temple and from what soon became
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an established custom the probability was high that joseph
smith would be one of the speakers if not the only one
what more capable or better preacher could they find in the
church than the prophet who had been responsible for the
restoration of the gospel this situation of a large body of
people eager to be fed spiritual teachings must have stimu-
lated joseph smith to satisfy their longings

A survey of the sermons preached by joseph smith at
nauvoo and some neighboring communities as well as articles
and epistles he sent to the saints indicates he made great use
of the body of new scriptures he had made available to the
church if we review his sermons and writings we might
figuratively say that he took a huge canvas and on it as would
a master artist painted a panorama of the premortalpre mortal life of
man and his progress to a mortal existence in which his pre-
existing spirit was clothed in a mortal body then he pre-
sented glimpses of the disembodied state following death
the re embodiment of the spirit and body through the resur-
rection and the various estates attained in the degrees of ex-
altationaltation or damnation up to the nauvoo period these grada-
tions or phases of life in the totality of eternal existence had
never been clearly defined As the prophet undertook to
delineate relationships between these ongoingon going phases of life
into a coherent pattern he refined LDS theology in several
key areas 1 concepts of god and man 2 man in the
world 3 salvation for the dead 4 eternal nature of
priesthood covenants 5 temple ordinances for the living

6 celestial and plural marriage and 7 eternal progres-
sion he also prepared the wentworth letter from which we
have the articles of faith all these doctrines were not pre-
sented at once but came as the saints proved they could ac-
cept and try to live them

THE CONCEPTS OF GOD AND MAN

the lectures on faith published in the forepart of the
1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants stated that there
were two members of the godhead the father and the son 1

the father was defined as a personage of spirit and the son
as a personage of tabernacle the lectures also stated the

discourses on the holy ghost and lectures on faith lecture 5 ed N B
lundwall salt lake city bookcraft 1959 ppap 13441134 41
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father and son possessed the same mind and this mind was
the holy ghost

during the years between its publication in 1835 and the
settlement of the saints at nauvoo there had been some
speculation concerning this statement among the saints es-
peciallypeci ally after the publication of joseph smith s dictated ac-
count of the first vision at a conference held at ramus
illinois on 2 april 1842 joseph smith vitiated the erroneous
doctrine in the lectures by declaring

the father has a body of flesh and bones as tangible as

manmanss the son also but the holy ghost has not a body of
flesh and bones but isis a personage of spirit were it not so
the holy ghost could not dwell inin us dacd&c 13022

after joseph smith s death this later teaching was in-
corporatedcorp orated in the doctrine and covenants and became a
foundation of mormon theology it marks a permanent theo-
logical landmark in the development of the doctrine of the
godhead among latter day saints and in time contributed to
the deletion of the lectures on faith from the doctrine and
covenants this doctrine has done much to clarify the under-
standing of the saints and their relationships to their eternal
father

this relationship needed to be clearly understood because
the great majority of the converts to the church during the
lifetime of joseph smith had been reared as episcopaliansEpiscopalians
methodists roman catholics congregationalists baptists
members of the reformed churches campbellitesCampbel lites reformed
baptists or disciples of christ I1

members of the society of
friends quakers as unitarians or universalists with
the exception of the latter three and the methodists all of
them predicated their doctrines of salvation on one or more
variations of predestination by god the episcopaliansEpiscopalians and
roman catholics taught a less stringent version of predestina-
tion which upheld god s power to save or damn but conceded
that it was not an unchanging absolute they believed god
could change his earlier decision if something in the way a
person lived had shown the first decree would have been un-
just the calvinistic bodies of the day presbyteriansPresbyte rians con-
gregationalists baptists and the reformed churches ac-
cepted a doctrine of absolute predestination regardless of
which of these absolute predestinarian doctrines one believed
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there was little a mortal could do to change the decree which
god had already made for the elect the methodists alone
maintained that man enjoyed a freedom of the will which
would base salvation on personal righteousness

in revelations to joseph smith the lord had stressed the
importance of man s free will in accepting the salvation of-
fered by the savior however it was inevitable that converts
would bring with them into the church some of their former
doctrines and that these would survive in their minds and
color their thinking about salvation at nauvoo joseph smith
preached sermons in which he gave a new dimension to the
concept of man which apostate christianity had lostjost 2 these
sermons had their roots in the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence very
little had been written or printed on this subject in the first
decade of the existence of the church 3 while the bible and
book of mormon have accounts which are now used to sup-
port the doctrine of a pre earthly existence little use was
made of these verses by the saints prior to the nauvoo period

the book of moses which was further augmented by the
teachings of the book of abraham provided joseph smith
with material by which he interpreted the relationship of
mortals to god as one of true kinship he taught that god
the father had created an eternal spirit which inhabited the
body of every mortal on earth thus we are actually children
of god in a literal sense being offspring of deity hence
we have inherited from our creator parent some of his capa-
cities just as we inherited certain characteristics from our
earthly parents joseph smith would not believe that a loving
just and fair god would place his children on earth in a
mortal body that was depraved and often damned before
birth nor would he believe that god would have created
spirit children and then damned them for eternity no mortal
parent would be so unjust he rejected completely the time-
worn errors of christianity concerning mortal beings and their
destiny

instead of teaching that man s nature was inclined to-
ward anti godly behavior joseph smith taught that mortals

seeee jonathan edwards sinners in the hands of an angry god as an
example of apostate christianity s view of man in the eyes of god

parley P pratts voice of warning the earliest and most widely circulated
booklet of the early years of the churchschurche existence which explains the teach-
ings of the restored church is practically silent on the subject the index to
the six volumes of the times and seasons has only one citation to the doc-
trine and that is in 1845
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could identify themselves as spirit children of a god who
loved them and that they had the potential to become like
their eternal parent if they failed in this it would be because
of their own evil choices whether by their willful disobedience
of god s law ignorance or rebelliousness toward law and
order

MAN IN THE WORLD

joseph smith also clarified man s relationship to worldly
activities during this period orthodox protestantism in the
1830s and 40s condemned and forbade what were described
as worldly entertainments dancing operas the theatre girls
playing with dolls playing certain musical instruments cele-
brating christmas and participating in similar recreational
activities the prophet succeeded in changing the views of
many of his followers who had been reared on such teachings
at nauvoo we read of the saints attending dinner dances par-
ticipating in stage plays singing christmas carols and play-
ing in bands and orchestras the prophet taught that such
things were not inherently evil they were evil when an evil
use was made of them this released the saints from old mores
and gave them a new sense of freedom it opened new ave-
nues for finding refreshing diversion in activities many had
been taught were the works of satan this made them identify
themselves as children of god in reality and feel a close kin-
ship with their eternal father

SALVATION FOR THE DEAD

in the fall of 1840 joseph smith taught the doctrine of
salvation for the dead section 124 of the doctrine and cove-
nants dated 19 january 1841 introduced the first scripture
concerning this outreach of mortals to assist in making exalta-
tion a possibility for their departed ancestors see verses
273327 33 the first step in this process consisted of a proxy
baptism for their departed forebears such baptisms for the
dead were at first performed in the mississippi river at nau-
voo As soon as the basement walls of the temple were laid
that portion was roofed over with a temporary covering and a
wooden font resting on twelve wooden oxen was installed
river baptisms for the dead were then discontinued according
to instructions in dacd&c 124 at this early period there were
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few guidelines to follow As a result people were baptized
for both sexes of their ancestors toward the close of the
nauvoo period this was changed and ordinance work for the
dead could only be done for those of the same sex as the
proxy worker

later a second step in the salvation for the dead con-
sisted of the endowment ceremony being done through a liv-
ing proxy due to the short period of time the saints remained
at nauvoo after the endowment ceremonies were available
in the temple few if any complete ordinances for the dead
were performed at that time there being too many living
people who desired these blessings some marriages of the
dead for eternity were performed and other sealingsdealingssealings accom-
plishedpli shed but this phase of temple work was little more than in-
troducedtroduced to the saints at nauvoo

THE ETERNITY OF priesthood COVENANTS

the enduring power of the melchizedek priesthood or-
dinancesdinances was not realized by many in the early days of the
church joseph smith interpreted this power to be much
stronger and more enduring than a setting apart to office or
an assignment in the church in dacd&c 8438408438 40 it is stated that
there is an oath and a covenant of the priesthood which god
the father cannot break this was interpreted to mean that
apostasy and even excommunication could not destroy the
validity of such covenants the blessings thereof can be lost
and the priesthood authority made inoperative throughb church
discipline but the priesthood itself is never obliterated As a
result one who has received the melchizedek priesthood and is
excommunicated upon returning to the church is not re
ordained to that priesthood nor are endowments redone
neither is the marriage sesealingsealinorealinoalino repeated these then by
authority of the president of the church or through a mem-
ber of the council of the twelve are restored to the repentant
member 4

TEMPLE ordinances FOR THE LIVING

during the early period of use of the kirtland temple
for sacred ordinances many of the saints received what were
often referred to as their endowments these consisted of

bruce R mcconkie sv restoration of former blessings mormon
doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1958 p 570
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preparatory ordinances commonly referred to as I1 washings
and anointingsanointings 3 doctrine and covenants 124 received
in nauvoo in 1841 contained a commandment to the church
to erect a temple and provide facilities for ordinances for both
living and dead designed to save and exalt the recipients it
contained a promise of great blessings but also a threat that if
the saints failed to complete the structure ye shall be
rejected as a church with your dead dacd&c 12432 verses
404240 42 contained the promise of great blessings if the saints com-
pleted the temple

and verily I1 say unto you let this house be built unto
my name that I1 may reveal minemine ordinances therein unto my
people

for I1 deign to reveal unto my church things which have
been kept hid from before the foundations of the world
things that pertain to the dispensation of the fullness of times

and I1 will show unto my servant joseph all things per-
taining to this house and the priesthood thereof and the
place where it shall be built

according to these verses the lord would give the saints
priesthood ordinances and blessings which had not been given
in any prior dispensations because they pertain to the dis-
pensationpensa tion of the fullness of times this promise must have
served as the motivating force which encouraged the saints
to sacrifice their scanty means to further the construction of
the nauvoo temple in the midst of adversity the zeal
with which the men worked months after many of the church
leaders had commenced their westward journey to complete
and dedicate the nauvoo temple is evidence of their determi-
nation to be worthy of the blessings they had received therein
and to assure all the saints that they and their church had
not been rejected by the lord

before the temple was completed joseph smith introduced
the endowment ceremony to a select group on the second
floor of his brick store in nauvoo in may 1842 from then
until near the close of his life small bgroups of men and women
were given their endowments at various places in nauvoo by
late november 1845 the upper floor of the temple was near-
ing completion church records indicate as soon as the ajaspjasplas-
terers and painters had completed the attic story the leading
brethren and their wiveswives provided drapes for the windows and

deanean C jessee the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYU studies
12 summer 197236599197236519725651972 5659956536599365 99
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installed canvas curtains which divided the main hall of the
top floor into four rooms the front part of the floor provided
space for the dressing and washing and anointing rooms the
floors were covered with borrowed carpets which townspeople
gladly supplied the walls were decorated with borrowed
painted portraits landscapes and mirrors potted plants and
shrubs were hauled in the freezing weather from homes of
the saints to beautify the house of the lord thus creating a
setting of tranquility and beauty for the rites of the temple
the saints had been raising them in their houses after the cold
weather set in

on 11 december 1845184 the first group of saints participated
in the endowment ceremonies in the temple As soon as a
sufficient number had been trained to conduct this work ses-
sions were held around the clock the smallness of the quar-
ters and the arrangement of the exits and entrances made it
impossible for a second group to use the facilities until those
of the first group had completed their rites the endowment
ceremonies taught the participants the meaning of the telestial
terrestrial and celestial glories as well as the blessings and
obligations required of those who aspire to the highest degree
of glory

following the endowment ceremonies many husbands and
wives were sealed for eternity some whose spouses had died
were sealed to their deceased companions many plural wives
were sealed to their husbands the plural wives of joseph
smith were given a temple sealing which had been impossible
at the time he had married them 6 but a great number of seal
ings were not done at that time because of space limitations
and the demand for the officiators to give endowments to the
living likewise most of the sealing of children to parents
was postponed to a later date much of it being done in the
endowment house in salt lake city commencing in 1855
the nauvoo endowment and sealing books indicate that up-
wards of 5000 saints received the blessings the revelation
had promised if they were obedient to the commandment of
the lord to complete his temple

CELESTIAL AND PLURAL MARRIAGE

As far back as 1832 according to orson pratt joseph
see record in nauvoo temple sealingsdealingsSea lings book A church historical de-

partmentpart ment
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smith had told some of the brethren at kirtland that inin time
plural marriage would become part of the doctrine and prac-
tice of the church because it was part of the restoration of
the fullness of the gospel which had been promised embracing
the covenants god had made with abraham official church
records indicate the first plural marriage by the latter day
saints was performed at nauvoo inin 1841 when joseph bates
noble sealed louisa beaman to the prophet joseph s As the
members of the council of the twelve returned from their
missionsmissions to great britain inin 1841 joseph smith took them one
by one and taught them the doctrine some had more difficulty
than others inin accepting it briham1

younyoung9 and heber C
kimball mentioned the struggles they had at this time
orson pratt became disillusioned with joseph smith and his
rejection of the doctrine apparently was one of the reasons
he and his wife were excommunicated from the church at
nauvoo 10 through further study elder pratt became converted
to the doctrine and he and his wife were rebaptized and at
the april conference of 1843 elder pratt was reinstated inin
the council of twelve in time he came to be the foremost
expounder of the doctrine delivering the first public address
on the subject and publishing most of the early literature to
explain why it was instituted as a practice of the church alt-
hough the doctrine was publicallypublically disavowed at nauvoo and
for sixsix years after the saints went west 11 many of the promi-
nent men and women inin the church had entered into plural
marriage inin nauvoo and started the long trek to the west
with their families

ETERNAL progression
A corollary of the doctrines of free will and preexistencepreexistence

isis found inin the teachings of joseph smith which extended

orson pratt discourse on celestial marriage inin the bible and poly-
gamy

poipol
salt lake city deseret news steam printing establishment 1877

p 81
affidavits of joseph bates noble church historical department see also

B H roberts A comprehensive historyhaslofhzslof of the chuichchurch of jesus christchiist of
larterlatter dayjayda saints prooprovo utah brihambrigham young university press 1965
21010221012 101loi 02

see an account of heber C Kimkimballballsbailsbaliss first contacts withmth polygampolygamy inin
stanley B kimball heber C kimballKirn bill and family the nauvoo years inin this
issueissue of BYU studies

T edgar lyon orson pratt early mormon leader mastermasterss diss
universityUmersit of chicago 1932 ppap 3442 see also brigham youngyoungss journal
8 and 20 august 1842
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these doctrines into the realm of mortals having a potential to
become gods the book of abraham the small new volume
of scripture published by joseph smith at nauvoo showed
how abraham in the premortalpre mortal state had used his free will
and intelligence to make him a great figure in the eyes of god
he had been chosen to become a great figure in mortality
this choosing was not a predestination but a foreordination
based on the right choices he made before coming to earth
and his wisely making the same choice of good during mortal-
ity

the seasealingssealmgsdealingslings and blessings of the endowment ceremony
coupled with the doctrine of marriage for time and eternity
including plural marriage augmented by examples of great
prophets such as abraham who had used their free agency
wisely in the preexistencepreexistence formed the basis upon which jo-
seph smith taught the doctrine of eternal progression through
their god given potential which the people on earth inherit
from the divine father it can become possible for some resur-
rected and exalted mortals to achieve the full potential of their
divine inheritance and progress toward godhood this would
of course be a long and slow process whereby the married
partners acquire the intelligence necessary to undertake and
fulfill the responsibilities to become creators as the eternal
father and the son it was inin the king follett discourse
given at the april conference of the church in 1844 at nau-
voo that the prophet first described this ultimate potential of
human beings 12

THE ARTICLES OF FAITH

in the spring of 1842 joseph smith presented the first
printed articles of faith at the request of john wentworth
a chicago editor the prophet summarized some of the more
salient points of the religion the saints had embraced the
summary intended for a non mormon audience was never
meant as a creed or a conlconicompletepletepiete delineation of the gospel as be-
lieved by the latter day saints no doubt joseph smith sensed
that if he listed all the ramifications of the gospel as it was
being revealed the array would become confusing and those

2joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book 1971 6302176302 17
this sermon was deleted from the original priprintingntinganting of 1912 after the book had
been printed it was reinserted when these volumes were reproduced in the
1950s195os by photo offset printing
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who read it would not understand so many unfamiliar doc-
trines for example he did not mention such items as prayer
resurrection and the sacrament of the lord s supper it is

possible that he thought all christians would understand that
such beliefs were common practices of all professing christians
neither did he mention salvation for the dead endowments for
the living and dead the eternity of the marriage covenant the
three degrees of glory sealingsdealingssea lings eternal progression or many
others such new and strange doctrines could not possibly be
understood by sectarian christians in a few words what he
really did was list points of doctrine which were directed to the
burning issues of the day suchsuch as unitarianism trinitarianism
universalism predestination election by grace necessity for
christian baptism and other doctrines which were dividing
christianity into many small antagonistic factions

SUMMARY

when the saints settled at nauvoo in the spring of 1839
the organization and doctrines of the church had made little
progress beyond what had been taught at kirtland ohio
seven years later as brigham young and the saints commenced
their journey toward the west the church had developed the
concept of wards and bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics both of which were unknown
earlier the prophet s new interpretation of the godhead made
at nauvoo the concept of the eternity of the melchizedek
priesthood and its covenants the new volume of old scripture

book of abraham were theirs baptism for the dead and en-
dowmentsdowments and sealingsdealingssealings for the living and the dead were all
new foundation stones for their common faith A new con-
cept of personal identity with their god and savior through
the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence and the sealing of children to
parents in eternal family relationships were all part of the
new teachings and practices of this last dispensation of the
gospel eternal progression opened new vistas of mortals
greatest challenges

it was the same church organization which had been ef-
fected on 6 april 1830 but its outlook and visions of eternal
worlds had given new and exciting meaning to the understand-
ing of those who believed in their inspired church leadership
this was the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which
president brigham young was to lead to the west where the
teachings of joseph smith could be perpetuated



heber C kimball and family
the nauvoo years

stanley B kimball

As one of the triumviritriumvirs of early mormon history heber C
kimball led an adventuresome if not heroic life by the time
he settled in nauvoo during may of 1839 he had been a black-
smith and a potter had married and had five children two
of whom had died he had lived in vermont new york
ohio and missouri and had left or been driven out of homes
in each state he had served fourteen years in a horse company
of the new york militia had joined and left the close com-
munion baptist church accepted mormonism had gone on
four missions including one to england had become an
apostle hadbad helped build the temple at kirtland had ded-
icated the temple site at far west missouri had been a mem-
ber of zion s camp and hadbad participated in the defense of
the church in missouri

before he would leave nauvoo nearly seven years later in
february 1846 he would go on four more missions for a total
of eight including a second one to england build three
homes become a chaplain in the nauvoo legion serve on the
nauvoo city council receive a phrenological reading help
organize five masonic lodges enter into polygamy having at
least thirty seven wives help build and officiate in the nau-
voo temple contribute to the official history of the church
and aid in the preparation of the saints for the exodus west

the four new missions took kimball away from nauvoo
more than half 55to55 of this period and would make a purely

this article is based on a forthcoming biography heber C kimball mormon
apostle and puritanical polygamist an affectionate and candid view

dr kimball is professor of history at southern illinois university at edwards
ville
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chronological narrative of his life from 1839 to 1846 more a
comment about his missionary life elsewhere than his living in
illinois this study concentrates rather on several important
developments during his nauvoo sojourn family affairs
masonry polygamy and temple work since kimball was
away from nauvoo so much of the time this article also cap-
italizesitalizes on the fact that his wife and daughter who stayed in
nauvoo left many letters and other writings which add signif-
icantly to our knowledge of this period in church history

ARRIVAL AT NAUVOO

before kimball ever saw nauvoo it was called commerce
when he arrived there on 12 may 1839 he knew his first stay
there would not be long he had been expecting to return to
england for nearly a year unsettled conditions in ohio and
missouri however had prevented this now in peaceful illi-
nois he would have about four months to resettle his family
before leaving again

not only did he realize his first stay would be of short du-
ration but he seemed to have some special insight that the
whole nauvoo period would not last long he was in nauvoo
that may with joseph smith and others of the twelve trying
to find a place to relocate the church which had just been ex-
pelled from missouri on 25 may during deliberations with
isaac galland a land speculator who had quasi title to much
land in the area on both sides of the mississippi river the
party crossed the river to montrose lee county iowa just
opposite nauvoo at this time kimball uttered one of the first
of many prophecies for which he would eventually become
famous in mormondom he noted in his journal while
crossing the mississippi I1 was standing by the railing of the
boat looking at the beautiful site of nauvoo and remarked
it is a very pretty place but not a long abiding place for the

saints 1 I1

soon thereafter Kirnkimballballbailbali moved his wife vilate and their
three children william helen mar and heber parley from
quincy illinois where they had been living since the missouri
expulsion and the family took up residence in a log shack
which kimball had thrown together out of an old stable be

presidentPresza entgurgmt heber C kimballsKim balls journal faith promoting series 7 salt
lake city juvenile instructor office 1882 p 77
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longing to a brother bozier who lived about a mile from
commerce

it is difficult to imagine kimball s state of mind during his
first few months in nauvoo the iowa and missouri trials had
cost him his property and wealth and he was starting all over
again his wife was advanced in pregnancy his family was
living inin a miserable hut the swampy river bottoms were
causing much sickness and he was supposed to be getting
ready to leave on a second mission to england over 6000
miles away

As quickly as possible he tried to provide better housing
he acquired five acres of land about a mile from the river just
east of present day nauvoo state park

I1 and erected a 14 by
16 foot log cabin he did not finish it inin time for vilate
however so she gave birth to a new son on 23 august in the
bozier shack they named the infant david patten after their
great friend who had fallen during the battle of crooked river
in missouri

less than two weeks after the birth of david kimball
moved his family into their new home and prepared to leave
for england oilon 14 september brigham young who was
then living in the abandoned since 1837 fort des moines
across the river in montrose left his sick wife with a ten day
old infant to join kimball for england young was so sick
himself that he collapsed at the kimball s kimball who was
also ill now had young in addition to his own sick wife and
children to care for on the 17th mary ann young came over
to try to be of some help four adults and several children
all sick in a small log cabin that was the immediate back-
ground of kimball s second mission to england on the next
day 18 september 1839 heber and brigham left

DEPARTURE FOR ENGLAND

of these appalling circumstances kimball later recorded
that of the young family not one soul of them was able to go
to the well for a pail of water and they were without a single
change of clothes for the mob in missouri had taken nearly
all he had of his own farewell he wrote

I1 went to my bed and shook hands with my wife who
was then shaking with the ague and had two of our children
probably william and helen marlmar lying sick by her side
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I1 embraced her and my children and bade them farewell the
only child well was little four year old heber parley and
it was with difficulty that he could carry a couple of quarts
of water at a time to assist inin quenching their thirst

with some difficulty we got into the wagon and started
down the hill about ten rods it seemed to me as though my
very inmost parts would melt within me at the thought of
leaving my family in such a condition as it were almost in
the arms of death I1 felt as though I1 could scarcely endure
it I1 said to the teamster hold up then turning to brother
brigham I1 added this is pretty tough but lets rise and
give them a cheer we arose and swinging our hats three
times over our heads we cried hurrah hurrah hurrah for
israel

my wife hearing the noise arose from her bed and came
to the door to see what was up she had a smile on her face
she and sister young then cried out to us good bye god
bless you we returned the compliment and were pleased
to see that they were so cheerful we then told the driver
to go ahead

after this I1 felt a spirit of joy and gratitude at having
the satisfaction of seeing my wife standing upon her feet
instead of leaving her in bed knowing well that I1 should not
see her again for two or three years 2

only totally dedicated men can do such things and only
even more dedicated women can endure such things

this second mission to england was a remarkable success
according to young they baptized between seven and eight
thousand and established branches in almost every noted town
and city printed 5000 copies of the book of mormon 3000
hymnalshymnals 50000 tracts 2500 copies of the millennial star
established a permanent shipping agency and had emigrated
about 1000 saints to zion 3

the story of these successes recounted extensively in mor-
mon history should be supplemented with the story of the
hardships of the wives and children left behind fortunately
the letters of vilate and helen mar to kimball help us to
know something of the life back home

ibid ppap 848584 85
ibeneideneldeniden jay watson ed manuscript history of brigham young 1801-

1844 salt lake city elden jay watson 1968 p 97 later in utah kimball
said the elders now haehave to labor a great deal harder to bring people into
the church than they did in the first riserise of it there is not now one man
brought to the knowledge of the truth by receiving the gospel to where there
was a hundred thirty years ago heber C kimball in journal of discourses

london latter day saints book depot 1856 10240 hereafter cited
asasdaadID
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FAMILY LETTERS FROM NAUVOO

in vilate s first letter after heber left dated 21 september
she writes that she is reconciled to his going that all the family
are still sick and that all I1 can ask of you is to pray that I1

may have patience to endure to the end whether it is long or
short 4 from another source we learn that helen had no shoes
when her father left and that all the money he could leave with
vilate was nine dollars which was demanded of her the next
day as payment on an account 5

in vilate s letter of 6 june 1840 we learn a bit more about
the wives who were left back home to fend for themselves
she is rather outspoken she hopes joseph young will get her
the cow he promised she has a pig and plenty of potatoes
turnips andotherdotheranand other garden produce

I1 hope I1 shall not have to call on the bishop again while
you are gone they find some fault with brother john
talor say if he could send means to N Y to bare the ex-
penses of his family over the sea he could as well send it
there to support them I1 am glad brother brigham has sent
some assistance to his family for they were needy their
house could hardly be called a shelter they will soon have
it fixed nice elisabeth and vilate young are both sick
with the chills however the rest of the families of brethren
are well as far as I1 know 06

in an undated entry about 13 august 1840 there is a
cryptic reference in kimball s journal to receiving a letter from
vilate which contained much other business that was neces-
sary for me to be there to see to 7thisathis7 this is undoubtedly a ref-
erence to economic matters awaiting his attention back home

in vilate s letter of 11 october 1840 we learn that baptism
for the dead has been introduced in nauvoo and that she in-
tends to be baptized for her mother that david has been
weaned and that clotciotclothesliesllesiles are very expensive 8

wilatevilatedilate kimball to heber C kimball 21 september 1839 heber C kim-
ball papers church historical department

vilatedilate kimballsKimballs obituary deseret news 25 december 1867
vilate kimball to heber C kimball 6 june 1840 original letter in pos-

session of J leroy kimball used by permission the only concession I1 have
made to modernizing the spelling and punctuation in the documents is to
begin all sentences with capitals capitalize all proper names and to end all
sentences with periods

heber C kimball journal no 90 p 2523 church historical department
vilate kimball to heber C kimball 11 october 1840 original letter

in possession of J leroy kimball used by permission
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vilate started her 8 december letter out cheerfully and
sympathetically enough reporting that she has enjoyed visiting
with the dear sisters from england some recent converts
who had just arrived in nauvoo she was disturbed over his
letter of 19 september which pains my heart to hear that you
have been thus afflicted in a land of strangers and no one to
administer comfort to you 0 that I1 could fly to your relief

at this point however her courage fails and she has to
reveal her own burdens adding

I1 have just received the heartrenderingheart rendering intelligence that my
dear father is no more the last news that I1 had from
father before he was well and calculated to set out his jour-
ney for this place the first of october and had for some time
daily been anticipating his arrival here but alassabass how are my
fond anticipations blasted and my joy is turned to mourning

she then added a little poem she had written a sort of
lament through which to express share and purge her grief
while it may not be very good poetry it does express her state
of mind 0

she then reported on the financial situation

it cost a great deal to support your family we are continually
on expence and not earning a cent there was rising of
thirty dollars due this fall on our land but I1 pled off for the
present by paying fifteen dollars I1 told hiram kimball I1
would pay him the rest inin the spring or before if I1 could

near the close of the letter she added

the children are all impatient to have you come you are
losing all the most interesting part of davids life a child isis
never so pretty as when they first begin to walk and talk

my husband s gone my father s dead
but my ever living head
always hears my souls complaint
and ever comforts me when faint
if I1 could fly to you I1 would
but the lord is very good
he will care for him that s dead
and you who from your family s fled
1I here with four children dear
but I1 know I1 need not fear
for the lord is always nigh
and will all my wants supply

0 lord it is my souls desire
that thou would my heart inspire
with a fore knowledge of thy will
that I1 may all thy laws fulfill
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he goes prattleingpratt leing about the house and you may be assured
that we think he isis cunning elizabeth young calls him
heber altogether and every one that sees him says that ought
to be his name he looks so much like you 10

from helen we learn additional facts she recorded that
several families held sabbath meetings in the kimball home

it being one of the most convenient in the neighborhood
that sisters laura and abigail pitkin came from quincy to live
with vilate and that helen and william attended school
during tilethetiietlle winter 11 helen also tells us of some gifts she re-
ceived from england brigham young had sent her and
william and kimball sent young s daughters copies of the
new british edition of the book of mormon with their names
printed thereon in gold letters helen also received other gifts
from her father handkerchiefs little china dishes and dolls
helen also tells us that once when joseph smith called by
their home to read a letter which vilate had received from
heber he accidentally broke one of these dolls according
to helen all the prophet said by way of excusing himself was

As that has fallen so shall the heathen gods fall helen
thought this a rather weak apology for breaking my doll s

head off 12

from helen we learn more of the less pleasant things back
home there hadbad been for example much sickness especially
cholera which was fought with tea and coffee to keep the
saints from drinking unboiled water she noted also that this
was one reason why the saints thereafter began to backslide
and no longer kept the word of wisdom as strictly as before

kimball of course wrote letters home which are extant
but not a part of this study he and six others of the twelve
left england on 29 april with a company of immigrants and
were back in nauvoo 1 july 1841 having been gone a little
more than twenty one months

HEBERS RETURN TO NAUVOO

heber s homecoming after that absence was vividly related
many years later by helen she wrote

vilate kimball to heber C kimball 8 december 1840 original letter
in possession of J leroy kimball used by permission hiram kimball a
pre mormon settler in nauvoo was a distant cousin to heber

helen mar whitney scenes in nauvoo comanswomans exponent 10 15 july
188126

12ibid io10 1 august 1881341881 34
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my brother who was still living at the landing as the kim-
ball place was too crowded was the first to meet and em-
brace my father the prophet and many more were there
ready to greet and welcome them home again joseph would
have them go home with him to dinner and william hastened
home to tell us the same we thought this almost an unkind-
ness for it seemed so long a time to us who were waiting
and watching with impatience to see him but soon we dis-
covered a company of horsemen coming with all speed and
when my mother saw them she made a hasty retreat behind
the door to hide her confusion where in a moment after
father found her overwhelmed inin tears my mother felt
the presence of others at such a time almost an intrusion but
brother joseph seemed unwilling to part with my father and
from that time kept the twelve inin council early and late and
she sometimes felt nearly jealous of him 13

nauvoo had grown considerably in the interim and kimball
was much impressed he later wrote back to england you
know there were not more than thirty buildings in the city
when we left about two years ago but at this time there are
about 1200 and hundreds of others in progress he re-
joiced in the many converts coming to nauvoo

they are coming in from all parts of this continent daily
and hourly and the work is spreading in all of this land
you will all recollect when we built our houses in the woods
there was not a house within half a mile of us now the
place wild as it was at that time is covered into a thickly
populated village 14

one of the first things heber did was build his family a

better home according to helen

the prophet joseph being anxiousanxious to have my father nearer
to himself and his brethren our place was exchanged for one
on the flat where father built us a more commodious house
of hewn logs containing three lower rooms and an upstairsupstairsl
chamber which we moved into the fall after his return from
europe 1315

this was the third dwelling kimball had built in nauvoo
after his return from england he purchased lot five in block
106 where his brick honhoniehomeie stands today to the log portion
mentioned by helen he later added one brick room and still

ibid lo1010 15 august 1881421881 42
ibid io10 1 september 1881501881 50
ibid lo1010 15 september 1881581881 58
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later removed the log part and replaced it with the two story
brick structure which is still standing

the main reason joseph kept the twelve in council early
and late was to turn over to them many of the temporal affairs
of the building up of nauvoo and the whole kingdom to stand
in their place next to the first presidency and to attend to the
settsettlingsettlinailnalina of emigrants and the business of the church and the
stakes among other assignments one of heber s biggest was
helping to settle emigrants especially those from england and
selling church lands he also became a chaplain with the rank
of colonel of infantry in the nauvoo legion and a member
of the city council in this latter position in order to lower
taxes he refused any remuneration

very conscious of history and record keeping heber spent
some time writing letters and reports about his mission 16 the
rest of the winter passed away quietly with heber tending to
nmanylany of the temporal affairs of kingdom building

the spring of 1842 however was full of strange and
wonderful things heber received a phrenological reading
helped organize several masonic lodges and was introduced
to two profound doctrines temple work and polygamy

HEBER AND phrenology
kimball appears to have submitted to phrenological read-

ings three times the word submitted is specifically used for
it is hard to believe a person as pragmatic as kimball could
have believed in such readings though kimball never re-
corded anything one way or another on phrenology brigham
young did in reference to one phrenologist he said he is
just as nigh being an idiot as a man can be and have any sense
left to pass through the world decently 17 it was customary
then for phrenologists to seek out special individuals and give
themthern readings certainly by 1842 mormon leaders in nauvoo
had become so prominent that phrenologists sought them out
it would seem that kimball submitted out of curiosity and

see times and seasons 4 and 26 august 1841 for example his now
famous journal of heber C kimball nauvoo robinson and smith 1840 was
printed and offered for sale while kimball was still on his second mission to
england the publication which kimball dictated from memory to his publisher
R B thompson is basically an account of his first mission to england and
has nothing to do with the nauvoo period

watson manuscript history p 150
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politeness much as one might today allow some petitioner to
read his palm

kimball s first reading was apparently by A crane M S

professor of phrenology and happened sometime in april
1842 a second reading was done in boston in 1843 by one
orson fowler a professor lyon talked kimball into a third
reading on 13 march 1853 in salt lake city

crane s phrenological chart of elder heber C kimball
has been reproduced in most printingspaintingsprin tings of whitney s life of
heber C kimball because this chart is not only worth pre-
serving as a curiosity but it is in many respects an excellent
index of heber s character and idiosyncraciesidiosyncrasies 18

HEBER AND MASONRY

while we can dismiss the charlatanism of phrenology rather
quickly the real and imagined connections between mormon-
ism and masonry which have fascinated many for years require
more careful consideration

kimball a serious and devoted mason became a member
of the victor lodge no 303 at victor ontario county new
york in 1823 in due time he advanced through the first three
degrees entered apprentice fellow craft and master mason

and along with others petitioned for several more degrees
up to the royal arch the equivalent of a seventh degree in
his own words

in 1824 myself and 5 others sent a petition to the chapter
at canandaigua the county seat of ontario to receive the de-
grees up to the royal arch masons our petition was ac-
cepted but just previous to the time we were to receivereceive those
degrees the anti masons burnt the chapter building in can
andai 199andaiguagua

kimball was not the only pre mormon mason in the
church joseph smith s brother hyrum had become a member
of the mount moriah lodgelodaebodaeb no 112 at palmyra ontario
county new york sometime inin the 1820s 2021 others were
newel K whitney george miller and john C bennett

orson F whitney life of heber C kimball and2nd ed salt lake city
stevens & wallis 1945 p 320

kimball journal no 94b part 2 p 8
21mervin B hogan utahs memorial to freemasonry the royal arch

mason missouri edition 11 no 7 fall 19742011974 201
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even though some of the bitterest anti mormonscormons were ma-
sons kimball remained loyal to masonry all his life and on
occasion publicly praised the organization and its members
of his original activities as a mason liehelleile later wrote

no man was admitted into a lodge in those days accept
he bore a good moral character and was a man of steady
habits and a member would be suspended for getting drunk
or any other immoral conduct I1 wish that all men were
masons and would live up to their profession then the world
would be in a much better state than it isis now 21

on another occasion when he was trying to free joseph

smith from prison in liberty missouri he wrote
there were several men in liberty who were friendly to the
brethren I1 called on them when I1 went there and they
treated me with great civility generals doniphan and atchi-
son and the tavern keeper where I1 put up and several of the
foremost men who belonged to the masonic fraternity 22

As late as 1861 in utah he publicly announced that he
was still true to his masonic brethren 223 he did not however
join the masonic lodges established in utah by the united
states troop at camp floyd the rocky mountain lodge
no 205 or in salt lake city in the 1860s the mount moriah
and wasatch lodges for example in fact the bylaws of these
later lodges exclude mormonscormons from joining 24

we assume that his favorable view likely had some in-
fluence on joseph smith s embracing of masonry and setting
up a lodge in nauvoo in 1842 actually mormon masons
had been holding lodge meetings in nauvoo as early as october
1841 it was not until 15 march 1842 however that they
were permitted to add new members 2325

among apparent reasons for smith s acceptance of ma-
sonry in addition to any influence of men like his brother
hyrum and kimball were the desire for some acceptance
and protection in the larger community and the recognition
of certain similarities between the two systems edward tull-
idge wrote that joseph smith understood the relationship be

kimball journal no 94c part 2 p 5
221ibidbid p 67
23JDID 9182
2foriforfor a sketch of masonry in early utah see E cecil mcgavin mormonism

and masonry 4thath enlbenl ed salt lake city npap 1956 ppap 18391183 91
john C reynolds history of the M IF grand lodge of illinois

springfield ill111111.lil masonic trowel office 1869 p 184
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tween masonry and the priesthood 220 reed durham has re-
cently argued such 27 and kimball offers contemporary in-
sight into these two factions in a letter to parley P pratt dated
17 june 1842

we have received some pressiouspreshiouspressious things through the
prophet on the preasthoodpreasthood that would caus your soul to re-
joice I1 can not give them to you on paper fore they are not
to be nten so you must come and get them for your self
we have organized a lodge here of masons sincesince we obtained
a charter that was inin march since that there has been near
two hundred made masons bro joseph and sidny was the
first that was received into the lodge all of the twelve have
become members except orson P ratt he hangs back he
will wake up soon thare isis a similarity of preast hood inin
masonry br joseph ses masonry was taken from preasthoodpreasthood
but has become degenerated but menny things are perfect
we have a prosessionpresessionprosession on the 24 of june which isis cold

called by masons st johns day inin this country I1 think it
will result inin good 28

later at a special conference in salt lake city on 9 no-
vember 1858 kimball said the following we have the true
masonry the masonry of today is received from the apostasy
which took place in the days of solomon and david they
have now and then a thing that isis correct but we have the real
thing 2921

MASONRY IN NAUVOO

on 15 and 16 march 1842 abraham jonas a jewish
grand master of the grand lodge F & A M free and ac-
cepted masons of the state of illinois organized the nauvoo
lodge of this event which kimball attended he later re-
corded the lodge was organized on the 15 day of march

edward W tullidge life of joseph the prophet new york n p
1878 p 391

reed durham Is there no help for the widow s sonson5sona paper pre-
sented at the mormon history associatassociationassociateon annual meeting nauvoo illinois
april 1974 of the three older standard studies of mormonism and masonry
S H goodwin Mormomormonisinmounoinsmnisin and masonmasommasoh washington DCD C the masonic
service association of the united states 1924 anthony W ivins the relat-
ionshiption ship of moimomsmmornzonisin and freemasonry salt lake city deseret news
1934 and mcgavin s mormonism and masonry the latter isis the least vacuous
and discursive ivins and mcgavin knew almost nothing about masonry and
goodwin knew even less about mormonism

heber C kimball to parley P pratt 17 june 1842 parley P pratt papers
church historical department

manuscript history of brigham young unpublished 13 november 1858
p 1085
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1842 with forty members joseph was made a mason on the
same eve abraham jonas was present and acted as master
first night took the I11 and 2 degree the next night took the 3

degree 30 kimball served in the nauvoo lodge as a junior
deacon 31 an officer who by checking certain passwords and
grips was responsible that no cowans and eavesdroppers or
non masons were admitted to lodge meetings he also carried
messages from the worshipful master in the east to the senior
warden inin the west and elsewhere about the lodge as required

eventually the nauvoo lodges had 1492 membersmembers32members123212 which
included the first presidency most of the twelve apostles
and the four men who succeeded joseph smith as president of
the church brigham young john taylor wilford woodruff
and lorenzo snow

five mormon masonic lodges were established inin the area
the nauvoo the nye named after jonathan nye past grand
master of vermont the helm named after a grand master
lodges in nauvoo proper the rising sun lodge no 12 in
montrose iowa and the eagle lodge in keokuk iowa 33

kimball s daughter helen adds a bit to our understanding
of masonry in nauvoo she once wrote

the prophet joseph after becoming a mason said that
masonry had been taken from the priesthood in nauvoo
I1 was acquainted with the widow and daughter of williamlwilliam
morgan who exposed masonry I1 remember once when but
a young girl of getting a glimpse of the outside of the mor-
gans book exposing masonry but which my father always
kept locked up 34

endowments AND PLURAL MARRIAGE

kimball had participated fully in the limited preparatory
ordinances of washings and anointingsanointings which had been ad

kimball journal no 92 10 april 1845
reynolds historyhzstoi of the M IV grandgiand lodge p 155
hogan utahs memorial p 203 in 1843 there were only 414 masons

inin all the rest of the illinois lodges put together reynolds historyhzstdf of the M
W grandgiand lodge ppap 202203202 203 once again the numbers game made the
mormonscormons appear to be a threat to their neighbors

reynolds history of the M IF grandgiand lodge ppap 192 202
helen mar whitney scenes and incidents inin nauvoo tromans ex-

ponent 11 15 july 1882261882 26 morgan s widow became one of joseph smiths
plural wiveswives william morgan a royal arch mason disappeared inin 1826 after
it became known that he was writing a book to expose masonry charges that
he was murdered to preventpresent publication of the book were strongly denied by
masons his book illustrations of masonry 1826 isis frequently republished
as morgans freemasonry exposed vilfandansaus explained
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ministered inin the kirtland temple inin 1836 on 4 may 1842
however joseph introduced the full endowment ceremony and
eight church leaders including heber C kimball brigham
young willard richards george miller and newell K whit-
ney participated this presentation was not done inin the un-
completed temple but inin the upper rooms of joseph s brick
store on water street while some few others received their
endowments before the top story of the temple was completed
during december 1845 most of the saints inin nauvoo received
their endowments from then until the general exodus west inin
1846

in about 1842 kimball was introduced to the doctrine of
plural marriage this troublesome doctrine was revealed to
joseph smith as early as 1831 inin kirtland but was not prac-
ticed save for one or two probable instances inin ohio until
1841 when joseph and a few other married brethren secretly
married additional wiveswives the revelation concerning plural
marriage was set down inin writing and read before the nauvoo
high council inin july 1843 but was not openly taught until
1852 inin utah and not officially published until 1876 3035

although kimball was sealed to forty five wiveswives before he
died inin 1868 he did not act hastily nor out of romanticlomantic inclina-
tion vilate his first wife wasas as much a prime mover inin his
practicing the doctrine as he he did not take any other wiveswives
foiforgoigol two years after marrying his first plural wife sarah perry
peak noon inin 1842 then inin september 1844 he married ann
alice gheen grandmother of president spencer W kimball
frances jessie swan sylvia porter sessions charlotte chase
nancy maria winchester mary ellen harris able and ellen
sanders in 1845 he married at least five more wiveswives the
sisters clarissa and emilie cutler amanda gheen sarah ann
whitney and lucy walker then just prior to the february
1846 exodus from nauvoo kimball was sealed to at least
twenty eight women during january and february he married
ninenine widows of joseph smith and it isis clear that some of these
and others to whom he was sealed were not connubial wiveswives

see orson prakraiipraiit Ddiscoursescourse on celestial marriage inin the bible and
polygamy salt lake city deseret news steam printing establishments 1877
p 81 joseph F smith jr and richard C evanseinseans blood atonement and the
origin of plural maiidaemaiiiaemarriage salt lake city deseret news 1905 ppap 8183818581 83
times and seasons 3130 october 1842 99599393940594039 40 and william clayton s statement
inin andrew jenson ed historical record 6may6maamaamay 18872242618872241887 224 26
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but the sealingsdealingssea lings expressed his willingness to protect and care
for these women while heading into the western wilderness
he had a total of sixty five children by sixteen women the
extent of his connubial plurality 31

Kinkimballkimbailiball has told us little of his initial reaction to the doc-
trine of polygamy from two other sources however we learn
something of it the better account comes from his daughter
helen mar as she wrote inin the comanswomans exponent in 1882

when first hearing the principle taught believing that
he would be called upon to enter into it he thought of the
two sisters pitkin who as they were both elderly ladies and
great friends of mothers he believed would cause her little
if any unhappiness the woman he was commanded to take
however was an english lady sarah noon nearer my
mother s age who came over with her husband and two little
girls in the same ship inin which president brigham young
and my father were returning from their second missionmission to

3377europe

her husband was a drunkard and soon returned to england
abandoning his wife and daughters according to helen this
no doubt was the cause of father s being told by the prophet
to take her and the children to provide themthernthein with a home
she further records how her father agonized over the command-
ment and says that the prophet told him the third time before
lieheile obeyed the command is

helen is also the source of the following now famous inci-
dent inin the life of vilate which reveals howbow she came to
understand and accept the doctrine of polygamy

my mother hadbad noticed a change in his looks and appear-
ance and when she enquired the cause he tried to evade her
question saying it was only her imagination or that he was

one of the aims of my biography of kimball isis to try to solve some of
the problems relating to the exact number of his wiveswives and children the dates
of marriages births and deaths inin his immediate family and how many divorces
and separations there were findings to date indicate that he married forty five
wives between 1822 and 1857 sired sixty five children between 1823 and
1868 that he married five sets of sisters that eighteen of his wives were
widows or divorcees nine of whom were widows of joseph smith that at
least nine of his wives left him that another nine preceproceedededed him inin death and
that hebe buried twenty two children it is of passing interest to note that
of the nine widows of joseph smith which kimball married five of them
were sealed to the prophet after he died and had not previously been married
to him on the same day they were sealed to joseph for eternity they were
married to heber for time

H M whitney life incidents 1115 july 1882261882 26
ibid
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not feeling well etc but it so worked upon his mind that
his anxious and haggard looks betrayed him daily and hourly
and finally his misery became so unbearable that it was im-
possible to control his feelings he became sick in body but
his mental wretchedness was too great to allow of his retiring
at night and instead of going to bed he would walk the floor
and the agony of his mind was so terrible that he would wring
his hands and weep beseeching the lord with his whole soul
to be merciful and reveal to his wife the cause of his great
sorrow for he himself could not break his vow of secrecy
his anguish and my mother s were indescribable and when
unable to endure it longer she retired to her room where
with a broken and contrite heart she poured out her grief
to godlgod

my father s heart was raised at the same time in supplica-
tion and while pleading as one would plead for life the
vision of her mind was opened and she saw the principle of
celestial marriage illustrated inin all its beauty and glory to-
gether with the great exaltation and honor it would confer
upon her inin that immortal and celestial sphere if she would
but accept it and stand inin her place by her husband s side she
was also shown the woman he had taken to wife and con-
templatedtemplated with joy the vast and boundless love and union
which this order would bring about as well as the increaseincrease
of kingdoms power and glory extending throughout the
eternities worlds without end

her soul was satisfied and filled with the spirit of god
with a countenance beaming with joy she returned to my
father saying heber what you have kept from me the lord
has shown me

she related the scene to me and to many others and told
me she never saw so happy a man as father was when she
described the vision and told him she was satisfied and knew
that it was from god she covenanted to stand by him and
honor the principle which covenant she faithfully kept and
though her trials were often heavy and grievous to bear her
integrity was unflinching to the end 3919

few other mormon wiveswives were rewarded with such a vision
of the celestial order vilate however stated that at least one
other woman claimed to have received a divine sanction of
polypolygamygainy on 27 june 1843 vilate wrote to heber who was
onoh a mission inin philadelphia

I1 have had a visit from brother parley pratt and his
wife they are truly converted it appears that J h has taught
him some principles and told him his privilege and even ap

ibid
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pointed one for him I1 dare not tell you who it is you would
be astonished and I1 guess some tried she has been to me for
council I1 told her I1 did not wish to advise in such matters
sister pratt has been rageingragging against these things she told
me herself that the devil had been in her until within a few
days past she said the lord had shown her it was all right
she wants parley to go ahead says she will do all in her
power to help him they are so ingaguedingagued I1 feer they will run
to fast

they asked me many questions on principle I1 told them
I1 did not know much and I1 rather they would go to those that
had authority to teach 40

the wife who came to vilate for council and who had been
rageingragging against these things was mary ann pratt who after

her husband had been sealed to several wives became alienated
and divorced him in 1852 in utah the woman to whom vilate
referred when she wrote 1 I dare not tell you who it is you
would be astonished and I1 guess some tried was elizabeth
brotherton elizabeth was the sister of martha brotherton who
left nauvoo in 1842 and went to st louis where she published
her unfavorable view of pluralouralpural marriage in the st louis bul-
letin of 15 july among other things she claimed that heber C
kimball and brigham young had tried to pressure her into
polygamy this may be why vilate felt heber would be

astonished in any event pratt married elizabeth
the second account of kimballkimbausKimbansbaUss introduction to polygamy

comes from his soninlawson in law james lawson who married a
daughter of kimballkimbau s first plural wife sarah noon this story
was printed in whitney s life of heber C kimball in 1888
As lawson and others who could have commented on its truth
fullness were still alive in 1888 there seems to be no good
reason to discount it the story is rather unusual and is best
told by lawson himself

in 1855 heber C kimball sent for me 1 I had just been
married thirtthirteeneencen days and said brother james I1 want you
to give your wife betsy a divorce I1 said brother kimball
what is the matter there is nothing wrong with us and
we think everything of each other he said nothing is the
matter but here is the divorce and I1 want you to sign it
I1 signed it and he told me to send her home to her mother
which I1 did at the same time I1 asked her if she had been

vilate kimball to heber C kimball 27 june 1843 original letter
formerly in the possession of president spencer W kimball now in the church
historical department used by permission
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making any complaints to brother kimball about me she
said never to anybody I1 did not sleep a wink that night
and no one knows what I1 suffered inin my feelings I1 prayed
frequently to the lord and inquired of him what all this
meant towards morning I1 received an answer to my prayers
the spirit came unto me be comforted my servant james
all will come out right soon after this brother kimball
went to the legislature which was held at fillmore and was
absent from home about two months when he returned he
gave me a mission to carson valley and told me to get betsy
and bring her to the endowment house with me I1 did so
and he sealed us for time and all eternity after this took
place I1 said brother kimball what did you do that for
he said brother james I1 did it to try you as I1 was tried
I1 will tell you after I1 had returned from my second mission
to england in 1841 the prophet joseph came to me one
evening and said brother heber I1 want you to give vilate to
me to be my wife saying that the lord desired this at my
hands heber said that inin all his life before he had never
had anything take hold of him like that he was dumb-
founded he went home and did not eat a mouthful of
anything nor even touch a drop of water to his lips nor
sleep for three days and nights he was almost continually
offering up his prayers to god and asking him for com-
fort on the evening of the third day he said vilate let s

go down to the prophet s and they went down and met him
inin a private room heber said brother joseph here is
vilate the prophet wept like a child said heber and after
he had cleared the tears away he took us and sealed us for
time and all eternity and said brother heber take her and
the lord will give you a hundredfold 41

apparently lawson accepted this all very meekly even the fact
that he was left both wifeless and explanationlessexplanationless for more
than two months while kimball was in fillmore

kimball s reference to his having been tried or tested
by the prophet is not the only account of joseph smith s re-
questing other men s wiveswives in marriage orson pratt was ex-
communicated for his stand against polygamy see the T
edgar lyon article inin this issue I1

and william law apostaacosta
tizedsized and became a bitter enemy of the prophet

that all these happenings came about shortly after the
twelve returned from their mission to england lends cre-
dence to the idea that the prophet was testing them all those
with solid faith remained those who lost what faith they had

0 F whitney life of heber C kimball ppap 43940439 40
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spoke out against the prophet on this very matter like will-
iam law

helen informs us of her own initial shock upon learning
of the doctrine of plurality and her difficulty in accepting it
she was only thirteen in 1842 when her father took his second
wife sarah noon and was not fully aware even when sarah
had a child that winter she later wrote

I1 had no knowledge then of the plural order and therefore
remained ignorant of our relationship to each other until after
his the infants death as he only lived a few months its
true I1 had noticed the great interest taken by my parents inin
behalf of sister noon but I1 thought nothing strange
of this 42

during the summer of 1843 heber tried to explain plural
marriage to helen who was then nearly fifteen of this ex-
perienceperience she later wrote 1 I remember how I1 felt but which
would be a difficult matter to describe the various thoughts
fears and temptations that flashed through my mind when the
principle was first introduced to me by my father in the
summer of 1843 4 helen was very disturbed and skep-
tical the next day the prophet called at our house and I1

sat with my father and mother and heard him teach the prin-
ciple and explain it more fully and I1 believed it shortly
after this heber went on a mission and apparently in a
further effort to ease helen s mind he wrote to her on 10
july from pittsburgh

my dear helen you have been on my mind much since
I1 left home and also your dear mother who has the first
place inin my heart then my dear children and brethren and
sisters who have passed through much sorrow and pain for
the cause of christ

my dear daughter what shall I1 say to you I1 will tell you
learn to be meek and gentle and let your heart seek after
wisdom 44

apparently helen did just that for she herself later became
a plural wife of joseph smith and after his death of horace

42hH M whitney scenes and incidents 1115 july 1882261882 26.2626 sarah
noon s child adelbert may have been the first issue of the mormon practice
of plural marriage

ibid p 39
14 ibid
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whitney that helen did become a wife of the prophet is
hardly a contestable fact her own son recorded A golden
link was forged whereby the houses of heber and joseph were
indissolubly and forever joined helen mar the eldest daugh-
ter of heber chase and vilate murray kimball was given to
the prophet in the holy bonds of celestial marriage 24545145 there
is no evidence however that helen ever lived with joseph
helen herself seems to have been reticent on the subject atalt-
hough she later published a 108 part series of life incidents
in the comanswomans exponent 1880861880 86 and wrote two booklets
plural marriage as taught by the prophet joseph smith

1882 and why we practice plural marriage 1884 she
never alluded to her marriage to joseph 4041

there is little indication that heber ever considered poly-
gamy as more than a religious responsibility for raising up a
large family and providing for widows in his letters journals
and discourses there are frequent references to vilate and her
children but seldom a mention of others in his actual and
adopted family which eventually totalled about 110 persons
it is as if he never loved anyone but vilate and his letters to
her throughout the rest of his life show that he frequently felt
the necessity of trying to comfort her to assure her time and
again that she was the first in his life the love of his youth
and that no one could or would ever take her place on 12
february 1849 in utah for example he wrote

no one can supercedesupersedesupercede you it isis true you are cold
called to make a great sacrifice but your glory will be

equal to it every son and daughter that is brought
forth by the wives that are given to me will add to your glory
as much as it will to them they are given to me for this
purpus and for no other what I1 have done has been
done by stolen moments for the purpus to save your feelinsfeeliks
and that alone on the account of the love I1 have for you I1

4501500O F whitney life of heber C kimball p 328
helen did however refer on at least two occasions to the fact that she

was a plural wife once she said 1 I have encouraged and sustained my husband
in the celestial order of marriage because I1 knew it was right see augusta
joyce crocheron representative women of deseret salt lake city J C
graham 1884 p 114 she also wrote 1I have been a spectator and a partic-
ipant in this order of matrimony for over thirty years being a first
wife see her plural marriage as taught by the prophet joseph salt lake
city juvenile instructor office 1882 p 27 few of kimball s sons ever
entered into plural marriage william henry and abraham alonzo each took
three wives
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beg of you to consider my case as you cannot do the work
that god has required of me 47

we learn further of heber and vilate s early adjustment
to polygamy from a letter she wrote to him on 16 october
1842 while liehelleile was on a mission in southern illinois

our good friend S arah noon isis as ever as we are
one you said I1 must tell you all my feelings but if I1 were
to tell you that I1 sometimes felt tempted and tried and feel as

though my burden was greater than 1I could bear it would only
be a source of sorrow to you and the lord knows that I1 do
not wish to add one sorrow to your heart for be assured my
dear heber that I1 do not love you any the less for what has
transpired neither do I1 believe that you do me 4as4s1

sarah added a postscript to this letter and since it is one of
the few extant notes or letters from any of kimball s other
wives I1 give it here in full

my very dear friend inasmuch as I1 have listened to your
counsel hitherto I1 have been prospered therefore I1 hope that
I1 shall ever adhere to it strictly in the future

your kind letter was joyfully received I1 never read it
but I1 received some comfort and feel strengthened and I1
thank you for it you may depend upon my moving as soon
as the house is ready I1 feel anxiousanxious as I1 perceive my in
firmitiesfirmi ties increasing daily your request with regard to sister
kimball I1 will attend to nothing gives me more pleasure
than to add to the happiness of my friends I1 only wish that
I1 had more ability to do so I1 am very glad we are likely to
see you soon and pray that nothing may occur to disappoint
us when you request vilate to meet you perhaps you forget
that I1 shall then stand in jeopardy every hour and would not
have her absent for worlds my mind is fixed and I1 am
rather particular but still for your comfort I1 will submit
I1 am as ever 49

some of her comments are more meaningful when we
realize that both sarah and vilate were about seven months
pregnant sarah shows both spunk and resignation and for
whatever reasons vilate did not leave her to join heber

heber C kimball to vilate kimball 12 february 1849 original letter
formerly in the possession of president spencer W kimball and now in the
church historical department used by permission

vilate kimball to heber C kimball 16 october 1842 as quoted in H
M whitney scenes and incidents 110ililiiiloiio111 june 188211882121882 121 2

41ibid p 2
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among those who sought to make trouble and money out
of the question of polygamy was john C bennett onetime
counselor to joseph smith and mayor of nauvoo who had
been excommunicated in may 1842 for immorality that same
year he published a book in boston the history of the saints
or an exposexposeespos of joe smith and the cormonsmormons a 544344 page
melange of all kinds of charges against the church including
several sections on polygamy As a result of this book and ben-
nett s lectures kimball young and others were called on the
abovementionedabove mentioned mission to southern illinois to try to offset
the damage done by bennett just how kimball answered ben-
nett s charges of polygamy is not known

kimball and young were gone only three months and their
mission was more of an extended preaching tour to lima
quincy payson pittsfield glasgowglascow apple creek jacksonville
springfield and morgan city just how kimball answered
bennett s charges is not known but with two pregnant wives
in nauvoo it would have been awkward for him to argue
that plural marriage existed only in a spiritual sense the
mission started off well enough on 10 september 1842 they
held a conference in lima where they ordained nineteen el-
ders 50 in quincy however they had little success

heber and vilate exchanged at least four letters during
this short separation heber records little of his mission and
activities but writes at great length about his deepest inner-
most feelings for vilate 1 I dream about you most every night
but always feel disappointed for when I1 awake behold it is a
dream and I1 could cry if it would do any good you was
speaking about if I1 had sent a kiss to you ill send you several
on the top of this page where those round marks are no less
than one dozen I1 had the pleasure of receiving those that you
sent 531 he arrived back homehonie on 4 november 1842

NAUVOO 1842441842 44

after this southern illinois mission kimball was at home
inin nauvoo for seven months vilate had a new son charles
spaulding born 2 january 1843 and as noted above near that
time sarah noon also had a son who lived only about nine
months

5seeaseesee timettimes and seasons 15 september 1842
heber C kimball papers 627a church historical department
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we know little of heber s life during this time one thing
of importance however took place inin january 1843 the
organization of the young gentlemen and ladies relief
society in nauvoo according to the times and seasons

one evening in the latter part of january last a few
young people having assembled at the house of elder H C
kimball the follies of youth and the temptations to which
they are exposed generally but more especially in our city be-
came the topic of conversation the company were lament-
ing the loose style of the morals the frivolous manner inin
which they spent their time and their too frequent atten-
dance at balls parties etc

kimball offered to give them some instruction at the next
meeting elder kimball addressed them for some time upon
the duties of children to their parents to society and to their
god A week later another meeting was held and kimball

explained the duty which the youth owed to themselves and
the manner in which they might obtain honor and respect
vizviz by applying their minds with determined perseverance
to all the studies commonly deemed necessary to fit them for
active life and polish them for society and acquit your-
selves like men of god 52

the next meeting was held at the home of joseph smith
and kimball again addressed the group A week later the
meeting was held above smith s store and the prophet ex-
pressed satisfaction with the group and with what kimball
had done and said he hoped kimball would continue his
meetings and that the young people would follow his teaching
accordingly a committee was appointed to draft a constitution
which was unanimously adopted and officers elected on 21
march 53

at the conference of 6 april 1843 kimball was appointed
to go on a mission to the eastern states to preach the gospel
collect tithing and dispose of stock in the nauvoo house as-
sociation he left nauvoo on 10 june 1843 on this seventh
mission and noted in his journal this day I1 left my home at
nauvoo in company with my wife and fore of my children
sister noon and sister billing on the I1lithI1 th preached at lima
on the 12th reached quincy I1 had a preshus time with my

times and seasons i1 april 1843
this constitution is printed in times and seasons 7 april 1843
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dear wife 04 apparently the first part of this trip was turned
into a small family vacation he arrived back in nauvoo four
months later on 23 october and turned what monies he had
over to joseph

kimball now had another seven months at home before
being called on his eighth and last mission concerning that
period he said 1 I remained in nauvoo all winter enjoying the
teachings of the prophet attending councils prayer meetings

preaching in nauvoo and branches round about and doing
all I1 could to strengthen the hands of the first presidency 35

since january 1844 joseph and others had been considering
whether to support martin van buren or henry clay for pres-
ident of the united states both had refused to do anything
to help the mormonscormonsMormons out of this dilemma came a proposal
to establish an independent electoral ticket and nominate jo-
seph smith as a candidate for the election of 1844 this was
done at the april conference and on 17 may a convention was
held in nauvoo at which kimball and 343 other elders were
appointed to go through the states and present the name of
joseph smith and his views on the powers and policies of
government in the united states

in may kimball left with brigham young and others to
campaign for joseph smith for president of the united states
and to petition in washington D C for redress of missouri s

wrongs helen william and vilate accompanied heber to the
steamer osprey and it was understood that vilate would
later meet heber in philadelphia and that helen would come
too if possible 3656

while kimball was away on this mission joseph smith and
his brother hyrum were assassinated at carthage on 27 june
heber first learned of the tragic news on 9 july while in
salem massachusetts his journal records

9 tuesday we took cares fore boston at half past eight
reached there at 10 att night left quarter before five fore
new york got there at 7 in the morning of the 10 elder
white left fore phellidelphiaPhell idelphia at 9 inin the morning and I1 left
at 2 in the after inin company with br wm smith the
papers ware full of news of the death of our prophet I1 was

kimball journal no 91 10 june 1843
millennial star 2612 november 1864 p 727
H M whitney scenes and incidents iliillliliii111 december 1882981882 98
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not willen to believe it fore it was to much to bare the first
news of his death was on tuesday morning in salum of
the 9 it struck me at the heart we got to phel at half
past 11 at night 3757

NAUVOO AFTER THE MARTYRDOM

from that city he along with elders young pratt wood-
ruff and wright started for nauvoo arriving 6 august there
they found sidney rigdon who with joseph and hyrum dead
was the only surviving member of the first presidency rigdon
who had had a falling out with joseph in 1838 had been living
in pittsburgh for several years As soon as he learned of
joseph and hyrum s death he hurried to nauvoo to claim
leadership and to present himself as a guardian of the church
he wanted to act immediately before the quorum of the
twelve could be convened and prevailed upon william marks
president of the nauvoo stake to call a meeting this was
opposed by the four apostles who were in nauvoo john
taylor george A smith parley P pratt and willard rich-
ards no formal meeting was held until 7 august on that
day in a special meeting in the seventies hall rigdon pre-
sented his claims before the quorum of the twelve the nau-
voo stake high council the president of the stake and the
high priests no action was taken and on the following
morning a general conference was convened in the grove to
give rigdon the opportunity of laying his claims before the
whole church rigdon based his argument on the facts that he
was the only living member of the first presidency and that in
1833 he had been appointed and ordained as spokesman to
joseph smith 58

that afternoon brigham young addressed the gathering
answering rigdon by saying that his spokesmanship ended with
the death of joseph and that all of joseph s keys and powers
at his death devolved upon the quorum of the twelve while
liehelleile was speaking the famous transfiguration took place
helen s later version is as follows

kimball journal no 92 9 july 1844 kimball and young arrived in
nauvoo too late for the funeral of the prophet but later they and others re-
ceived walking canes made from the rough oak boxes in which the bodies of the
dead brothers were transported from carthage descendents of two of kimkirnkimm

balls sons abraham alonzo and david patten claim to have this cane
abraham alonzos descendents have much the stronger claim

see doctrine and covenants 1009
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1I can bear witness with hundreds of others who stood
that day under the sound of brigham s voice of the wonder-
ful and startling effect that it had upon us if joseph had
risen from the dead and stood before them it could hardly
have made a deeper or more lasting impression it was the
very voice of joseph himself this was repeatedly spoken
of by the latter day saints and surely it was a most power-
ful and convincing testimony to them that he was the man
instead of sidney rigdon that was destined to become the
11great leader and upon whose shoulders the mantle of jo-
seph smith had fallen 59

most accounts of this transfiguration were written long
after the event but there is at least one contemporary account
which alludes somewhat to this occurrence in one letter dated
15 november 1844 we read brigham young is president of
the twelve and stands as prophet seer and revelator to the
church he is an excellent man and favors br joseph both in
person and manner of speaking more than any person ever

60you saw
after both presentations the congregation sustained the

twelve as the presiding authority with brigham young as
president of the twelve

although heber did not know it he had been on his last
mission thereafter he became an administrator and colonizer
a new phase in his life commenced up to joseph smith s death
all of the apostles had been equal and seniority had not been
of much import thereafter it became increasingly significant
young for example assumed leadership and exercised it from
august 1844 until december 1847 solely on the basis of his
position as the senior member of the council of the twelve

in december 1847 he became de jutejureure president of the
church and kimball partly because hebe was next in seniority
became and remained until his death twenty four years later
the second ranking leader in the church and counselor to brig-
ham young

for nineteen months the new leadership strove mightily to
move ahead with joseph s ideas perhaps to symbolize this
at the april conference 1845 the name of nauvoo was

helen mar whitney scenes in nauvoo after the martyrdom of the
prophet and patriarch comanswomans exponent lii111lililiilllielle111 february 188313018831885 130

henry and catherine brooke lima ill111111.iliiiilii to leonard and mary pickel
nauvoo ill111iliiiilii 15 november 1844 leonard pickelpicketpickei letters state historical
society of wisconsin from the microfilm copy at southern illinois univer-
sity
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changed to the city of joseph during this period kimball was
especially busy preaching administering building a home
reading and writing history tending to family affairs looking
after the sick building the temple negotiating with tlletiletltheie anti
mormon forces preparing for an uncertain future and trying
to avoid writs and charges against him and other prominent
mormonscormons in short building up nauvoo and preparing to leave
it at the same time the united states and canada were di-
vided into ecclesiastical and mission districts presided over
by high priests the saints were called to gather to nauvoo
baptism for the dead was recommenced in the basement of the
temple and the seventies hall was completed

the sources are obscure regarding how kimball supported
himself in nauvoo he had been working full time for the
church almost since his arrival in kirtland in 1833 we know
that his brick home in nauvoo was built for him by the church
or at least by its members we also know for example that
on 25 january 1845 brigham young gave him five pounds
sterling 25002525006125.006100 and that he occasionally received money
and provisions from the church there is evidence that liehelleile did
some work as a potter in nauvoo he records for example
on 6 february 1845 1 I1 was to work on my wheel with others
in the pottery 62 froinfrom comments in his correspondence with
vilate and a few other sources it is clear that kimball also
bought and sold some building sites in nauvoo from which
he may have derived some income apparently he supported
himself as best he could and the church made up the rest of
his needs out of its general funds

special attention was devoted to the temple the million
dollar sacrifice the site and the cornerstone had been ded-
icated 6 april 1841 and when it was finished and dedicated
five years later joseph was dead the city of nauvoo partially
deserted and brigham young and heber C kimball were lead-
ing the advance company of exiles across iowa

the history of the church which had been appearing
seriatim in most of the ninety five issuesissues of the timeytimes and

the circulation of the pound sterling in nauvoo requires some comment
between the jackson and lincoln administrations there was no national banking
system and no national currency all kinds of private banks such as the kirtl-
and safety society issued paper money at this time foreign currency also
circulated freely the famous greenbacksgreen backs were introduced by lincoln

12kimball journal no 91 6 february 1845
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seasons published prior to the death of joseph smith was
changed to the history of joseph smith and written and
published more rapidly at the death of joseph the history
had reached december 1831 but by the time the times and
seasons ceased publication some thirty five issues later on 15
february 1846 the published history was complete to 11 au-
gust 1834

mormonscormons have always taken the writing of their own
history seriously for years joseph smith kept one or more
clerks busy collecting and compiling records but due to the
unsettled conditions of his life little written history had been
produced after willard richards was appointed church hist-
orian in july 1843 however he tried to brinobring order out of ten
years of chaos and found many records lost or stolen it was
his work that was published in the times and seasons after
the prophet s death richards to fill in the gaps in the record
would compile an account of a certain period as well as he
could from the records he inherited and then read it aloud to
kimball young and others who would correct errors and add
information this isis what kimball was referring to when he
frequently wrote in his journals that he had been reading
history it was probably at this time that kimball also com-
piled and dictated his personal history from his birth through
november 1839 03 kimball s zeal to write his own history may
have prompted him in 1845 to study phonography or
phonetic shorthand writing with george D watt the first
convert baptized in england other than a few exercises
written inin his journal there is no evidence that kimball ever
mastered or used the shorthand technique

contrary to the expectation of the antiantl mornionsmormonscormons the
church did not break up and weaken after the death of joseph
smith indeed the people rallied around the new leaders and
were advised to stay and build up nauvoo economic self
sufficiency was urged and industrial growth fostered by crea-
ting a trades union and organizing light industries to improve
the material welfare of the people at the april 1845 con-
ference for example kimball advised the saints to cultivate

our own corn peas and beans and every other thing
that isis for our comfort make our own cloth and every
other thing we need for our own comfort we want to

now known as heber C kimball journal no 94b and c
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see every lot inin the city of joseph fenced up and cultivated
and let every street that is not used be fenced up and planted

we want to finish the temple and nauvoo house
every man and woman isis counseled to stay inin this

county 63464134

never impractical or unrealistic kimball portentously ad-
vised all to bring their firelocksfirelocks and learn to use them and
keep them well cleaned and loaded and primed so that they
will go off with the first shot in june 1845 kimball
wrote the following about building the temple

god is favoring us day by day and leading our enemies
as a horse is led by the reinsreins for what purpose in order
that he may carry on his work and erect that building I1
presume that the servants of god for the sake of having that
accomplished would go into the wilderness in this case and
wear sheep skins and goat skins for their apparel and live
upon bread and water for the sake of having that building
built let us go to work and build this house roll out
your rusty dollars and your rusty coppers and let us rush
on this house as fast as possible when you gent get it
done you will have joy and gladness and greater shouting
than we had when the cap stone of the kirtland temple
was laid we will make this city ring with hosannashosannahhosannas to the
most high god this is only a little way ahead and shall
we not put the best foot foremost yes and when we sleep
let us sleep with one leg out of bed and one eye open let
us beware of those fellows that do not like us very well at
this time a few of them do not like to dwell inin our midst
they are afraid of the boys well we will have no more
whittling at present let the boys go to school and attend to
their own business you can see how fast that house is
going up you will see an addition to it all the time until
the last shingle goes on we will have our next conference
in it I1 feel to rejoice my heart is glad and I1 feel to praise
the lord all the time I1 do not go out of doors and look at
that house but the prayer of my heart is 0 lord save this
people and help them to build thy house 03

so successful were the mormonscormons in carrying out the ideas
of their dead prophet that by september 1845 it was obvious
the church was not going to wither away as some had expected
anti mormon activities therefore recommenced in earnest
kimball s journal records many attempts at negotiating with
the mobs an agreement was eventually reached with the

times and seasons 15 july 1845
ibid 1 august 1845
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anti mormon convention headquartered in carthage that the
mormonscormons would quit the state of illinois during the spring and
until then peace would be maintained on both sides compelled
to accept these terms the mormonscormons made every effort to meet
this deadline every home including kimball s became a work-
shop in preparation for the exodus anti mormon fanatics
however did not keep the peace and harassment continued
forcing the leaders including kimball into hiding occasionoccasion-
ally

the theme of the october conference was optimistic pre-
paratory explanatory and of course hortatory kimball said

I1 am glad the time of our exodus isis come and al-
though we leave all our fine houses and farms here how
long do you think it will be before we shall be better off
than we are now I1 will prophecy inin the name of heber
C kimball that inin five years we will be as well again off
as we are now 00

following the conference top priority was given to finish-
ing the temple on 2 december 1845 heber records for ex-
ample how he and his son william drove around nauvoo
picking up twentyfivetwenty five or thirty potted evergreensevergreens for the
garden of eden room 67 on 5 december the temple veil
was hung and endowments commenced thereafter through
at least 7 february 1846 thousands received their endowments
with as many as 295 going through in a single day so great
were the desires of the people to secure their endowments be-
fore the exodus that during this sixty day period kimball
young and others sometimes worked in the temple all night
consuming what little strength they had left kimball seems
to have slowly assumed general charge of temple work one
of his journals no 93 became an official temple record
his room inin the temple became an office and he himself often
officiated at the veil and took various parts in the ceremony

in utah liehelleile was officially in charge of all temple work until
his death inin 1868.1868

on top of all this public activity heber still had the private
concerns of his family which continued to grow vilate gave
birth to Brbrighamighani willard on 29 january 1845 by the time
kimball left nauvoo helieiteile had elhtechteight living children three others

ibid 1 november 1845
kimball journal no 93 2 december 1845
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had died by three wives and three other wives were pregnant
in 1843 heber had added a brick addition to his log home on
the flats during the summer and fall of 1841845 as noted above
the old log portion was razed and replaced by a two story brick
structure this renovation was finished 12 november 1845
and was the first adequate home the kimballsKimballs had had in the
twelve years since they left mendon new york they were
to enjoy the comforts of this home only four months and five
days and then spend another six years in tents wagon boxes
and log cabins before vilate would have another comfortable
home

helen later recorded a good description of this nauvoo
home it contained

a parlor two bedrooms and a clothespressclothes press to each with
hall the largest room with exception of the parlor was
minemine with two large windows one opened to the south and
the other east towards the temple the rooms in the base-
ment were very similar the hall passed east and west front
door opening towards the riverriver and over was a large stone
on which my father had his name initials engravengravenengraveden this
was the first nice house that he had been able to build us his
time having been previously engaged inin the father s vinevine-
yard Gs

she adds a couple of little human interest stories regarding
their life at that time in spite of the pressures and responsi-
bilitiesbili ties placed on kimball and young they took time to worry
over piano lessons for their daughters helen had no piano at
home to practice on but

president brigham young had a small piano and invited
me to come to his house and practice with his daughter vilate
who though younger than myself had had previous advan-
tages but was rather indifferent and he thought if I1 prac-
ticed with her she would take a greater interest their piano
stood inin sister young s room and her health being very
poor he proposed to have it brought to our house when the
upper part was done this pleased us both immensely I1
never became weary of practicing until after I1 heard it was
decided that we were to be broken up and move to the
rocky mountains though the piano remained there through-
out the winter I1 felt no encouragement to continue taking
lessons though father tried to stimulate me to go and said
to encourage me that they should have the necessary materials

H M whitney scenes in nauvoo 1115 march 1883154188515418831885 154
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taken to manufacture pianos and I1 should have one but I1

knew that I1 would forget it all and we little thought of its
being so long before we got to our destination 0969

during the short time vilate was in her new home she
tried to do a little socializing and one evening in october
1845 the kimballsKimballs invited some friends to their home during
which time several pieces were played on the piano by lstersisterister
pitchforth after which we assembled at john taylor s for
prayers 1770 the kimballsKimballs also sat for portraits by a

brother major from england who commenced in the sum-
mer of 1845 to paint our family group it was upon a large
canvas tastefully arranged my father and mother sitting
with baby in the center myself at her side and my brother
william with his wife and little daughter on the left and
four younger brothers made up the family group one
of the same sizesize with president B young and family was
begun at the same time 71

the year 1845 ended with kimball and young examining
maps and reading variousvarious travel accounts of the west inin prep-
aration for the western exodus among the works they read
were john C fremont s report on the exploring expedition to
the rocky mountains inin the year 1842 and to oregon and
north california inin the years 1843441843 44 1845 and lansford
W hastings the emigrants guide to oregon and california

1845

the year 1846 commenced badly leadinleadingg to a hectic effort
to vacate nauvoo before kimball young and others were ar-
rested on variousvarious charges or before mobs forced them out by
fire and sword church trustees were appointed to sell church
and private property brigham s brother joseph young was
appointed to preside over those who could not leave at that
time and the first crossing of the mississippi commenced on
I11 february A temporary camp and staging ground was estab-
lished west of montrose on suoarsugarshoar creek about seven miles from
the river

kimball crossed the mississippi on a flatboat on 4 february
and joined the temporary camp at sugar creek by the time
the camp was moved out on I11 march kimball had about

ibid
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twenty eight members of his large family with him twelve
wives including vilate sarah ann whitney who was preg-
nant ellen and harriet sanders sarah lawrence and chris-
teen golden four young sons heber david charles and
brigham six adopted sons as well as helen mar and her hus-
band and william with his wife and child among his wives
temporarily left behind were sarah noon with a seven month
old infant lucy walker with a one month old baby the sis-

ters clarissa and emilie cutler and francis G swan who
were all pregnant and amanda gheen and presendiapresentiaPresendia hunting-
ton kimball and his family were starting a new adventure

kimball s devotion to the restoration during the nauvoo
period isis typical of his dedication from his acceptance of the
gospel inin 1833 through his death in 1868 it is hardbard to argue
with what one of his fathers in law once said of him 1 I be-
lieve that there is no man in the whole circle of my acquaint-
ance that intends to do better and work righteousness more
than bro kimball nor one that comes nearer to the point
in so doing 72

12bishop newel K whitney 14 february 1847 winter quarters as
quoted in H M whitney scenes and incidents at winter quarters tromans
exponent 141141 july 188518



nauvoosNauvoos whistling and
whittling brigade

thurmon dean moody

after the death of the prophet joseph smith on 27 june
1844 anti mormon violence subsided briefly as the mob ele-
ment awaited the expected demise of the church when the
church did not fall persecution resumed officially taking the
form of the repeal of the nauvoo charter the charter ap-
proved by the illinois legislature inin december 1840 1 provided
the citizens of nauvoo with among other things the right to
regulate their own police protection and to punish lawbreakers

sec 13 the city council shall have exclusive power
within the city by ordinance to license regulate and restrain
the keeping of ferries to regulate the police of the city to
impose fines forfeitures and penalties for the breach of any
ordinance

sec 27 the city council shall have power to provide
for the punishment of offenders by imprisonment inin the
county or city jail inin all cases when such offenders shall fail
to pay the fines and forfeitures which may be recovered
against them 2

these provisions allowed the mormonscormons to protect them-
selves until the repeal of the nauvoo charter inin january 1845
which left the city without a legal civil government 3 and police
protection two representatives to the illinois legislature
jacob B backenstos and A W babbitt alluded to this situa
tion inin speeches made before the illinois house of represent
ativesatiles inin january 1845 backenstos said

thurmon dean moody received his BA degree from brigham young uni
versityhersity inin 1974 and currently teaches high school inin delta utah
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mr speaker one very important reason in my mind
why we should not repeal the city charter of nauvoo is
that you strip the largest and most populous city in this state
of all her police regulations why not amend the charter
in all its objectionable features why not leave them power
sufficient to maintain an efficient city organization4organizationorganizations4

babbitt is reported to have added

repeal the charter of nauvoo prescribe her citizens by
your public acts and you will tolerate and encourage the
demon of mob violence that surrounds this people and isis
waiting to feast upon their destruction 35

despite these pleas the charter was repealed and the citizens
of nauvoo were faced with the consequences

in the ensuing months the mormonscormons claimed that certain
disreputable characters were indeed taking advantage of the
situation in his diary william B pace wrote

in the meantime the mob element exercised such an inin-
fluence on the governor and legislature that they repealed
the city charter of nauvoo and left us without any city
government or any means of controlling the rougher ele-
ment hence the town was soon overrunover run with all manner
of ruffians from the mob camp around about 0

wandle mace gives us the following

they tried every means they could devise to bring
trouble upon nauvoo frequently a party would land from
a steamboat and come into the city commit their deviltry
and return to the boat and leave again well knowing we
had no law to protect us since the city charter was taken
away 7

facing this uneasy state of affairs the ecclesiastical leaders
felt compelled to find some means of maintaining discipline
in the city streets not wanting to resort to extralegalextra legal activities
and being aware that their priesthood authority did not apply
to any but their own people they sought an alternative solu-
tion if some plan were not found they would either have to

heman C smith ed journal of history lamoni iowa the board of
publication of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1914191474417441

wandle mace journal 180918901809 1890 p 170 typescript special collections
harold B lee library brigham young university

william B pace diary of william B pace and biography of his father
james pace p 7 typescript special collections harold B lee library
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live with the consequences or resort to their own mob rule
where power prevailed but trouble ensued

THE LIFE OF THE WHISTLING AND WHITTLING BRIGADE

on 30 january 1845 a general council of the authorities
of the city and church met to decide how best to react to the
repeal of the charter they first considered regaining the
charter by appealing the case to the supreme court and if
that failed they proposed to obtain a tract of land and set up
a territorial government 8 neither of these proposals was
ever carried out

on sunday 16 march 1845 brigham young called a meet-
ing for the next evening to initiate a plan which he hoped
would resolve the undesirable predicament in which the mor
mons found themselves he hinted at an ecclesiastical plan
of action as he said

tomorrow evening we want the bishops at the masonic
hall and we will organize them according to our notion
of things we have no police the legislature has repealed
our charter and we mean to have the city of josephjoseph9josepha9 or-
ganizedgani zed the streets shall be kept clear and the poor cared
for 10

the plan which was settled upon at this meeting was one
which was apparently conceived three days earlier by hosea
stout formerly chief of police under the charter and the
new police stout s journal records

march 14 friday wrote at home till ten 0 clock went
down in town met with major bills12 had some conser
tion conversation about military matters at one oclock
went to a meeting of the new police under col markham
at the masonic hall they were organizing into companies
of ten with a captain at the head of each company but after

hoseaosea stout diary of hosea stout 181018991810 1899 ppap 18a iga typescript
special collections harold B lee library

see joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book 1970 7394 here-
after cited as HC

HC 7386877386 87
the church did have the police continue to meet mostly as a guard

for the temple which was being constructed at the time they did not function
as the old police had under the charter hence the term new police they
were more an ecclesiastically controlled guard receiving little if any pay for
their services

markham was a colonel in the nauvoo legion not in the united states
military
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some discussion it was concluded to organize the whole com-
munity of saints in this county into quorums of 12 deacons
and have a bishop at their head and they could thus ad-
minister in the lesser offices of the church and preserve
order without a charter as the legislature had taken away
our charter and deprived us of our republican rights ls13

although it appears that the new police conceived this plan
brigham young proclaimed it as official mormon practice at
the 17 march meeting

various accounts of this new organization differ in some
respects such as how many were organized into each company
yet there was total agreement that the purpose of the organiza-
tion was twofoldtwo fold 1 1 to take care of the poor 14 and 2

to guard the city at night to keep everything straight 15

some of the accounts of this system read as follows

mon 24 marchglmarcholmarchalMarchmarch1010Gl the nauvoo city charter hav-
ing been repealed by the state legislature the citizens of
nauvoo were organized into a body known as bishops and
deacons in which organization I1 was appointed bishop he
was 26 years old at the time mon 31 my quorum of
deacons were on duty tonight for the first time 17

about this time a meeting was called in the masonic
hall for the purpose brother brigham said to organize for
they have taken away our charter and we must resort to
something we must organize 12 men into a company with
a bishop at their head and see if we cannot take care of
the poor as they may come here from warsaw and car-
thage 18s

this was my first real public service at the age of four-
teen and a half years being large of stature and well
equipped I1 did my full share of duty for five days and
nights after this I1 did perform guard duty at nights all
winter about the streets of nauvoo 19

the bishops assisted by the deacons policed the city fol-
lowing the repeal of the charter in december 1844 on each
corner was a man from twelve to twenty years of age who

stout diary p 34
M R hovey compiler biography of joseph grafton hovey p 29 type-

script special collections harold B lee library
david moore compiled writings of david moore p 29 typescript

special collections harold B lee library
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watched all movements from sunset to dawn and reported
any suspicious activity to the bishop who promptly consulted
the leaders and the nauvoo legion officials 20

the authorities organized the entire city into districts
and appointed an officer over every ten men they were
called bishops and deacons and had to guard the city at
night to keep every thing straight this organization was
kept up during the summer I1 was appointed one of the
bishops also at age 26126 and as I1 had a very large district
assigned to me I1 was allowed 13 men and we had to keep
watch over the north part of the city one night each week
including the steamboat landing our weapons was a large
hickory cane and a toothpick a huge knifelknife the object of
the knife to whittle rascals out of town 21

As indicated inin the last account the deacons did have
weapons in her master s thesis reta halford supports david
moore s account that the organization of bishops and deacons
was indeed the source of the whistling and whittling bri-
gade

to the deacons was delegated the obligation to attend
to all things needful and especially the watch organized
as whistling and whittling brigades they patrolled the
city 22

paul D bailey gives a more detailed account

the city of joseph s elders ingeniously met the increasing
flood of gentile undesirables by organizing the boy popula-
tion into a whistling and whittling brigade suspicious
strangers immediately would be surrounded by groups of
boys armed with long bladed jack knives and sticks which-
ever way the suspect moved the boys followed whistling
and whittling as they went not a question would they ask
not a question would they answer they were too small to
strike individually too many to battle collectively when
they descended on a hapless stranger they hugged his
presence like verminvermin until in exasperation he was glad to
take hasty leave from the abode of the saints 23

from these sketches it appears that with the birth of the
bishop and deacon organizationI1

the whistling and whittling
brigade also came into existence there is some question how

reta latimer halford nauvoo the city beautiful master s thesis
university of utah 1945 p 173

moore compiled writings p 29
halford nauvoo p 316

2paulapaulpaul dayton bailey for this my glory los angeles westernloreWestern lore press
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ever as to whether the idea for the brigade first originated with
the nauvoo bishop deacon organization one reference sug-
gests that the brigade had been employed earlier in the saints
history to protect joseph smith as mosiah hancock reports

I1 joined the whistling and whittling band in those days
there was now and then a fop or dude who would go to a
man s shingle pile and with his hat or cap cocked on one
side would sit and whittle and whistle there was no law
against that but from what we could learn some of them
were interested in taking the life of the prophet we kept
a good watch and were directed to keep an eye on the

black ducks we really tried to do our duty and we
succeeded inin bagging some game I1 was about to give some
instances but forbear by saying in no case did I1 ever help
to engage in whittling any one down to make them cross
the great river unless they were known to be lurking around
the prophet s premises quite late or to be seeking that which
was none of their business 24

hancock s journal was written from memory many years after
the events which he describes and it is possible that he con-
fused informal attempts to protect the prophet before 1845
with the more highly organized whistling and whittling bri-
gade of a later time A reading of an estimated eighty jour-
nals and diaries failed to offer any evidence of an organized
band before 1845 A passage from john L smith s journal may
shed some further light on this problem

joseph smith often visited us here as officers were
seeking to kidnap and take him to missouri he used to
calle and say johnnie now watch and if any strangers
come you whistle to me so I1 can slip into the corn-
field 25

while johnnie smith s job was apparently not part of an orga-
nized effort such random activities may have given others the
idea of clearing the streets with the same methods

descriptions of the activities and organization of the bri-
gade vary some accounts characterize the whittlerswhistlerswhittlers as being
older john D lee for instance described the brigade imply-
ing that he could have fit easily into its ranks when liehelleile was
thirty three years old although he insists liehelleile never took part

mosiah lyman hancock the life story of mosiah lyman hancock apnp
nd p 18
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in such low dirty doings 26 wandle mace records that the
brigade was formed from the membership of the old police
force rather than the deacons

our families were exposed to the rascals who on finding
them unprotected by husbands and fathers would insult and
abuse them inin consequence of such things the old police
formed themselves into whittling companies and guarded
the city from the rascals in this wise when a stranger came
into the city they would learn if they were upon legitimate
business if so they did not interfere with them but if
they had no legitimate business they were then under the
serveilanceserveilance of the whittlerswhistlersWhitt lers who would floowfloew follow
wherever they went whittling and whistling they did not
molest them in any way not even talking to them but simply
follow them whittling and whistling as the went 27

ephraim S green one of those ousted from nauvoo by the
whittlerswhistlersWhittlers reported via a thomas sharp article in the warsaw
signal that the brigade was composed of older men

mr sharp the last case of whittling and whistling
a man out of the holy city came off yesterday evening
mr green having some business that called him to nauvoo
was engaged transacting the same in the house of edson
whipple when a loud knock was heard at the door

mrs whipple shut the door and returned into the room
where mr green was engaged writing the mob crowded
around the door and windows making the most discordant
and hideous noisesnoises at this stage in the proceedings mr
whipple was seen approaching the house the ringleaderring leader
held a conversation with him he appeared considerably agi-
tated and upon going into the house told mr green that
he had better leave as the mob was determined he should
not stay mr G replied that if they wished it he would
certainly go to save them from trouble but previous to go-
ing would like to speak to col markham who appeared
to be one of the principal leaders of the mob having
hastily made the necessary preparation he started to leave
the city followed by the mob yelling halooinghalooing whistling
whittling to the great amusement of all the boys and dogs inin
town 28

other accounts point to the involvement of younger boys
william B pace wrote in his diary As we had not authority

john D lee mormonism unreiledunvelledunrailed st louis M E mason 1891
p 168
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to arrest or protect the town the boys resorted to whistling29whistling29

hosea stout also reports a younger age as he wrote of using
his police authority in trying to stop the boys

april 27th sunday I1 went with my wife to meeting
at the stand elders babbitt and taylor preached old father
cowles one of law s apostates was there a company of
boys assembled to whistle him out of town but I1 pre-
vented them I1 came home and in the evening went to
police on my way was informed that the old man had
been whistled out immediately after meetingmeeting808010

historical works which refer to the whistling and whittl-
ing brigade describe the participants as boys whittling
boys small boys and whittling whistling boys 31

the plan of the whistling and whittling brigade as
viewed thus far seems to indicate a strategy of escorting un
desirablesdesirables apostates and ununfnendliesunfriendliesfriendlies out of town the
brigade employed both harassment and scare tactics as
william B pace indicated inin this vivid picture of their activ-
ities

every boy generally could whistle and most of them
had knives from ten to fourteen inches long inin scabbards

a la bouy and when any of these fellows became boisterous
or showed any signs of meddling the boy discovered would
draw his knife and commence whittwhittlewhittiewhittleingwhittlemgleingmg and whistleingwhistlewingwhist leing soon
a crowd of his pals gathered then they would surround the
obnoxious element be he large or small many or few and
whistle and whittle inin his direction and stick by him until he
was out of town

this was rather an amusing process not a word was said
but an unearthly whistle and generally everyone had his
own favorite tune and an incessant whittling with those
large knives was enough to strike terror to the hearts of
the victims and he got out of town as quick as his legs
could carry him 32

in the 9 april 1845 issueissue of the warsaw signal we have re-
corded a rather graphic picture of the activities of the whist
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ling and whittling brigade which sums up the effects and the
effectiveness of the group on undesirable outsiders

on sunday 6 april 1845 dr john F charles of warsaw
came to the mormon general conference in nauvoo and was
suspected of being an enemy to the church 0 B huntington
called him a real mormon eater 33 and hosea stout claimed
that he was taking notes for the WARSAW SIGNAL
and pretended to be our friend but in reality he was a secret
enemy lurking in our midst he was suspected of being there

that the conference should be broke upup34 and he was charged
with that offense by a ruffian who told him that he was
suspected for a spy that they expected a mob was about to break

conference and leave the 22151115223535 whenup the that he must city
he didndian t respond to this invitation by the next forenoon he was
set upon by a gang of ruffians with bowie knives and dirks
in their hands whittling sticks whistling in chorus and crying
out carthage and warsaw and using taunting and insulting
language evidently for his annoyance 36 dr charles felt
himself abused and having found his way to the stand where
the leaders were sitting 37 dr charles abruptly demanded
to know if this people tolerated such things of which pres-
ident young satisfied him that they did not 38 this appeased
dr charles and he hoped he would be no further annoyed
soon afterwards he was agaagainin accosted by the same escort
of ruffians with their taunts and insults as before 39 he
quickly returned to make bitter complaints to president young
who is reported to have quietly replied in the words of martin
vanburenvan buren when president of the united states to joseph
smith gentlemen your cause is just but I1 can do nothing for
you the legislature has taken away our city charter we have no
laws nor power to protect you 40 brigham young then called
hosea stout and in stout s words requested me to protect
him from further insults and ferret out the names of the
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boys who insulted him I1 conducted him to the mansion
house 41

of this incident dr charles said an officer appeared
and told the scampsscalps to desist they said they were only whist-
ling and they hadbad a right to whistle dr charles maintained
that brigham young was later compelled either to acknow-
ledge his agency in the matter or to stop further annoyance
liehelleile therefore sent four officers to escort dr C and protect him
from being insulted 21211224242 the warsaw signal which hadbad carried
dr charles report finished its article by saying

brigham young and the mormon leaders were at the
bottom of the whole proceeding against dr C but the cool
and determined conduct of the latter forced them to dis-
claim it had the ruffians believed brigham young sin-
cere in his rebuke they would not afterwards have dared
to annoy him 43

one week after dr charles report appeared in the warsaw
signal john taylor editor of the nauvoonau voo neighbor answered
the signalssignal s charge that brigham young and other mormon
leaders hadbad sanctioned these proceedings

only one complaint came before the conference and
that was from the aonbonjonhonorablearabiearablemrable dr charles of warsaw it how-
ever was not chargablechartablechargable upon the conference some full
grown boys the leader probably from the state of iowa
knowing there was no charter in nauvoo and knowing also
that there was no statute in illinois to suppress whittling and
whistling annoyed the doctor s patience by this new ex-
hibitionhibi tion of mental and physical recreation

such a novel school would have been attended to in-
stantstanterer but as van buren said though your cause is ever
so just we can do nothing for you we have no power
the legislature has repealed our charter

A gentleman however went and politely saw the doc-
tor beyond the harm of whistling whittling 41

because of the differing accounts it is difficult to clarify
exactly where the brigade stood in relation to the official
church organization on 14 april 1845 during the height of
the brigade encounter 43 brigham young mentioned that
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the deacons have become very efficient looking after
the welfare of the saints every part of the city is watched
with the strictest care and whatever time of night the streets
are traveled at the corner of every block a deacon is found

his 4134attending duty

however no mention of his direct and open endorsement of the
whistling organization has been discovered brigham

young s actions often seemed to condone the brigade but as
the dr charles incident made clear he publicly implied that
he was opposed to the brigade s treatment of the doctor ob-
viously brigham young did support the bishop deacon method
of watching and guarding nauvoo but it was not as ap-
parent that he was supportive of what appears to be its off-
shoot the whistling and whittling brigade

conclusion
history has recorded that there was indeed a whistling and

whittling brigade the effects of the brigade s actions were
more complex than met the eyes of the participants the sup-
porters the enemies and the victims A struggle was taking
place over what the mormonscormons saw as an encroachment upon
their peace and what their opponents saw as a peculiar religion
infringing on their rights of citizenship the whistling bri-
gade played a very active role in the contentions on both sides
and became a bit of propaganda for the anti mormonscormons 47

the brigade was a new experience in an attempt to achieve
a coexistence that proved to be unattainable in writing of the
success of the whistling and whittling brigade during its
short lifespan william B pace reflected the opinions ex-
pressed by many involved with the organization

this lasted but a few weeks when it became apparent
that to 11go into nauvoo men must mind their own business
and not meddle with the people or they would get whis-
tled out 48

however successful the brigade was in keeping the peace in
the short run it could not handle the violent mobs that were to
come and the mormonscormons were forced to evacuate nauvoo the
following spring
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the nauvoo charter

james L kimball jr

it is apparent that from the inception of the nauvoo stake
in october 1839 the saints considered its officers tantamount
to the recognized government of the area not only did the
high council pass resolutions regarding ferry usages but set
standards and procedures for the cost and sale of town lots in
nauvoo subject to the first presidency s approval and con-
tracted to erect a stone school house in the city the high
council supervised the work of poor relief in the area and ap-
proved the establishment of economic enterprises such as the
erection of a water mill by N K whitney 1

the kingdom of god however was instructed to function
within the existing society and governmental structures and
not apart from them therefore making the creation of a legal
government at nauvoo a vital link in the fulfillment of the
church s goals

pursuant to this purpose the high council decided as early
as december 1839 to send a petition to the illinois state legi-
slature to define new boundaries of nauvoo and of com-
merce and to do all other needful acts relative to those
cities 2 this presumably meant a town charter the journals
of the senate and house for the legislative year beginning 9

james L kimball jr is area director of the department of seminaries and
institutes pacific northwest division
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december 1839 and ending 1 february 1840 however do not
reveal any such petition coming to the floor of either branch of
the general assembly

whatever happened to circumvent it whether the illinois
lawmakers did not glimpse the potential of the immigrants to
their state or were yet reluctant to commit themselves on a
party basis to a question not yet fully explored this initial
attempt to secure a charter did not prove successful 3

As the tenth semiannualsemi annual conference of the church con-
vened in nauvoo on saturday 3 october 1840 every prospect
for peace and stability seemed assured the issue of a corp-
orate city government came to the fore during the morning
session of the second day of the conference when that body ap-
pointed a committee to draft a bill for the incorporation of the
city of nauvoo and named as members of the committee
joseph smith john C bennett and robert B thompson
another resolution authorized bennett to superintend the bill
through the legislature after one hour s recess the conference
resumed and following a theological discourse by the prophet
bennett reported to the conference the outlines of a charter

the speed with which the committee worked strongly sug-
gests a prior agreement as to the contents of the document
how much detail bennett presented to the congregation is un-
known but it is reasonable to assume that he told at least of
the main features of the charter it is also reasonable to assume
that joseph smith and john C bennett were the individuals
most responsible for its composition sometime between sep-
tember when bennett arrived and the commencement of the
conference these two men fashioned the charter into final form
to be submitted to the state legislature 4

the illinois twelfth general assembly met at the gover-
nor s proclamation on 23 november 1840 the forty senators
met in the new capitolcapital building while the ninety representa-
tives opened session in the methodist church As the first item
of business john moore one of the chief spokesmen for the

journal of the senate of the eleventh general assembly of the state of
illinois springfield george R weber 1840 journal of the house of repre-
sentativessenta tives of the eleventh general assembly of the state of illinois springfield
george R weber 1840 HC 456 it Isis not valid to assume therefore that a
partisan attempt by both the whigs and democrats to court the mormonscormons was
as strong in the begbeabeginningnning as it was subsequently

HC 4172 178 20506205 06 the substance of such offers is apparently lost
but speculation about their nature is full of enticement
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democratic party introduced a bill to vacate the town plat of
livingston which was read and ordered to a second reading
moore then obtained leave to introduce as the second bill of
the session an act to incorporate the city of nauvoo which
was also read and ordered to a second reading on motion
of mr william richardson democrat from schuyler county
the rules of the senate were dispensed and the bill was read a
second time by its title whereupon the senate on motion of
sidney H little whig senator from mcdonough and hancock
counties sent the bill to the judiciary committee

eight days later on saturday 5 december adam W sny-
der chairman of that committee reported back the bill with an
amendment to alter the boundaries of the city the senate
concurred and the bill was engrossed for a third reading

on 9 december thirteen days after the introduction of the
bill the nauvoo charter appeared together with two other
bills in engrossed form was read the third time as were the
other bills I1 and passed notwithstanding its passage william
J gatewood of gallatin county moved an amendment per-
haps humorously to the title of the bill so as to have it read

A bill for the encouragement of the importation of mor
mons upon request however the proposal was withdrawn
and the title of the bill remained unchanged 5

the progress of the nauvoo charter bill through the house
of representatives was much more swift than in the upper
house on 10 december daniel turney s motion to have the
bill read twice by its title only before sending the document
to the judiciary committee evoked no comment by 12 de-
cember the committee reported the bill to the floor of the
house without amendment on a motion the rules were sus-
pended and the bill read the third time by its title and passed
bennett states there were only fifteen nays but as the vote was

this was the second time the assembly met in springfield but the first
time it was able to use the partially completed state house the house of
representatives convened in the methodist church on 27 november the day the
charter was introduced the house asked the senate to exchange rooms as the
church was too small manfred thompson illinois whigs before 1846 ur-
bana university of illinois graduate school 1913 ppap 767976 79 journal of the
senate of the twelfth general assembly of the state of illinois springfield
george R weber 1840 ppap 9 23 45 61 A newspaper the springfield
courier published only during the dudurationraton of the legislature is consistently
more detailed regarding legislative affairs during this session than the official
minutes see especially the 28 november 7 december and 10 december 1840
issues
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probably videvivevivevide voce there is no official record of it in any legis-
lative 6source

three days later the senate delivered the bill to the council
of revision and it passed that body on 17 december to become
effective 1 february 1841 altogether the bill lay before the
senate thirteen days the house six days and the council of
revision two days making the total elapsed time twenty one
days the bill was never read en toto before the house and
only once before the senate however many bills during the
session were read by their titles only two times in either body
but in every case the complete bill inin question received at least
one reading in each legislative chamber therefore the dif-
ference between the passage of the nauvoo charter bill and
others inin the session was one of time and procedure but was
not really abnormal inin either case 7

to guide such a document through the legislature required
a purposeful handband some historians have ascribed to stephen
A douglas and sidney H little the responsibility for this
management that most of the men mentioned in the senate
and house journals were democrats isis understandable since it
was a democratically controlled legislature the democrats
as the most organized party in the state were in a better po-
sition to help the saints douglas as one of the leading spirits
inin the party would naturally be one of the key men in this
effort however because detailed records regarding douglas
illinois years do not appear to exist the actual part he played
in securing the charter remainsremains exasperatingly elusive 8

journal of the house of representatives of the twelfth general assembly
of the state of illinois springfield george R weber 1840 ppap 101 110
illinois state registerRegi stelstei 15 july 1842 bennett however inin a letter sent to nau-
voo on 16 december 1840 states the charter passed with one or two dissenting
voicesvoices inin the house HC 42484 248 these reports conflict with governor thomas
ford s reminiscence the ayes and the noes were not called for thomas ford
history of illinois chicago S C griggs 1854 p 265263

senate journal tuelfthtwelfth assembly ppap 80 89 the springfield courierconnerconneycanney
16 18 december 1840

little represented hancock and mcdonough counties where large bodies
of mormonscormons resided inin the senate douglas had migrated from new york to
illinois inin 1833 besides practicing law he became very active inin organizing
the newly forming democratic party was state representative from morgan
county state attorney and public land register although not serving inin the
assembly at the introduction of the nauvoo charter he was a key member of
the democratic state central committee three days after the introduction of
the charter bill into the senate douglas became secretary of state but this
would not necessarily have precluded an actieactive concern for thecharterthe charter s passage
inin the general assembly frank E stevenssteens life of stephen A douglas
journal of the illinois state historical society 16 1925192324331371923241923 24331245312455124 53137551375515733137.33137331 37
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unfortunately information about john C bennett s lobby-
ing inin the assembly is also vague to what extent he pleaded
for sympathy demanded satifactionsatisfactionsatifaction or bargained for position
is open to conjecture one writer tantalizingly suggesting
bennett was a man of some sagacity and cunning but without
principle says that the mormon delegate bargained the
whole mormon vote in the future elections of the state 9

governor ford asserted that bennett flattered both sides with
the hope of mormon favor and both sides expected to receive
their votes 10 all seem to concede that bennett played a major
role in the passage of the charter 11

whatever the reasons behind the general assembly pas-
sage of the nauvoo charter the saints were overjoyed they
viewed it with but a single eye politics society and econom-
ics notwithstanding the passage of the charter of nauvoo
gave the budding city a government within a government
with this charter the saints possessed a government based not
upon the laws of illinois but only upon the constitution of
illinois and the constitution of the united states 12

by taking refuge in constitutions or charters the mormonscormons
illustrated they were but citizens of their age in a nation
whose various inhabitants in nationalist fervor drew up dec-
larationsla of independence and constitutions for organizations
as diverse as temptemperanceerancearance societies and emigrating expeditions
the saints were but participants in an american tradition the
united states premised its existence on a government of laws
based on a written constitution and thereby differed in essence
from alleged tryanniestryannies abroad where the law was the will of
the men in power 13

during the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth
century despite opinions of the united states supreme court

john reynolds my own times belleville 111111.illililii B H perrymanferryman and H
L davison 1855 p 576

ford history p 263
reynolds my own times ppap 57376573 76 ford history p 263 both

mormon and non mormon sources give bennett much credit for the passage of
the charter

this and other provisions of the nauvoo charter long considered by
students of the period as very unusual or even unique have recently been shown
to have been variously present in each one of the other five chartered cities in
illinois see james L kimball jr the nauvoo charter A reinterpretation
journal of the illinois state historical society 64 spring 197166781971661971 667866 78

A good discussion of this american doctrine may be found in ralph
henry gabriel course of american democratic thought new york donald
press 1956 chapters 131 3
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to the contrary several states including illinois felt it was
still an open question as to whether a corporate charter granted
by government could ever be annulled or abrogated 14 fully
aware of this situation and armed with ample though not
unanimous legal precedent and opinion mormon church
leaders opted to interpret the nauvoo charter as a veritable
magna charta a sacred indestructible inviolate instrument
to be used for protection and power in constitutionalism there
was security laws and resolutions were but water and sand
by invoking primary bases of law joseph smith attempted
to avoid what he termed rapacious and evil misuses of the law
in 1843 he proclaimed

if there isis not power in our charters and courts then there
is not power inin the state of illinois nor inin the congress or
constitution of the united states for the united states gave
unto illinois her constitution or charter and illinois gave unto
nauvoo her charter ceding unto us our vested rights which
she has not power to take from us all the power there was
in illinois she gave to nauvoo 1315

the broad provisions of the nauvoo charter would provide a
peaceable kingdom free from the violence and harassments of
missouri officials and others with evil intent who would in-
veigh against the kingdom As an agent of his prophet john
C bennett became the catalyst who fused mormon and polit-
ically partisan needs in such a manner that each element saw
in the nauvoo charter a way to freedom and influence nonet-
helesstheless it is a twist of historical irony that while the saints
relied on their charter to be an unbreachable wall defending
the rights of zion many of their non mormon neighbors came
to view it as an offensive barrier the implementation of the
constitutional provisions of the charter exacerbated the mor

the situation was inin effect an historical spinoffspin off of antebellum tensions
over states rights and special privilege the issueissue was whether the state legis-
latures had the legal right to grant irrevocable basic charters as the united
states constitution as well as special charters to corporations which could
favor one segment of society over another while the united states supreme
court inin 1837 rendered a decision against special charters and thereby for free
enterprise in the charles river bridgebudge case the delicate political resolution of
the issuesissues was left to the discretion of the individual state legislatures A help-
ful summary may be found inin stanley 1I kutler privilege and creative destructdestruc
tion the charles river bridgebudge case philadelphia lippincott 1971

jhc5hcHC 546604665 466 with regard to the conception of the city of nauvoo being
federated with the states of the union it isis pertinent to note that the inscription
on the seal of the nauvoo municipal court read constitution and charter
nauvoo council proceedings 26 november 1841 p 131
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mon s problems by isolating and thereby alienating the affairs
of the city from the rest of the county and state 16

perhaps only in pre civil war america could mormonism
have been born perhaps only in the 1840s could the nauvoo
charter have been framed the coming of the nauvoo charter
reflects for us today the time of america s becoming the
charter illustrates the growing pains of a nation optimistically
trying to mesh democratic and religious idealism in a world of
economic depression and political reality the nauvoo charter
demonstrates a meeting of the american notions of political
and social experimentation and belief inin the perfectabilityperfectibilityperfectability
of man with the equally american quality of eager opportun-
ism and clannishness to understand the coming of the nau-
voo charter is not only to understand the people who lived
at the head of the rapids but it also is to glimpse a nation at
the head of its history

for a further consideration of the coming contents and consequences
of the nauvoo charter see robert B flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mis-
sissippisis sippi urbana ill111111.iiiliilil university of illinois press 1965 and james L kim-
ball jr A study of the nauvoo charter 184018451840 1845 master s thesis uni-
versity of iowa 1966



A blowup of the nauvoo section of the daiddaviddald hyrum smith painting on the covercoer
by courtesy of the audiovisualaudio visual department reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints



the mission of the twelve
to england 1840411840 41

mormon apostles and the
working classes

james B allenalienailen and malcom R thorp

james palmer stone mason and bricklayer was born in
1820 in the small parish of dymock in gloucestershireGloucestershire en-
gland after only four years formal schooling which included
considerable bible study young james was apprenticed out by
his parents such apprenticeships often lasted for seven years
but in this case the boy chafedchafee at the strict regimen and bad
treatment he received until one day his resentment overflowed
in a doubled up fist which knocked his unsuspecting master
to the ground life as an apprentice immediately improved
but before long james successfully sued for release from his
bond and went back to his parents

in the meantime the palmer family had made a far reach
ing religious decision which would soon have a profound ef-
fect upon their son they had left the church of england
anandd along with hundreds of others in the region joined a
movement known as the united brethren which had broken
from the primitive methodists this sect was characterized by
a highly democratic administration and it placed special empha-
sis on faith repentance good works and the literal atonement
of christ as the elements of salvation young james quickly
accepted the new faith of his parents and at age twenty while

dr allenalienailen is professor of history at brigham young university and assistant
church historian didr thorp is assistant professor of history at brigham
young university

palmer s life is told in james palmer s travels and ministry in the gos-
pel manuscript church historical department

499
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still working at his trade became a local preacher among the
united brethren

typical of the common folk of england the palmer family
were well prepared to receive the message of wilford wood-
ruff who inin the spring of 1840 began preaching mormonism
inin that region they first heard this american apostle in the
town of ledbury after thomas kington leader of the united
brethren in the area hadbad already been converted to mormon-
ismism 2 almost immediately the palmershalmers and some of their
friends were also baptized james was soon ordained a priest
and on 14 june liehelleile was appointed to preside over the branch
of the mormon church at killcottwillcottKillcott not far from his home
town of dymock in later months hebe traveled without purse
or scrip as a missionary to many other communities of en-
gland and eventually liehelleile emigrated to america

the story of james palmer was characteristic of those of
thousands of british citizens who joined the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in the victorian era recruited
largely from among the working classes many of these mormon
converts were already actively seeking a religious faith that
would speak more to their fundamentalist and democratic in-
clinationscli than the established church and had joined various
sects in their quest for religious truth they were tempera-
mentally wellweltweilweli prepared for the message of mormonism when
it came

mormon missionary activity began in england in 1837 but
the most historically significant boost to that activity came in
1840411840 41 when the quorum of the twelve apostles was sent
fromfroin america to take charge of the work by the time they
left england inin april 18411941 the apostles hadbad not only personally
baptized hundreds of people but had established an effective
missionary systensystemhysteni that would soon become the most productive
in the church in addition they laid the foundation for an
important publication program by producing the first european
edition of the book of mormon compiling and distributing a
hymn book for the saints in england publishing some 60000
tracts and pamphlets 3 and establishing the latter day saints

the slight discrepancy of dates between palmer s record and that of wil-
ford woodruffswoodruffe probably results from palmer s account being recorded some
years after the fact as a reminiscence

these included a most important work by orson pratt interesting account
of several remarkable visions and of the late discovery of ancient american
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millennial staistafstar they also organized a transatlantictrans atlantic emigra-
tion program which would result within fifty years inin the
move to america of more than 88000 european saints in-
cluding some 55000 from britain 4

in some ways joseph smith displayed a singular optimism
inin sending the quorum of the twelve to europe at that partic-
ular time inin mormon history on 8 july 1838 they were spe-
cifically commanded to go over the great waters and there
promulgate my gospel dacd&c 1184118 4 the date of 26 april
1839 was set for their departure from far west missouri
by that time however the mormonscormons had been expelled from
missouri and on the appointed day the twelve were forced
to reenterrele enter the area under cover of darkness take their sym-
bolic departuredepar turetuie then hastily retreat when the apostles finally
left for england tlthetiietikeie saints were only beginning to establish
themselves around the swampy settlement of commerce illi-
noisnoisnols poverty and sickness were rampant there was little as
suranceaurance that the families of the apostles could be cared for
while they were gone and the tangible means for missionary
support were almost nonexistent under such conditions it
would seem that joseph smith should keep close to him the
very men whose leadership could be most helpful the com-
mandmentman dment nevertheless was there and possibly also a realiza-
tion that perhaps the destiny of the church itself depended
upon gathering new numbers fromfroin abroad and the brethren
went

great britain was an obvious spot for the labors of the
twelve abroad it had been officially opened for missionary
workwoik inin 1837381837 38 by heber C kimball and orson hyde 6 and
had provenpi oven to be a fruitful ground for converts since this
initial success however the church inin britain had fallen on
hard times even though there were several hundred baptisms

records edinburgh ballantyne and hughes 1840 which contains the first
versionversion of joseph smith s first vision to be published inin church sources while
sources disagree on the number of tracts published this 60000 figure isis from
brighambnghambangham young inin the journal of discourses london latter day saints book
depot 1871 132121521213 212

4P A M taylor expectations westward ithaca new york cornell
university press 1966 p 144

see also doctrine and covenants 10733107 33 and 11228112 28
see james B allenalienailen and thomas G alexander eds manchesterManche fretsteitret cormonsmormons

the journal of william clatoncla ton 1840 to 1842 salt lake city and santa
barbara peregrine smith 1974 ppap 4114 11 and presidentpiesidentPies ident hekerheberheherhelerhefer C kimballsKim balls
journal salt lake citycit juvenile instructor 1882
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there was also substantial apostasy so that by 18401840 there was
little if any actual increaseincrease inin membership it took the quo-
rum of the twelve to regenerate this somewhat lethargic mismlsmis-
sionary movement into the most vibrant one inin the church

the circumstances of poverty and ill health under which
most of the apostles finally left nauvoo illinois are well
known and need not be repeated here s more important to
the missionmission was the preparation they went through before
leaving throughout the summer of 1839 they met frequently
with joseph smith who instructed them inin spiritual affairs doc-
trine and practical leadership significantly many of the
things he said foreshadowedforeshadowerforeshadowed some of their experiences inin en-
gland devil experiences for example wherein the mis-
sionaries

mis-
sionariessionslonsionslonariesarlesariesarles believed they were actually wrestling with the powers
of darkness were not uncommon after they arrived perhaps
inin anticipation of such joseph smith told the apostles inin private
of a certain key by which they could detect the devil if he
appeared as a man

more to the point of their missionmission were the instructions
given on 2 july when joseph lectured them on prudence hu-
mility priesthood authority charity and the evils of self suf
ficiencyficiency self righteousness and self importance the signif-
icanceicanceacance of the following excerpt lies inin the fact that the tone it
set seemed to characterize the general attitude of the mission-
aries

mission-
aries once they arrived inin england

and let the twelve be humble and not be exalted
and beware of pride and not seek to excel one above an-
other but act for each otherothers s good and pray for one an-
other and honor our brother or make honorable mention of
his name and not backbite and devour our brother
must the new ones that are chosen to fill the places of

Aalienallenilenllenlien and alexander manchester MormoimonsmormonscormonsMomonsimonsfronsrons p 10 writing on the period
between 1838 and 1840 willard richards stated that the church at this time
was in its infancy and needed much instruction which necessarily occupied the
attention of the presiding elders to a great extent and as there were few
laborers inin the field the spread of the work was not very rapid for some time
joseph smith history of the church ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret
news 1948 43204 320520 hereafter cited as HC

for a typical account see richard L evanseans A century of mormonism
inin great britain salt lake city deseret new press 1937 ppap 919391 93 or B
H roberts A comprehensive historyhistonhistof of the chuichchurch salt lake city deseret
news 1930 222262222 22 26

significantly this was the same test that appeared later as a revelation
but dated 9 february 1839 see wilford woodruff journal 27 june 1839
church historical department and compare with doctrine and covenants 129
48
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those that are fallen of the quorum of the twelve begin to
exalt themselves until they exalt themselves so high that
they will soon tumble over and have a great fall and go
wallowing through the mud and mire and darkness judas
like to the buffetingsbufferings of satan as several of the quorum
have done or will they learn wisdom and be wise 0 god
give them wisdom and keep them humble I1 pray

then 0 ye twelve notice this key and be wise for
christs sake and your own souls sake ye are not sent
out to be taught but to teach let every word be seasoned
with grace be vigilant be sober it is a day of warning
and not of many words act honestly before god and man
beware of gentile sophistry such as bowing and scraping
unto men in whom you have no confidence be honest open
frank in all your intercourse with mankind 10

THE APOSTLES IN ENGLAND
BRIEF SUMMARY OF A SUCCESS STORY

there was nothing unique about the arrival of american
missionaries in england during this time it was not uncommon
to see revivalist preachers from america in the streets of pres-
ton and the various waves of revival ministers who frequently
came in search of new converts brought with them the tech-
niques of camp meetings and urban crusades both of which
were used to advantage by the mormonscormonsMormons 11 thus although the
coming of the apostles had been long anticipated by the british
saints their actual arrival probably passed unnoticed in the
busy seaport of liverpool

they arrived in two groups the first consisted of john
taylor and wilford woodruff along with elder theodore
turley who docked in liverpool on 11 january 1840 john
taylor age thirty one was a native of england and a converted
methodist preacher woodruff was thirty three and had been
trained as a miller he had been an apostle only since the april
meeting at far west

six days later they held a conference with the mission pres-
idency in preston then immediately went about their business
john taylor and joseph fielding returned to liverpool where
a number of their relatives lived preaching first to a congre-
gation headed by fielding s brother in law the reverend tim

H- CW338435845584
taylor expectations wesizeardwestuwd p 2 frank thistlethwaiteThistle thwaite the anglo

american connection inin the early nineteenth century philadelphia university
of pennsylvania press 1959 ppap 858685 86
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othy matthews then hiring their own hall the two converted
twenty eight people by april some of them from reverend
matthews own flock

wilford woodruff meanwhile proceeded south to the in-
land county of staffordshire he stopped in an area known
as the potteries which consisted of many scattered villages and
contained about 20000 people here was the most important
center in england for the manufacture of china and earthen-
ware largely because of the excellence achieved in this trade
by the late josiah wedgwood in burslem one of the chief
towns of the district woodruff found a branch of some sixty
six latter day saints including elder alfred cordon an out-
standing local leader who would perform important missionary
service in the coming months

the american apostle worked in the potteries district with
modest success for about six weeks until as he wrote in his
diary on 2 march the lord warned me to go to the south
in the potteries woodruff frequently preached and stayed in
the home of william benbow a member of the church in hanl-
ey and on 3 march benbow was with wilford woodruff as
he went south by omnibus the following day the two arrived
at the home of william s brother john benbow a prosperous
farmer who cultivated three hundred acres of land near the
small settlement of castle froome in herefordshireHereford shire 12 this
home at hill farm became an important center for mormon
preaching and within two days john benbow and his wife
were among the first six converts to be baptized in that region
all of them had belonged to the united brethren

at the benbow home as well as in some of their own chap-
els woodruff began preaching among the united brethren
within one month and five days his labors had netted 158
converts including 48 lay preachers especially important was
thomas kington superintendent of the local united brethren
organization who was baptized on 21 march ordained an
elder the next day and within three months was presiding over

12see woodruff journal 242 4 march 1840 mormon writers traditionally
have failed even to mention the presence of john benbow s brother william it
would not be contrary to any concept of revelation however to suggest that
the inspiration to go south may have came after a previous suggestion by
william that his brother might be an eager recipient of the mormon message
for the traditional story see evans century of mormonism ppap 11011110 11 and
S dilworth young here is brigharnBrigabnbn ahamghamfannharnaarn salt lake city bookcraft 1964
ppap 25051250 51
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the gadfield elm conference which consisted of twelve
branches 13 woodruff s flock also included a former clerk of
the church of england a constable who had been sent to stop
one of his preaching meetings and a number of wealthy farm-
ers by april when he left herefordshireHereford shire to attend a con-
ference of the twelve there were nearly 200 more ready to
be baptized 14

this scenery flung into my hands or under my superin-
tendency & care of 42 established places of preaching which
were licensed according to law including one chapel this
has opened the largest field for labour & increase of num-
bers of any door that has been opened in the same length
of time since the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints has been established 15

the amazing potential in herefordshireHereford shire so overwhelmed
wilford woodruff that he began to implore willard richards
to come and help 1 I cannot do the work alone he wrote on
31 march 1 I am called to baptize 4 or 5 times a day I1 want
no better man than yourself to connect and labor with me here
& help me reep this mighty harvest ag1g for one thing he was
fearful that too much activity on the part of the converted
preachers would close the doors of the congregations to mor-
mon preaching he had instructed them to continue in their
appointments and try to prepare the people for the gospel
but not to administer any gospel ordinances until he could
have some help in organizing the church and ordaining such
persons as god shall call it has put me at times to my wits
end to know what to do with so many places of preaching &
preachers he confided to richards on 3 april 1 I wonder
he added longingly why the rest of the twelve do not come
from america 17

three days later the second group of apostles arrived brig-
ham young a thirty eight year old carpenter joiner and glaz-
ier had been a dedicated and successful mormon missionary

woodruff journal 21 and 22 march and 14 june 1840
14 ibid 16april16 april 18401840

ibid in this article whenever manuscript sources are quoted all original
spelling and grammar has been left intact for the sake of readability however
periods have been placed at the end of sentences and capitals at the beginning
even if they were not in the original

wilford woodruff to willard richards 31 march 1840 in wilford
woodruff papers church historical department

wilford woodruff to willard richards 53 april 18401840
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since 1832 and was now president of the quorum heber C
kimball also thirty eight was both a blacksmith and a potter
and must have felt at ease when he visited the staffordshire
potteries orson pratt age twenty eight was possibly the best
educated of the group and together with his older brother
parley authored most of the tracts and pamphlets used by the
missionaries parley was thirty two a farmer by profession
and also a former preacher of the disciples of christ george
A smith was at twenty two the youngest of the group he
had grown up on a farm but for the past several years had
spent most of his time doing missionary work

immediately the quorum held a conference in preston
141614 16 april there they ordained willard richards age thirty
six who had been doing missionary work in england since he
accompanied heber C kimball there in 1837 this brought
the number of apostles in england to eight three others
orson hyde john E page and william B smith did not
fulfill the mission and one vacancy remained in the quorum

the saints in england had eagerly anticipated the arrival
of the twelve and on 17 april alice moon made it an oc-
casion for celebration forty years earlier she had been married
but in the excitement had forgotten to break open the bottle
of wine that had been especially saved for the occasion she
then planned to open it when her first child was born but
again forgot and it was likewise passed over on other special
occasions when the twelve visited her home in penworthamPenwortham
just two miles from preston she declared that she now knew
there had been something providential in its preservation
they accepted the wine blessed it and each drank a glass 18s

the next day they scattered to their various fields of labor
willard richards first assignment as a new apostle was to

go to herefordshireHereford shire for which woodruff expressed much
gratitude 19 perhaps typical of their success was a meeting on
14 june in the gadfield elm chapel of the united brethren
here were assembled preachers and members of the bran green
and gadfield elm branches of the froomes hill circuit of that
church thomas kington moved that the meeting henceforth
be known by the name of the bran green and gadfield elm

elden jay watson ed manuscript history of brigham young salt lake
ctiychiy privately printed 1968 ppap 717271 72

woodruff journal 22 june 1840
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conference of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
the motion carried 220 hadunanimously the apostles so orga-
nized this church that they could now declare their final inde-
pendencependence from the united brethren richards continued to
work with them for two months and woodruff remained until
august when his flock had grown to 800 members

the missionary success of the other members of the twelve
was not so dramatic as that of wilford woodruff and his
brethren in herefordshireHereford shire but for the most part it was steady
and encouraging heber C kimball was assigned to visit the
various churches he had built up on his previous mission
orson pratt was sent to scotland where by the end of the year
church membership increased from twenty one to some two
hundred john taylor was appointed to return to liverpool
there he spent his time not only doing missionary work but
also helping to select hymns for the hymn book and reading
proof for the printing of the book of mormon he also spent
ten days in ireland and two and a half months on the isle of
man george A smith went to the potteries for his first as-
signmentsignment and except for nearly two months in london did
most of his missionary work there

brigham young and parley P pratt were especially con-
cerned with publication ventures and with heber C kimball
had been appointed as a publications committee elder young
accompanied wilford woodruff to herefordshireHereford shire and for
about a month worked closely with him but as soon as he was
able to obtain substantial loans from john benbow and thomas
kington he went to manchester rented a house as a head-
quarters and began working toward publishing the book of
mormon parley P pratt went directly to manchester after
the preston conference for he had been appointed to edit and
publish the millennial star he remained there throughout
the mission except for a period from july to october when he
sailed to new york and returned with his family he was to
remain in charge of the church in england for a year and a
half after the rest of the twelve left

with the dispersion of the quorum the tempo of mission-
ary activity increased significantly heber C kimball wrote to
his wife on 25 may that the work of the lord has taken a
deep hold inin this land and causes the people to tremble for we

21lbidibid 14 june 1840 see also a similar incident in 21 june entry
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have broken up menny churches 21121 such expressions of suc-
cess were myriad alfred cordon reported from the potteries
in september that there is a better prospect in the potteries
than there ever was since the work commenced here 2221 joseph
fielding wrote in his diary on 15 november regarding man-
chester the work here is prospering the gift of tongues
is very common the lord is shewingchewing the saints great things
by the gift of prophecy etc even children speak great and
marvelous things it is truly astonishing to see it 23 and kim-
ball lent colorful expression to such success stories when he
wrote to george A smith on 12 december he was glad to
learn of the prosperity of the work in that part of the land
you say the devel is mad this maks me glad and 1I shall
not try to pleas him 2421 it seemed as if his letter to america
eight months earlier had been verified the gospel is spread-
ing the devils are roaring As nigh as 1I can learn the priests
are howling the tares are binding up the wheat is gathering
nations are trembling and kingdoms tottering 23

but despite their enthusiasm the apostles and elders did not
enjoy universal success in august heber C kimball wilford
woodruff and george A smith opened london for missionary
work and brigham young spent nearly two weeks with them
in december here their enthusiasm was dampened as london
ers treated them with profound indifference unlike the folk
in the farmlands of herefordshireHerefordshire londonersLondoners seemed much
less interested in evangelism of any sort with a population
of over two million london was a huge metropolis where if
attendance at church and chapel is any indication the people
simply were not attracted to organized religion 2621

when london ministers refused to let them use their
churches kimball woodruff and smith tried to preach at
smithfield a london cattle market but were promptly stopped
by officials who claimed that london city ordinances prohibited
such practices they therefore moved outside the london

heber C kimball to vilate kimball 25 may 1840 heber C kimball
papers church historical department

millennial star 1113513 5

joseph fielding diary of joseph fielding typescript fielding family
association nd p 97

heber C kimball to george A smith 12 december 1840 george A
smith papers church historical department

2hcjhc25hc41154115
K S ingliss churches and the working classes in victorian england

london routledge and kegan paul 1963 ppap 121 2
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borough limits to a place called tabernacle square where
they preached to a crowd of five hundred

nearly two weeks went by before the missionaries could
baptize their first convert in london a mr conners 27 such
slow response was a rather new experience for the usually suc-
cessful wilford woodruff and by november they still hadbad
gathered only eleven members little wonder that their general
impression was negative london is the hardest place I1 ever
visited for establishing the gospel wrote woodruff in his
diary it is full of everything but righteousness 28 its very
hugeness overwhelmed heber kimball who complained of
11 such a throng of people as I1 never saw before and so much
nois that we can neither sleep nor think 29 in addition the
three missionaries lamented the extreme competition for souls
they wrote to america that this huge metropolis contained

six hundred three score and six different gods gospels
redeemers plans of salvation religions churches command-
ments essential and nonessentialnon essential orders of preaching
roads to heaven and hell and that this order of things hadbad
so affected the minds of the people that it almost required
a horn to be blown from the highest heavens in order to
awaken the attention of the people 30

to them it was the great babylon 1 31l but because of their per-
sistent efforts george A smith at least felt that their gar-
ments were clean from the blood of the inhabitants of the
british metropolis 3212 when young lorenzo snow just recently
arrived as a missionary from america learned that the apostles
were planning to put him in charge when they left london he
wrote to george A smith

I1 think you exhibited much wisdom in leaving that seat of
satan I1 suppose you intend keeping me preaching here
to the spirits in prison until I1I1 have been properly prepared
then send me to the great seat of his black majesty from
whence you have so fortunately escaped elder young writes
in a letter which I1 just received from elder woodruff we
do not know but we shall be glad for elder snow to come to

27 HC 4182844182 84 221
woodruff journal 2 september 1840
2heberhebergheber C kimball to vilate kimball 19 august 1840
HC 4223
woodruff journal 19 august 1840

32 george A smith history of george albert smith 9 november 1840
typestypescriptcriptclipt church historical department
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london if he can be spared there and we can provide a place
for him here I1 wonder where you will send me next 33

A branch was eventually established in london it even
prospered somewhat under lorenzo snow and the apostles
were continually optimistic about future possibilities there
nevertheless considering the time and effort that went into
opening that city coupled with its symbolic importance as the
capital of the empire the london effort was undoubtedly the
greatest disappointment of the mission

THE PEOPLE AND THEIR PROBLEMS

what were the social and economic conditions observed by
the american apostles in england who were the people they
so readily attracted to mormonism and why did they have
so much success among them

the quorum of the twelve came into a country disturbed
by economic difficulty england was the workshop of the
world but beginning in 18571837 industry came almost to a stand-
still and with high unemployment among the working classes
in the manufacturing districts destitution and starvation were
not uncommon 34 the apostles were deeply stirred by the pov-
erty they saw george A smith observed in the potteries so
many of the poor are begging that it would astonish the
americans england is in distress and I1 pray to the lord for
deliverance of the saints from the coming ruin 35 that ruin
never camecarne for the depression witnessed by the apostles was
only a momentary phenomenon in a period that in the long
run led to greater prosperity for the working class but con-
ditions were to get worse before they turned for the better 36

everywhere the apostles went they found squalor the
poor wrote wilford woodruff are in as great bondage as
the children of israel in egypt 37 conditions among the saints
in the staffordshire potteries district were bleakly described
by george A smith

lorenzo snow to george A smithsmth 10 december 1840
john F C harrison the early victoriansvictori ans new york praeger 1971

p 12
george A smith history 15 february 1840 see also brighambnghambangham young

and willard richards to the first presidency of the church 5 september 1840
in brigham young papers church historical department

asa briggs the age of improvement london longsmansLongsmans green and
co 1959 p 295

woodruff journal 14 january 1841
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of the more than 450 saints inin this district not more
than one third of them have full employment many of
the rest not more than two or three days per week and
many have no work at all times are growing harder every
week some are turned out of employ because they have
been baptisedbaptizedbapti sed by the latter day saints 38s

heberhebel C kimball wrote concerning poverty inin manchester

I1 was asking some of the brethren what made the peoplpeohl
look so bad they said becausbecaas they ware famished for the
wont of food say they to me thare are hundreds that are
starving for the wont of food and other things I1 thought
thare was misery a noughbough inin preston it isis nothing to com-
pare with manchester I1 asked them if they thought the
brethrenethienethrenbr went hungry yes manny of them have not to eat
times are so hard they cant quit work therefore they have
to go hungry thare has been such a change here inin two
years as never was known by the oldest men inin this land 39

he later made an interesting observation when he saw queen
victoria inin a london procession you would be astonished
to see the stur thaietharethale isis made over a little queen at the same time
thousands starving to deth fore a little bread 40

the depression naturally hit hardest among the working
classes of the urban communities and it was from among these
people that most mormon converts camecame4lcameal there were also
substantial numbers from rural communities but relatively few
like john benbow were wealthy property owners on 10 sep-
tember 1840 wilford woodruff wrote inin his diary concerning
herefordshireHerefordshire 1 I rejoice to find the work universally progress-
ing with great rapidity upon every hand even some cases among
the nobility but inin this he was overly optimistic for there
were few converts outside the working classes and there isis no
evidence of any from the aristocracy 4012

george A smith history 5 december 1840 see also woodruff
journal 53 october 1840

heber C kimball to vilate kimball 27 may 1840 for a brief discussion
of manchester conditions see allenalienailen and alexander manchester cormonsmormonsMor mons ppap
14142020

heber C kimball to vilate kimball 19 september 1840

alienallenailen and alexander manchester cormonsmormonsMor mons p 13 P A M taylor
why did british mormonscormons emigrateemigrate3emigrates3 utah historical quarterly 22 july

19542601954 260 taylor expectations iveWelVeifewestwardwestuardlvestwardstwardstuard p 149

waylortaylorfaylorhaylorraylor expectations Wewestwardstuard ppap 1495014900149 50 woodruff indicated that there
was a lady roberts of nobility ahovhoho wasas interested inin mormonism but she
was probably from the gentry rather than the aristocracy and there isis no evidence
that she evereer joined see woodruff journal 15 september 1840
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perhaps one reason for mormonism s success among the
common people was the identification with the working classes
felt by the american apostles who were also workers by pro-
fessionfes sion in a letter to america dated 5 september 18401840 brig-
ham young and willard richards demonstrated great empathy
with the poor in their criticism of the factory owners and the
system of government taxes they were horrified at the number
of beggars and reported that all the spare change they had was
given to the destitute 43 the twelve were intrigued by the fac-
tories but they considered the industrial system to be exploitive
following his tour through copeland s pottery works wilford
woodruff reflected that the final step in the process of making
fine china was the manufacturers aggrandizing themselves
with the profits thereof 44 joseph fielding and theodore
turley visited a factory and fielding recorded in his diary
1 I was much affected to see the slavery that is there endured
the dust the bad smell of oil etc the deafening noise and
the confinement 4315 brigham young believed that masters
ie factory ownerslowners care little for their manufacturers & have

reduced the workers wage to almost the lowest extremity 46

in some ways the apostles view of the industrial society
resembled socialist criticism of the same society although it is
clear that the mormon leaders completely rejected socialism
as a system significantly however socialism was becoming a
force to be reckoned with in europe and within the decade
friedrich engels would publish his important work of propa-
ganda on the condition of the workingWIorking class in england 47

engels wrongly predicted that the industrial abuses he saw
would soon lead to a political upheaval even greater than the
french revolution and would result in the establishment of a
socialist state the apostles on the other hand saw the social
turmoil as a sign of the times which foreshadowedshadowedforeshadowerfore the top-
pling of existing governments and the establishment of the

young and richards to first presidency 5 september 1840
woodruff journal 7 february 1840
fielding diary 14 july 1840
young and richards to first presidency 5 september 1840

for a translation with an excellent and well balanced introduction see W
0 henderson and W H chaloner translators and editors engels the con-
dition of the working class in england one example of mormon rejection of
socialism came in april 1840 when john taylor and jospeh fielding attended
some socialist meetings but rejected the philosophy partly because they con-
sidered it atheistic see fielding diary 131 3 april 18401840
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reign of christ As the workers who were drawn into socialism
struggled for the establishment of a secular milleniummillennium so those
who came into mormonism looked forward to a religious one

one reason for mormon success in britain was the failure
of the major religious bodies to attract working class converts
even the methodists who had such success in the eighteenth
century had by the early years of victoria s reign gained mid-
dle class respectability and no longer were active in mission-
ary work among the working classes jabez bunting perhaps
the greatest figure in the methodist movement admitted the

declining attendance of poor people at our services and
found the main cause of their estrangement from us in
radicalism infidelity and socialism 48 the only major body of
christians that could claim a steady increase in adherents was
the catholics but this was largely because of immigrants from
ireland thus the mormonscormons were one of the few successful
religious bodies among the working classes a fact that is only
now gaining recognition among historians 49

the mormon missionaries had little good to say about
organized religion in england brigham young wrote to
george A smith from herefordshireHereford shire that both a baptist and
a methodist priest he had interviewed were jest like the rest
of the priest they have jest relegondelegon enuphenuch toto dambcamb them no
inclenationinclinationinclenation to even inquire after the gospel of jesus christ 50

by the very nature of their religion the mormonscormons were anti-
clerical and they constantly railed against the evils of priest-
craft brigham young believed that english ministers were both
ignorant and oppressive

neither have the priests much more information than
the people indeed there are many of the common people
whom they dare not meet inin argument although they have
their living clerical beneficesbeneficedbenefi ces thousands after thousands
& some of them own whole townships or parishes & will
tell their parishioners & tenants if they allow any one to
preach in their houses they will be turned out of doors or
if they are baptized they will fare no better & thus many

48As quoted in william reginold ward religion and society inin england
179018501790 1850 london balsfordbalmfordBals ford 1972 p 240240

ingliss churches and the workingTForking classes p 16 see owen chadwick
the victorian church new york oxford university press 1966701966 70 pt 1I
ppap 43639436 39 john W dodds the age of paradox new york rinehart
1952 ppap 282928 29

brigham young to george A smith 4 may 1840
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simple souls who believe our message dare not be baptized
because they have not faith sufficient to screen them from
the threats of an insolent priest or factory master knowing
they will worry them to the utmost if they displease him
our hearts mourn for such it is apprentlyapprentapparentlyly starvation on
one hand & domination on the other the lord have mercy
upon them 51

but if the english clergy was lowly regarded by the apostles
the people of england were generally considered to be more
receptive to the message of mormonism than those in america

we find the people of this land much more ready to re-
ceive the gospel than those of america for they have
not that speculative inteligenceintelligenceinteligence or prejudice or preposses-
sion or false learning call it what you please con-
sequently we have not to labor with a people month after
month to break down their old notions 52

if this were true the explanation does not lie in sudden con-
versions based on miracles visions or other dramatic spiritual
experiences nor does it lie as it did with many american
converts in the reading and accepting of the book of mormon
at least in 1840 for until the british edition was printed most
new converts had never even seen it 53 the best explanation
must be sought in a special amalgamation of the social back-
ground of the converts themselves and the mormon message
capped by whatever quiet spiritual confirmation was necessary
finally to persuade them it is important that many new con-
verts like their counterparts in america could be classed as
11 seekers in that they were already christian fundamentalists
before they heard the missionaries had belonged to one or more
churches and were still seeking for more religious truth con-
version did not come out of a religious vacuum

young and richards to first presidency 5 september 1840 see also
letters of lorenzo snow to george A smith lo1010 december 1840 and 19 january
1841 the latter is particularly caustic the priests of baal however bark
and howl most ferociously causing the true sheep to huddle together into the
fold what fools these priests are would they but keep silent their flocks
would not discern their true character but the very moment they begin stiring
themselves their long frightful ears and shaggy hair is disclosed at once and
also their savage barks and fierce howls the true sheep planelyplanell see their
wolfish nature

young and richards to first presidency 5 september 1840
heber C kimball lamented this fact to his wife in may when he wrote

we are calculating to print the book of mormon this will be done soon if
the lord will for we have great need of it for the work of good is roling on in
this land in power thare is menny churches that have none and never have
seen any heber C kimball to vilate kimball 27 may 1840
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A random sampling of mormon converts in this period in-
cludes such people as john needham a draper who had been
searching for religious conviction but was unable to find it in
methodism and finally joined the mormonscormons in 18381858183854185854 paul
harris shoemaker of manchester who opened his basement
shop to the mormonscormons in 1838185818385518385318585355 john bourne a potter and a
methodist who was baptized by alfred cordon in 18391859183950
richard steele a potter who had become interested in the meth-
odists as well as the socialists and who was already on a re-
ligious quest when he heard of the latter day saints in 1839
and was baptized in january 184018405751 william barton son of a

printer but working in a manchester factory when he and his
parents were converted to mormonism in november 1841 58

john freeman whose efforts at employment took him into shoe-
making brickmaking reaping and itinerant singing in markets
and fairs and whose religious quest led him from the baptists
to the independents and to the christian chartists before
his conversion to mormonism in 1844184459 sarah B layton whose
parents belonged to the laboring classes and who moved from
the methodist church to the church of england and then
after her sister hadbad joined the mormonscormonsMormons was baptized on I11
january 1842184260 and john martin a chimney sweep who was
baptized in 1842 61 if this random sampling is in any way
typical the foregoing generalizations are confirmed

part of the attraction of mormonism as it was taught in
england may have been the simplicity of its forms and doctrines
it was not democratic but it was simple and personal mor-
mon ministry was strictly a lay ministry and this was fully com-
patible with the practice of appointing lay preachers and mis-
sionariession aries by the primitive methodists united brethren and

see john needham journal of john needham typescript church
historical department

see richard steele journal of rar1richardchard steele microfilm copy of type-
script p 6 and needham journal p 3 church historical department

john bourne journal of john bourne manuscript church historical
department

steele journal
3william kilshaw barton history of william kilshaw barton type-

script church historical department
john freeman journal manuscript church historical department
sarah B layton autobiography of sarah B layton comanswomans ex-

ponent 2919000129190001

john martin life of john martin sr manuscript church historical
department
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other reforming sects in terms of attitude toward local leader-
ship then many mormon converts had little change to make
they needed only to accept the doctrine that priesthood author-
ity had been divinely restored to joseph smith and authorita-
tively passed to them through the missionaries former preach-
ers such as thomas kington and james palmer would as had
parley P pratt and john taylor in america be converted one
day and very quickly perhaps even next day find themselves
ordained mormon elders and assigned as leaders in the new
faith their understanding of basic doctrine had not changed
much only their concept of priesthood authority 62

the mormon apostles also taught that in their church
could be found a restorationrestorationof of the ancient gospel of christ
with essentially the same doctrine and organization this could
hardly help but strike a receptive chord inin the minds of those
familiar with the primitivism being taught by various reforming
sects even such mormon doctrines as apostolic authority rev-
elation prophecy and literal adherence to biblical ordinances
were not new in england and often mormon teachings were
thought to be akin to those of the primitive methodists or the
baptists 63

perhaps no mormon doctrine spoke more familiarly to some
british folk than millennialism fundamental to the theology
of many groups especially the dissenting sects was not only a
belief in the literal second coming of christ but also in the
imminence of that event it took little religious adjustment
to accept the mormon teaching that christ would come again
soon only the concept that hebe would establish the kingdom of
god in america was different the mormonscormons taught further
and with monumental self assurance that they would soon
witness a millennial revolution this is illustrated by what
parley P pratt wrote to queen victoria

the world in which we live is on the eve of a revolution
more wonderful inin its beginning more rapid in its progress
more powerful in its operations more extensive in its ef-
fects more lasting inin its influence and more important in

in this connection it would be well to read mario S de pillis the
quest for religious authority and the rise of mormonism dialogue A jour-
nal of mormon thought ospring1 springispring 1966688819666888 de pillis explanation of re-
ligious authority as one reason for mormon success in america may well be
equally applicable to england

see chadwick the victorian church pt 1I p 436 taylor expectations
westward
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its consequences than any which man has yet witnessed
upon the earth 64

As part of this revolution he testified secular thrones as well
as political and religious establishments would topple

so expectant were the mormon apostles that these were
indeed the last days that they constantly looked for signs that
would give further evidence that the winding up scenes had
begun in the millennial star parley P pratt regularly pub-
lished a column in which he reported news of disasters such
as an earthquake in scotland a plague in the middle east
volcanic eruptions in the west indies and other supernatural
occurrences which signified the last days before the second
coming one such sign was a perfect blood red flag seen
flying in the sky above hull at intervals it changed its form
and appeared as a cross a sword and many other forms 65

predicting the coming of the great apocalyptic calamity in
which corrupt secular governments would be replaced by the
kingdom of god wilford woodruff wrote

it seems as though the nations at the present time were
insane & their kings presidents & senators entirely destitute
of all wisdom but they will all soon learn their is a god in
israel who is about to take peace from the earth & cut of
nations not a few for grat babylon isis about to come in re
memberancememberance beforbedfor god 66

he concluded that it will be as much as we shall do to get out
of liverpool for new york before war overtakes us there
were at the time persistent rumors of possible war between
england and the united states related to canadian american
border skirmishes around new york as well as a longstandinglong standing
controversy over the boundary between canada and maine

this immediate war scare only served to feed the belief
that soon the entire world would be engulfed in a series of
conflicts but the final event preceding the second coming
was the restoration of israel parelybarely P pratt believed that the
corrupt ottoman empire was about to capitulate to demands
from the various protestant governments and agree to allow
the jews to return to their ancestral home

parley P pratt A letter to the queen of england manchester parleparieparley
P pratt 1841 p 2

65 Millennial star 1215
woodruff journal 17 february 1841
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thus all things seem preparing in a political point of
view for the great restitution of israel and it is a matter of
certainty that when the jews gather home and rebuild jeru-
salem the second coming of christ and the millennium are
just at the door we feel that the second advent is near
with the same assurance which we feel in regard to the near
approach of summer when we see the trees put forth their
leaves and blossom 67

wilford woodruff wrote to willard richards two months
before the main body of the apostlesapostles arrived in england 1 I feel
as though it will be a day of warning and not of many words to
england I1 think that what we do we shall do quickly 68 As
he prepared to leave his mission he observed that the saints
universally felt that the judgments of god are near in this land
& are anxious to gather with the saints in nauvoo as soon as
possible 69 primitivism millennialism and cataclysm went
hand in hand in mormon doctrine and this combination un-
doubtedly helped attract many who were already of similar
persuasion

but warning of impending doom could not alone have at-
tracted the thousands of converts many undoubtedly were at-
tracted because mormonism spoke familiarly to them of funda-
mental first principles faith in our lord jesus christ
repentenceresentenceRepen tence baptism for the remission of sins and the gift
of the holy ghost by the laying on of hands these were the
elements of the plan of salvation as laid down in the new
testament and taught by the mormon elders 70 in addition
the elders promised the gifts of the spirit the faith of be-
lievers was often confirmed by witnessing speaking in tongues
healings visions and dreams 71 such doctrine provided sure
hope for spiritual light and uplift in a world of chaos now as
well as eternal salvation hereafter and thus spoke peace to the
souls of prospective converts among the troubled working
classes of britain

but the mormon message went beyond such familiar con-
nmillennial star 175
wilford woodruff to willard richards 3 february 1840
woodruff journal 15 march 1841

heber C kimball and wilford woodruff the word of the lord to the
citizens of london of every sect and denomination tract printed in lon-
don 18401840

the journals and letters of the twelve as well as of local members are
replete with examples of such miraculous signs among the converts
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siderationssiderations its most unique element was belief in the divine
authenticity of the book of morimorlmormonnon and to the apostles it
was essential that this work be distributed in england high
import duties however made it impractical for many copies to
be sent from america and as a partial remedy several key
chapters were printed in the millennial star in 1840 but local
publication was imperative and brigham young took personal
charge of the project in may 1840 he over optimistically re-
ported that the book would be in type in a few days 72 but ac-
tually it dragged out for another ten months the committee
solicited several bids in liverpool and the final contract was
awarded to J tomkins who agreed to print five thousand
copies for Y 210 john benbow and thomas kington had al-
ready loaned elder young 1250250250.250 and loo1001100eio110l00 respectively for
that purpose but with all their other expenses the apostles
found theinthemselvesselves appealing for still more funds 773 finally on
21 february 1841 the book of mormon was made available to
the british saints according to brigham young all the money
borrowed for the publication eventually was repaid through
sale of the books 74

another special aspect of the mormon message concerned
emigration to america the land of zion emigration itself was
not uncommon for this era saw literally thousands of british
citizens leave each year in search of better economic opportun-
ities elsewhere 7571 mormon emigration was thus only part of
a well defined pattern although in this case it took on religious
overtones the pressure to emigrate in fact was heavy even
before the apostles began officially to encourage it but by the
summer of 1840 an initial restriction was lifted and plans for
emigration were under way 770 the saints were not required
to go to america but little encouragement was needed and
under the direction of the apostles a vast emigration program

brigham young to willard richards and wilford woodruff 24 may
1840

on 7 september the generous john benbow signed an agreement granting
k250250 for the printing of the hymn book and the book of mormon except
that as much of this money as necessary was to go first to assist certain emi-
grants he also donated to the church the proceeds from the gadfield elm
chapel which he had sold bids for printing the book of mormon receipts
from the printer and the benbow agreement are in the brigham young papers

see watson manuscript history of brigham young p 89 and brigham
young in journal of discourses 436

allenalienailen and alexander manchester cormonsmormonsMormons ppap 121312 13

ibid ppap 404140 41
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was organized which lasted over half a century 77 one can only
speculate on the degree to which the economic ills of england
the already popular practice of emigration and the encourage-
ment often given to it by the government contributed to the
attractiveness of mormonism among the working classes at
least it can be said that this environment provided additional
fertile soil for the mormon message which seemed to en-
courage emigration it offered converts a definite place to
gather where working with the saints they could engage in
building a literal kingdom of god on earth

missionary organization
how did the american apostles organize their work and

what proselyting techniques did they use in july 1840 the
quorum organized itself into a traveling high council to visit
the various areas in order to properly supervise the missionary
work in addition volunteer full time missionaries were chosen
from among those church members whose circumstances would
permit them to devote themselves entirely to the work of the
ministry hence the number of missionaries was greatly ex
pandedpanded78banded7 and most new baptisms were performed by these
local missionaries rather than by the apostles themselves
another important development occurred in the october 1840
conference at manchester when it was decided that wherever
a branch of the church existed two members were to be ap-
pointed to receive voluntary contributions for the support and
clothing of missionaries there was a difference said brigham
young between preaching for money and providing the elders
with their necessities while they were called to labor without
taking thought for the morrow 7071

As far as their own missionary methods were concerned the
apostles attempted to preach to large congregations when
new towns were opened for missionary labors they would seek
out the local methodist chapel for example and attempt to
secure a speaking engagement before the congregation in
other instances they would attempt to preach before temper

77oortorworfor the story of mormon emigration in general see taylor expectations
westward gustive 0 larson prelude to the kingdom francestownFrances town new
hampshire marshall jones 1947 william mulder homeward to zion
minneapolis university of minnesota press 1957

millennial star 170
ibid 11168168
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ance groups and the temperance platform was often extended
to them they would address their audiences on the subject of
temperance and then invite interested people to hear the gos-
pel 80

wherever they went the apostles advertised their meetings
by making announcements in other churches posting handbillshandbills
and sending the message by word of mouth through church
members and friends in leek george A smith even hired the
town criers to advertise a forthcoming meeting 81 they some-
times held public debates although such spectacles were ap-
parentlyparently not highly productive and they frequently held ameri
can style camp meetings as well as the traditional street meet-
ings in short they held meetings whenever and wherever they
could preached to whoever would listen and baptized in rivers
reservoirs or in the case of london in the public baths

opposition often arose from ministers who were attempting
to save their flocks from the mormonscormonsMormons the apostles singled
out the methodists as primarily responsible for inciting their
congregations against the saints but also mentioned ministers
from the church of england the independents and the roman
catholics 82 heber C kimball once wrote that the ministers
were so agitated by mormon success that they planned to pe-
tition the government to put an end to mormon preaching 83

occasionally ministerial opposition was responsible for acts
of hostility toward the missionaries theodore turley reported
that he was accosted by a mob who threatened to horsewhip
him and then throw him into a coal pit 84 at bridgen wilford
woodruff was attacked with rotten eggs one of which hit him
but failed to break until it hit the ground 85 another hostile
crowd peltedbelted him with stones as he baptized five people 80 on
still another occasion he reported that mr john symons the
rector at dymock was responsible for

stirring up mobs against the saints which had disturbed
the meetings of the saints in sevralhevral instances & on this oc

see for example woodruff journal 27 july 1840
george A smith history 2 may 1840
fielding diary 26 july 1840 and 28 february 1841 george A smith

history 9 december 1840
heber C kimball to vilate kimball 2 may 1840 kimball papers

84TheodoreMeodore turley journal 17 june 1840 manuscript church historical
department

woodruff journal 20 march 18401840
ibid 9 april 1840
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casion as we began to gather together the beat of drums
pails pans & sticks was herd through the street & the mob
soon collected a parradeeparradedParraded in the streets in front of the hous
we closeddosed the window shettersshelters & doors in the room whare
we are & I1 opened meeting by singing & prayer & no sooner
had we commenced than the mob armed themselves with
eggs bricks rocks & evry thing els they could lay their
hands upon & began to throw they upon the house like a
shower of hail stones for nearly an hour they dashed in the
windows scattered stones brick & glass through the rooms
broke the tile on the roof & continued such depredations
untill the close of the meeting 87

but the social setting the mormon message proselyting
techniques and opposition provide only part of the story of the
twelve in england not to be ignored as an essential element
in their success was their personal commitment and the impact
this had on the lives of people the personal side of each of
their lives is both touching and inspiring parley P pratt for
example learning of the poverty and illness of his family and
becoming so homesick that he crosses the atlantic again to
bring them to england willard richards worrying about his
frail wife whom he married while on his mission wilford

avoodruffoodruffgoodruffoodruff the most intimate diarist of all frequently pouring
out his soul in the pages of his diary probably believing that
one day it would be an important source of inspiration heber
C kimball and brigham young struggling more than any of
the others with problems of writing and spelling but leading
out in the publication ventures of the group and spending long
hours writing personal letters that in spite of their halting
style carry an intensity of spirit that is indeed inspiring all of
the apostles struggling at first to keep enough money barely
to exist until through the contributions of members and the
sale of books they were able to provide themselves with some-
thing approaching a comfortable living and each of them
having such impact on the lives of people that throngs gathered
round them as they left giving them tearful farewells reserved
for only the most admired and beloved of friends 88 A touch

ibid 16 september 1840

another interesting sidelight is the fact that the american missionaries
did not fail to go sightseeing and the mission therefore probably contributed
much to their personal cultural development woodruffswoodruffe diary for example
is replete with long descriptions some of them possibly copied from tourist
information of some of the places he visited defending the practice if
indeed it needed defense woodruff kimball and smith wrote from london
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ing excerpt from the papers of george A smith the youngest
apostle beautifully typifies the attitude as well as the impact
of the apostles on 8 january 1841 he wrote his brother from
the stafstaffordshirefordshirefordshire potteries

this cold weather makes me think of you as I1 have to sleep
alone and find it vary cold but I1 have A good bed and
plenty of clothsclaths to keep one man and the night passes vary
comfotablycomfortably as I1 seldom go to bed before 12 0 clock and vary
often lay till 2 0 clock in the morning this comes from
my having so many who come to hear me talk and receive
instruction from me you may well think I1 have to be
A teacher of good principles to them that receive my testi-
mony and you cannot think how foolish it makes me feel
to be looked up to with so much earnestness by persons
who have been professors of religion and preachers of the
different sects I1 thank the lord for the wisdom he has
given me and the success I1 have had in the teaching thes
men for there is now in this district no less than 28 of-
ficial members in the church and they all look to me for
instruction as children to A father and this makes me feel
vary small indeed and causes me to cry unto my father
who is in heaven for wisdom and prudence to do my
fathers work and sound his gospel to the world 89

culmination AND GREAT expectations
joseph smith could not have been more pleased with the ac-

complishments of the twelve inin england but in october 1840
he counseled them to return home in the spring having car-
ried the testimony to that land he wrote and numbers
having received it the leaven can now spread without your
being obliged to stay 90 his optimism was not misplaced

on 28 october 1840 As we consider it perfectly consistent with our calling
with reason and revelation that we should form a knowledge of kingdoms and
countries whether it be at home or abroad whether it be ancient or modern
or whether it be of things past present or to come whether it be in heaven
earth or hell air or seas or whether we obtain this knowledge by being local or
travelling by study or faith by dreams or by visions by revelation or by
prophecy it matterethmattereth not to us if we can but obtain a correct principle and
knowledge of things as they are in their true light past present and to come
it is under such a view of things that we are endeavoring to avail ourselves of
every opportunity in our travels among the nations of the earth to record an
account of things as they pass under our observation extracts of which we may
forward to you from time to time which may not be uninteresting to your
readers times and seasons 2261

george A smith to lyman smith 8 january 1841 see also richard
rushton to george A smith 25 september 1840 the george A smith file
contains many letters from rushton his son and others which demonstrate ten-
der feelings for the young apostle

HC 4227 in the same letter joseph expressed concern over possible
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there were 5814 saints in britain by the time the apostles
left in april 1841 and another 800 had emigrated 91 for the
next two decades missionary activity produced a steady flow of
emigrants to america while many people also fell away from
the church its attraction was such that the number orof new
converts continued greatly to exceed the dropout rate it was
only after the issue of plural marriage received widespread at-
tention in britain that missionary success there began to wane

when the apostles met in liverpool to begin the journey
homeward they had an air of prosperity and success about
them the last few days before their departure were especially
busy with saints arriving from all over england to sail with
them for new york the elders buying clothes and presents
and hundreds of saints gathering to wish themthern fond farewell
As a result the mormonscormons were not ready to leave on time but
such was their newfound prestige that wilford woodruff and
john taylor were able to persuade the shipownersshipowners to delay the
sailisalilsailingsailinlnL for eighteiaht days As brigham young later explained it

they were urgent and anxious to oblige us for we had char-
tered and fitted out several vessels and as our emigration prom-
ised to be a large business they wanted to carry us home 92

wilford woodruff confided a little more humbly in his diary
truly the lord hath blessed us in a manner not looked for

it hath truly been a miricle what god hath wrought by our
hands in this land since we have been here and I1 am astonished
when I1 look at it 93 the difference between all this and the
arrival of the same men as eager but penniless and unnoticed
missionaries a year earlier was indeed profound

on 21 april 1841 seven apostles and 120 mormon em-
igrants boarded the ship rochester in liverpool and set sail for
america As wilford woodruff habitually expressed it they
took the parting hand with parley P pratt who was to re-

main in england and orson hyde who had stopped in en-
gland on his way to palestine

but the apostles had one more surprise awaiting them for
as significant as their mission was to the gathering it had

armed conflict in britain and this may have been another reason he wanted
the apostles home

HC 4332 parley P pratt the autobiography of parley P pratt salt
lake city deseret book 1961 p 514314

12 from an address given in salt lake city 17 july 1870 journal of dis-
courses 1312

woodruff journal 16 april 1841
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another important consequence for them a consequence per-
haps related to the great sense of solidarity and unity of pur-
pose which they had achieved during that momentous year
shortly after their return to nauvoo joseph smith declared that
henceforth the twelve would be responsible not only for the
affairs of the church in the world but for setting in order the
affairs of the stakes also an assignment which heretofore they
had not received in a sense the apostles mission to england
was a trial by fire which helped prepare them for the increased
administrative repsonsibilities to come when informed of the
new assignment brigham young was disappointed for this
meant that he could no longer devote as much time to mis-
sionary work but the leader of the successful british mission
accepted gracefully his augmented though unwanted responsi-
bility 94

thus the mission of the twelve to england ended though
the harvest would continue for years to come in a period when
britain was experiencing chronic economic and social difficul-
ties the mormon apostles and their workerscoworkersco presented an at-
tractive alternative for many working class englishmen more
appealing to them than either the system they knew or a
socialist utopia governed by the dicatorshipdictatorship of the proletariat
was the gospel message of a millennial world government
headed by jesus christ the hardships and frustrations of the
hungry forties could be set aside for the hope of building

god s true zion in the new world the gospel principles
preached by the representatives of zion were readily believable
for they were mostly familiar and they satisfied an inner
longing among some members of the working classes that they
seemed unable to find in previous wandering from sect to sect
this as much if not more than the uniqueness of mormon
doctrine would seem to account for the impressive missionary
success in 1840411840 41

HCIC 4403
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chad J flake

several years ago mormon bibliography 1971 BYU
studies 12spring12 Spring 197211972 292294292 294 1I prefaced the mormon
bibliography with a note concerning the many reproductions of
mormon books available due to the offset printing method
which made such a reproduction financially profitable att
that time I1 noted the lack of expertise in selecting books for
reprinting citing several titles that were ill chosen

during the last several years new companies that is new
to the field of mormon bibliography have begun reprinting
mormon titles the more prolific are the martin mormon
reprints of provo and nauvoo xerox university microfilms
of ann arbor michigan and the S K taylor publishing com-
pany of dallas texas the least comprehensible of the three
is the S K taylor publishing company which seems to print
items without any apparent reason for instance it printed
report of the glasgow quarterly conference held in the

mechanics institution hall june 15th and 16th 1850
which has little interest also it seems that in texas it is so
removed from utah publishing that it was unaware that ev-
erett cooley was editing elizabeth kane s twelve mormon
homes visited in succession on a journey through utah and
arizona philadelphia 1894 the result was that the uni-
versity of utah reprint was a superior piece of printing to the
taylor edition and also had professor cooley s substantive
notes

the selection of items to be reprinted by the martin mor-
mon reprints is better and with few exceptions mr martin
has chosen items of great importance and scholars will enjoy
hard copies of these works his copy offset printing from

professor flake is director of special collections of the harold B lee library
brigham young university
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xerox copies leaves much to be desired and he occasionally
prints on yellow blue and other colored papers his catalog
lists 105 pamphlets broadsidesbroadsides etc and eight books of the
latter the reprinting of ethan smith s view of the hebrews
seems a bit esoteric

xerox university microfilms is including a section on mor-
monism in its projected microfilm collection on the american
west the selection for this is very poor including such non-
essential items as robert richard s california crusoe joseph
H jackson s A narrative of the adventures and experiences
of joseph H jackson and the schmucker reworking of
henry mayhew s the cormonsmormons in which he turned an other-
wise factual book into an anti mormon polemic missing from
the list are such necessities as john corrill s A brief history of
the leading causes of the hancock mob william M
daniels A correct account of the murder of generals posejoselose
H and hyrum smith gededrahGededrah H grant s the truth for the
cormonsmormonsMormons heber C kimball s journal of heber C kimball
edward tullidge s life of joseph the prophet or joseph
smith s voice of truth to mention only a few

however none of these endeavors matches research pub-
licationslications inc s reprints of 29 periodicals and 192 books pam-
phlets etc which was described at length in BYU studies 8

spring 19683351968 535335555 this collection was brought together
under the able direction of archibald hanna jr curator yale
collection of western americana and remains the most sub-
stantivestantive reprint collection on mormon americana

in the current mormon bibliography most references to
general church periodicals except for selected items from the
ensign have been omitted inasmuch as they are indexed else-
where As always great reliance has been placed on mormon
americana volume 15

historical
anderson C leroy and larry J halford the mormonscormons and the

morrisinemorrisiteMorri site war montana 2424october240ctoberOctober 19744253197442197442551974 4255425342 53
anderson richard L new data for revising the missouri docu-

mentary history BYU studies 14l4summer14summerSummer 197448850119744881974 488501488 501
andrews laurel brana blank the nineteenth century temple

architecture of the latter day saints ann arbor michigan xe-
rox university microfilms 1974 ph D dissertation university
of michigan order 74356774 3567
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arrington leonard J mormonism views from without and
within BYU studies 14l4winter14winterlewinterWinter 19741405319741401974 1405514053l40 53

and jon haupt community and isolation some aspects
of mormon westeriswesternsWesterns westernlVestern american literature ospring8 spring8spring
and summer 1973153119731531

bitton davis mormonismsMormonisms encounter with spiritualism jour-
nal of mormon history 119744361119744311974 143143614561145143 61

bradford mary L from colony to community the washington
D C saints ensign 4augustaaugust 1974222719742227

child paul C physical beginnings of the church welfare pro-
gram BYU studies 14spring14 spring 1974383861974583861974583197438586197438319743851974 38558538586383585863838686

chu gary G Y A Q sort comparison between cultural expec-
tations of chinese and cultural perceptions of returned latter
day saint missionaries from the united states who had been
assigned to chinese missions masters thesis brigham young
university 1974

clark janice the saints in samoa ensign 4december 1974
202520 25

crawley peter two rare missouri documents BYU studies
14l4summer14summerSummer 19745022719745021974 50227502 27

and richard L anderson the political and social re-
alities of zions camp BYU studies 14 summer 1974 40640620340604064062020

decoo wilfried anthologizeanthologieAnthologie rfrancaise sur les cormonsmormonsMormons provo
brigham young university 1974

the image of mormonism in french literature part I1
BYU studies 14l4winter14winterlewinterWinter 19741577519741571974 15775157 75

dixon madolinemadeline C peteetneetPeteetneet tonntown A history of paysonpalpay son utah
payson utah payson chronicle 1974

Draughton wallace R history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in north carolina durham N C james L
bennett 1974

ferguson constance stone s ferry old letters describe colorado
river crossing by mormon pioneers in 1877 plateau 46winter46 winter
197495102197495 102

flanders robert some reflections on the new mormon history
dialogue A journal of mormon thought ospring9 spring9spring 19743442197434197454421974 3442544234 42

francaviglia R Bh the mormon landscape definition of an
image in the american west association of american geo-
graphersgrap hers proceedings 219705961219705921970 59619 61

gentry leland H the danite band of 1838 BYU studies 14
summer 19744215019744211974 42150421 50

gowans fred R fort bridger and the mormonscormonsMormons utah historical
quarterly 42winter42 winter 197449671974491974 496749 67

hadsonaadson dean R the origin of non mormon settlements in utah
184718961847 1896 ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
phd dissertation michigan state university order 713127771 31277

halford larry J cormonsmormons and morrisitesMorri sites A study in the sociology
of conflict ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
phd dissertation university of montana order 731574473 15744
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hurtado victor and lovisa the saints in peru ensign smarch4march
19742935197429197429551974 2955293529 35

kimball stanley B missouri mormon manuscripts sources in
selected societies BYU studies 14l4summer14summerSummer 19744581974458871974 45887458 87

knowles eleanor the saints in canadas maritime provinces
ensign 4junebjune 197450551974501974 505550 55

larson gustive 0 uintah dream the ute treaty spanish fork
1865 BYU studies 1414springl4springlaspringSpring 1974361831974361831974361 83

lowe jay R A study of the general conferences of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 183019011830 1901 ann arbor xerox
university microfilms 1972 phd dissertation brigham young
university order 722975172 29751

luce W ray the mormon battalion A historical accident
utah historical quarterly 42winter42 winter 19742738197427197427581974 2738275827 38

mcconkie joseph fielding geographic factors in relation to in
serviceserdservireice needs of LDS seminary and institute personnel ann
arbor xexeroxrox university microfilms 1973 ph D dissertation
brigham young university order 731958773 19587

matthews robert J joseph smiths translation of the bible hist-
ory and commentary provoprove utah young house 1975

nichols elizabeth L the genealogical society of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints genealogical journal 1 decem-
ber 197210812197210812

parkin max H the courthouse mentioned in the revelation on
zion BYU studies 14l4summer14summerSummer 19744515719744511974 45157451 57

petersen devaughn christian factors which influence members
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to attend
community colleges in southern california ann arbor xerox
university microfilms 1974 phd dissertation university of
southern california order 74908474 9084

pitman leon S A survey of nineteenth century folk housing in
the mormon culture region ann arbor xerox university micro-
films 1973 phd dissertation louisiana state university order

732786373 27863
quinn D michael the evolution of the presiding quorums of

the LDS church journal of mormon history 119742138119742111974 2158213821 38
reilly P T kanabcanab united order the president s nephew and

the bishop utah historical quarterly 42spring42 spring 19742809819742801974 28098280 98
robertson R J the mormon experience in missouri 183018391830 1839

parts I1 and 11II missouri historical review 68april68 april 19742891974 289-
98 and 68july 197439341519743931974 593595393415393 4l5415

schwartz thomas D bayard taylor s the prophet mormonism
as literary taboo BYU studies 14l4winter14winterlewinterWinter 197423547197423519742554719742551974 2554725523547235 47

the saints inin scandinavia ensign 4july 197428291974281974 282928 29
seljaas helge norwegiansNorwegians in zion teach themselves english

norwegian american studies 26197422028261974220261974 22028220 28
smith frank miller monument to spirituality sacrifice dreams

and faith build the washington temple ensign 4augustaaugust
1974713197471974 7157137 13
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smythe mel how the mormonscormons pushed their handcart train to
glory frontier west 3junebjune3 june 1972363719723637 677367 73

stanton max E samoan saints sammanssamoans in the mormon village of
laie hawaii ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
phd dissertation university of oregon order 732863873 28638

stringham guy E the pioneer roadometerRoadometer utah historical
quarterly 42summer42 Summer 19742587219742581974 25872258 72

sweeney john jr A history of the nauvoo legion in illinois
master s thesis brigham young university 1974

wahlquist wayne L settlement processes raj117zajin the mormon core area
184718901847 1890 lincoln university of nebraska 1974 phd disser-
tation

walker elizabeth cottam brigham young s deseret alphabet
montana 2424october240ctoberOctober 1974545719745457

walker ronald W the commencement of the godbeiteGodbeite protest
another view utah historical quarterly 42summer42 summer 1974
216244216 244

the keep a pitchinin or the mormon pioneer was human
BYU studies 14spring14 spring 197433144197433119743514419743511974 3 3144514431 44

white jean bickmore womanscomansWomans place isis in the constitution
the struggle for equal rights in utah inin 1895 utah historical
quarterly 42fall42 falifailfall 19743446919743441974 544344544693446969

williams pamela S we are the church in iran ensign dapril4april
1974101219741012

yorgason laurence milton some demographic aspects of one
hundred early mormon converts 183018371830 1837 master s thesis
brigham young university 1974

DOCTRINAL

adams L lamar and alvin C rencher A computer analysis of
the isaiah authorship problem BYU studies 15 autumn 1974
9510295 102

ainsworth charles H for time and eternity the mormon con-
cept of marriage in selected readings for marriage and the
family edited by charles H winnie T and fern C ainsworth
new york MSS information corporation 1973 ppap 537953 79

allred gordon immortality salt lake city hawkes publishing
1974

andrus hyrum L doctrines of the kingdom salt lake city
bookcraft 1973

what is zionzioni provo brigham young university press
1973

backman milton V A distinct theology salt lake city deseret
book 1973

blackmore harold woolley patriarchal order of family govern-
ment hurricane utah H W blackmore 1974

bradford M gerald on doing theology BYU studies 14
spring 197434559197434559
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braun henry thoughts of a mormon convert pro and con vol
i1 salt lake city the watchmen upon the towers of latter
day israel 1974

brigham young university speeches of the year BYU devotional
and 10 stake fireside addresses 1973 provo brigham young
university press 1974

cheesman paul R these early americans external evidences of
the book of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1974

cheville roy scriptures from ancient america independence mo
herald house 1974

clark carol A singular life salt lake city deseret book 1974
clark james edward why I1 believe salt lake city bookcraft

1973
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family god salt lake city bookcraft 1974
dyer alvin R precepts of men salt lake city deseret book 1973
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perry david earl the relevance and effectiveness of four book
of mormon prophets and their teachings phd dissertation
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wyatt clair L some that trouble you subcultures inin mormon-
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anderson leland E stories of power and purpose salt lake city

bookcraft 1974
barnes kathleen H testimony salt lake city deseret book 1974
bushnell daniel D and melba S faith promoting experiences

provo utah upper case publishing & printing co 1973
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arrington leonard J charles C rich mormon general and
western frontiersman provo brigham young university
press 1974 386 ppap 7507.50750

reviewed by rodman W paul harkness professor of his-
tory at the california institute of technology pasadena

few trends in recent western historical writing have been
as important or as encouraging as the boom in mormon studies
and in this boom the mormonscormons themselves have played the
principal role As if tired of waiting for non mormonscormons to
provide objective new insights into the often controversial
history of the mormon people young mormon scholars have
plupiuplungedngedaged enthusiastically into research and debate over their
group s past

in their efforts they have been helped greatly by several
institutional changes one was the founding of dialogue in
1966 as a journal for serious and open discussion of the big
intellectual uncertainties including historical interpretations
that intelligent younger mormonscormons face as they carry into the
late twentieth century a pattern of beliefs and attitudes that
reflect the early nineteenth century and that came into being
among a simpler less educated population than today s oncom-
ing generation almost simultaneously the mormon history
association was established to provide a forum for considera-
tion of historical issues and to draw together the growing
number of scholars with a special interest in that particular
subject A third change was the wise decision of the church
authorities to open the church s rich archival collections to
scholars so that henceforth books and articles could be based
on solid research rather than on inference and legend equally
important was the decision to appoint as church historian
leonard J arrington the ablest and best known mormon
historian and the first professionally trained scholar to be
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called to that post along with arrington s new church posi-
tion has gone a name chair in western history at brigham
young university and the directorship of the center for
western history at that same university so that arrington
now has an opportunity to exert a wide influence

As part of his program to develop modern mormon schol-
arship arrington has established a new church sponsored
mormon heritage series under his own general editorship

while at the same time he has contributed the present biography
of charles C rich as the first volume in brigham young uni-
versity s new series studies in mormon history which is
under the general editorship of another well known scholar
james B alienallenailen parenthetically it should be remarked that
these two series take their place alongside a veritable galaxy
of already existing publishing outlets at salt lake city
provo and logan with the result that there are more op-
portunitiesportunities for publishing in mormon history today than in
any other field of western history what s more since the
church authorities have permitted arrington to recruit a
good sized staff of professionally trained historians in addi-
tion to those who were already on the faculties of utah s
several universities there are probably more utahnsutahna studying
the mormonscormons today than there are texans studying cowboys

arrington s biography of charles C rich thus can be
viewed not only as having significance in its own right but
also as constituting an illustration of the nature of the new
mormon historical scholarship in choosing rich as his sub-
ject arrington gave himself an assignment that was at once
inviting and competitive inviting because rich has traditional-
ly been regarded as being less controversial than most early
mormon leaders competitive because rich is one of the very
few prominent mormonscormons for whom we have long had a pass-
able biography john henry evans charles coulson rich
pioneer builder of the westwaw1 est 1936 while evans book was
laudatory and uncritical it nevertheless had a sincerity and
courage that made it attractive evans consciously asked him-
self the big questions why did rich decide to become a mor-
mon why did he become a polygamist why did he obey
every one of his church s severe demands for service

in reworking the story of rich s life of dedicated ser-
vice arrington has been able to study a much larger body of
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primary material than was available to evans significantly
arrington tells us that the most extensive collection of manu-
script sources for this book was in the church archives in
other words the very publication of this volume is a justifica-
tion for the decision to open the church archives to research
but so too does arrington s use of the manuscripts show
how much of an improvement the new scholarship is over the
old where evans was simple and almost casual in his use of
evidence and never documented his assertions arrington is
carefulcarefcalefU 1 precise and thorough and backs up his text with forty
pages of footnotes in fine print plus a detailed bibliography
that makes evident the comprehensive nature of his search
for evidence where evans handled his subject so uncritically
and with so little detail that the reader was given no oppor-
tunity to sense any flaws in rich s character or performance
arrington marches determinedly forward with a careful and
full description of each episode he does not editorialize or
speculate and rarely points to possible shortcomings in rich
or the mormonscormonsMormons rather his method seems to be to present the
facts so fully that they will truly speak for themselves in
part this approach has been forced upon the author by rich
himself for the latter seems to have been a taciturn man whose
journals usually told what he did and what he saw but not
how he did things why he did them or what his concerns
were as an administrator

in journal writing he was inclined to pay more attention
to unique and remarkable sights than to his own problems
and decisions

if this sometimes leads to a kind of blandness a striking
example is the handling of rich s extra marriages after rich
and his devoted wife had gone through hardships together
suddenly we are told in a chapter that deals primarily with
the bloody collision between the mormonscormons of nauvoo and
their gentile neighbors of carthage illinois that in a period
of eight days rich acquired three additional wives and a year
later a fourth with impressive understatement arrington
comments merely that rich s new responsibilities must have
seemed almost overwhelming in the face of the challenges con-
fronting the mormonscormonsMormons way down at the end of the book
just before the short concluding chapter there is a separate
chapter entitled the wives and families of charles C rich
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here one page is devoted to a cautious review of the very
limited evidence as to how the first mrs rich felt about poly-
gamy and the other wives

As this suggests one of the consistent characteristics of
the book is its subordination of the role of women a sub-
ordination that probably reflects very accurately their actual
role in nineteenth century mormon life repeatedly arrington
points out that rich was always being dispatched on some
new mission for the church while leaving his wives to fend
for themselves under conditions of real hardship A thought-
ful reader is left to wonder whether brigham young ever
paused in compassion before exacting still another sacrifice
of an already overburdened family that had given far more
than its fair share and equally the reader is left to ask him-
self why did rich always agree to go

another interesting problem is the question of miracles
mormon history is replete with miracles for the mormonscormonsMormons like
the old testament folk for whom they felt such a kinship
knew that the lord was on their side and saw his hand in
each fortunate occurrence again arrington simply recounts
the events as precisely as the evidence permits and editorializes
no more than to remark that the mormonscormons saw the working
of the lord s will in this or that particular happening the
famous seagulls whom mormon legend credits with saving the
1848 crop from an onslaught of crickets suffer some reduc-
tion in importance when thus tested by contemporary evidence

in summary this is a book that is always honest thorough
and sensible but not much given to speculative probing it
is written in a style that is clear and pleasantly readable in
his bibliographical essay arrington speaks of his book as a

history of rich instead of using a more personal term such
as biography or life the distinction is important for
the reader is brought tantalizingly close to rich s personality
without ever feeling that he truly knows the man the de-
tails of rich s life are here but the very fulnessfalness of those de-
tails makes one long for the additional insights that could
have been provided by interpretive analysis and by a more de-
liberate attempt to reconcile conflicting evidence we are
given abundant reason to appreciate that rich was a fine
leader but it isncisn t clear how he won people s confidence save
that he was careful and considerate again we know that
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he served often as a preacher and chairman of meetings yet
he does not seem articulate he loved his wives and children
and yet made them get along without him he could be far-
sighted but also stubborn and literal if only we could look
into the mind and soul of this fascinatingly contradictory per-
sonalitysona lity how much we would understand about the mormonscormons
of the heroic era

bitton davis wit & whimsy inin mormon history salt lake
city deseret book 1974 72 ppap 1951.95195

reviewed by dennis L lythgoe associate professor of history
at massachusetts state college at bridgewater

davis bitton does not pretend to present a complete volume
of mormon humor rather he has compiled a small collec-
tion of passages that he especially liked curious situations
not necessarily humorous in a strict sense drawn either from
early utah newspapers or from material in the church histori-
cal department the concept is refreshing and some of the
selections are choice even hilarious most memorable is the
extract from perrigrinePerrigrine sessions diary of 1853 about sarah
kirkman rattling a chain at night to frighten her husband into
believing he was being punished for failing to say his prayers
almost as amusing is an account taken from an 1880 juvenile
instructor describing playful boys teasing a sleeping member
in church priddy meeks colorful 1850 advice on dress stan-
dards could bring needed perspective to modern day zealotszealouszealots
and the deseret news detailed practical explanation of the
word of wisdom is a gem

however the rest of the collection is inconsistent many
selections are just not funny and several could have been
deleted because they do not represent mormon wit eg an
irish letter reproduced in the deseret news because it was
11appreciated by the mormonscormonsMormons while john pulsipher s terse
proposal of marriage by letter is typical of pioneer days others
are more amusing for instance in his recent biography of
charles C rich leonard arrington includes an 1837 letter
written by rich proposing marriage to sarah pea that is a
treasure in mormon literature
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bittonbittern s ten categories are potpourri courtship pioneering
preaching church meetings dress word of wisdom per-
secutionsecution stories from exchanges and subscription blurbsblurs ob-
viouslyviously the list is incomplete and the most notable omission is
polygamy the collection would be more valuable had he
included at least selected stories about plural marriage

finally the book gives the impression of having been
hurriedly put together the introduction for example is filled
with careless sentences not characteristic of the author nevert-
helesstheless this little book is a welcome beginning in mormon
humor that mormonscormons everywhere will enjoy hopefully it is
not the end

burnside wesley M maynard dixon artist of the weftwestweff
provo utah brigham young university press 1974 xvi
237 ppap 289528.952895

reviewed by ron tyler curator of history and director of
publications amon carter museum of western art fort
worth texas

maynard dixon is a well known western american artist
of the second generation born in 1875 too late to witness the
events of the classic west he taught himself to draw and
paint in the tradition of frederic remington and charles M
russell with whom he corresponded and talked after suc-
cessfullycess fully illustrating for various new york magazines dixon
returned to his native west to create an image that still en-
dures a western characteristic long remembered by those
who have shared with dixon its starkness its reality its
grandeur

A prolific artist dixon excelled with such masterpieces as
the golden range and the earth knower he produced
murals for schools and public places throughout the west al-
though some of his best work was executed for anita baldwin
his patron dixon took seriously remington s advice to draw
draw draw he died in 1946 having finished hundreds
of oil paintings a personal and stylized record of the west
according to a realistic insight rare among artists

burnside has sketched the facts of dixon s life quickly and
neatly in a lengthy essay treating dixon s influences and his
circle of friends without delving into dixon s personal life
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too deeply he has shown the effects of two disastrous mar-
riages one to dorothea lange on dixon s work through-
out the book burnside s economy of words and detail seems
to speak of the man dixon one gathers that dixon also would
have appreciated burnside s economy just as dixon wasted no
lines or details in his forceful dramatic indian portraits and
landscapes because burnside rarely peers beneath the sur-
face in fact seems to have had few facts about dixon s per-
sonal life one gathers that the artist was a loner a man with
few close friends dixon seemed to value communication with
the public through his pictures more than communication with
his fellow artists naturally the reader is left wishing for a
more intimate portrait

dixon s record speaks well for itself his earth colored
pictures his stoic indians his homage to the cowboy and buf-
falo of the nineteenth century are familiar to most westerners
and are considered a part of western history

brigham young university press has given both burnside
a professor of art history there and dixon a splendid format
a handsome oversized book lavish with wiliewillewide margins thirty
two color plates and eighty three black andiandandl white plates just
as helpful to the scholar are the appendices a catalog of
dixon s oil paintings his illustrations in books and periodicals
his exhibitions and the locations of his murmuralsmuraisalsais

kane elizabeth wood twelve mormon homes visited inin
succession on a journey through utah to arizona introduc-
tion and notes by everett L cooley salt lake city tanner
trust fund university of utah library 1974 xxiaxi 149 ppap
120012.001200

reviewed by eugene E campbell professor of history at
brigham young university

this interesting book first published in 1874 in a limited
edition is now made available to a wider audience through
the efforts of the tanner trust fund and the university
of utah library under the general editorship of everett L
cooley reprinted as a part of the series on utah the mor
mons and the west twelve mormon homes meets the
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series stipulations that their publications should have intel-
lectual appeal as accurate history and emotional interest
as good literature in an admirable way it presents a valuable
historical picture of home and community life in several utah
towns visited by elizabeth and thomas kane in the course
of a trip with brigham young from salt lake city to st
george in december 1872 in addition it gives important in-
sights into the character and personality of brigham young
in his declining years and a view of polygamy through the
eyes of a cultured easterner who was much opposed to the
practice but sympathetic to those who practiced it especially
the women

the literary style is an intimate conversational narrative
written by an intelligent educated lady who realized that
she was having a rare experience and wanted to make the most
of it her descriptions of the scenery homes customs food
religious attitudes and practices and personalities help to make
her book very interesting reading her allusions to well known
books and historical personalities give an added dimension to
the somewhat folksy travelogue

one of the most interesting contributions of the book is
her impressions of brigham young who had been indicted
for adultery and murder a year before and had been under
house arrest for 120 days earlier inin 1872 the mormon lead-
er s appearance attitudes and sources of power were carefully
observed by his eastern guest she was amused by his odd
traveling costume a great surtout reaching almost to his
feet of dark green cloth mahomet color lined with fur a
fur collar cap and a pair of sealskin boots with undyed fur
outward landland a hideous pair of green goggles but
when he removed the goggles and she met his keen blue
gray eyes with their characteristic look of shrewd and cun-
ning insight she felt no further inclination to laugh she
was amused at his insistence that every food cover on the table
be removed when he pronounced grace and worried about the
food getting cold as the prayers were prolonged but she
recognized him to be an effective leader

I1 noticed that he never seemed uninterested but gave
an unforced attention to the person addressing him which
suggested a mind free from care I1 used to fancy that he
wasted a great deal of power inin this way but I1 soon saw
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that he was accumulating it power I1 mean at least as the
driving wheel of his peoples industry

although she shows a constant interest in polygamy as prac-
ticed by her various hosts she never speculates about Brighanibrigham
young s numerous families

everett cooley s introduction gives valuable information
about thomas L kane s relationship with the mormonscormonsMormons in-
cluding a revisionist view concerning his early motives for
befriending the saints the editor s footnotes are almost all
of an explanatory nature made necessary by elizabeth kane s

attempt to conceal her hosts identities by changing their names
cooley s identification of these people along with other bio-
graphical notes makes mrs kane s narrative much more in-
terestingte and informative

there is very little to criticize about this publication per-
haps some mention could have been made about thomas
kane s role in publicizing myths concerning the seagull and
cricket episode of 1848 but this is a relatively minor matter
one disappointing aspect of the book is that it ends too soon
just when they arrive in st george there is no description of
the two month stay in utah s dixie the editor has attempted
to supply this information but is not even certain of their place
of residence perhaps more extensive research will fill this gap
in the kanes interesting and informative experience

rhodehamel josephine dewitt and raymund francis wood
ina coolbrith librarian and laureate of california provo
utah brigham young university press 1973 531 ppap 11.951195

reviewed by helen hinckley jones writer and recently re-
tired teacher of creative writing at pasadena city college

can one after reading a book twice write an objective
critical review of a biography which is the result of years of
careful even loving research one need only scan the fifty
pages in small print of footnotes and the thirty pages of bibli-
ography to get an idea of the time and care that have gone
into the effort to make ina coolbrith live for a new genera-
tion
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1I met california s first poet laureate through a brief
chapter in california cormonsmormons by annaleoneAnnaleone D patton
this in brief is ina s story

ina was born in nauvoo in 1841 the third daughter of
don carlos smith youngest brother of the prophet joseph
and agnes coolbrith smith she was named josephine for
the prophet but she was called ina she was never to remem-
ber her father who died at twentyfivetwenty five when she was a year
old she might have remembered her next older sister soph-
ronia and the assassination of her uncles joseph and hyrum
when the mormon exodus began agnes with lucy and
emma three smith widows went to st louis lucy and emma
returned to nauvoo but agnes stayed in st louis and mar-
ried william pickett a lexicographer who had fought with
the saints in defense of nauvoo agnes bore pickett two sons
don carlos and william twins later pickett was attracted
to california and the family went west living at spanish
ranch marysvillemarksvilleMarysville san francisco san bernardino los an-
geles then back to the bay area

in los angeles at the age of seventeen ina made an un-
fortunate marriage which ended in divorce in those days di-
vorce was a disgrace and the violence which attended this
one made it particularly painful leaving her happily married
sister agnes in los angeles ina and the rest of her family
moved to san francisco where ina adopted her mother s

maiden name she kept secret to her death her relationship
to joseph smith and her unhappy marriage

literature was very much alive in san francisco ina was
accepted by bret harte charles warren stoddard mark
twain joaquin miller ambrose bierce and a host of other
young writers as an equal she became part of the golden gate
trinity ina harte and stoddard during this time much of
her poetry was written poems about nature about love and
loss her lyrics appeared inin each copy of the overland monthly
soon bret harte left for the east and he was followed by
others there were five of the san francisco group in en-
gland at the same time ina dreamed of england and she
could have supported herself there with journalism and
poetry but she had heavy home responsibilities in order to
earn enough to support her enlarged family her mother her
widowed sister and two children and the half indian daugh
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ter of joaquin miller she took the position of oakland s first
librarian

during this period of worry domestic drudgery and diffi-
cult work in the library she wrote little poetry later when
she returned to san francisco she turned most of her writing
powers to prose quite remarkable was the resurgence of
her poetic powers in her old age she was seventy four when
she became poet laureate of california

this meager biography in mrs pattonpatron s book sent me to the
rare book room of thediedle pasadena city library to read all the
coolbrith poems in print here I1 thought was a woman
who deserved a full biography though all of her poetry
has a delicate charm a natural singing without being sing-
song it was her tremendous ability as a catalyst that impressed
me most everyone who was associated with her became more
creative more productive because of that relationship

it wasngasn t until I1 had exhausted research possibilities in
california and utah and visited every place where ina had
been from nauvoo to tiny coolbrith park in san francisco
that I1 was told in the california room of the state library
mrs rhodehamel has her book on miss coolbrith ready for

the publisher I1 should have realized that such a book was in
progress some of the letters in the coolbrith collection in the
bancroft library were dated by J R one of the librarians of
the oakland city library had said one of our former librar-
ians has been interested in this scrapbook although I1 had
already sent chapters to an eastern publisher I1 withdrew them
and waited for mrs rhodehamel s book after reading this
biography I1 know that I1 shall not write the one that I1 had
projected perhaps I1 shall write about ina s pioneer childhood
her gay tragic years in los angeles and the fantastic period in
san francisco maybe for younger readers

having gone over the research material myself I1 have even
greater admiration for the work of rhodehamel and wood
yet there are some details some interpretations on which we
differ it is important to latter day saints for example to
know just when ina ceased to be a mormon rhodehamel and
wood believe that this occurred when the family left mis-
souri further they conjecture that pickett agnes and the
children avoided utah on their journey to california there
is solid evidence however that pickett was involved with
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the mormonscormons in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa during the late 1840s
that he and his family lived in utah before leaving for cali-
fornia sometime in 1852 and that agnes and her children
were cordially received by church members in san bernar-
dino subsequent to their move to the pacific coast years
later when her cousin J winter smith asked ina why the
secrecy regarding her heritage she answered

long ago my stepfather was establishing himself inin
business in a new state my mother deemed it expedient to
keep her name secret prejudice against the church was inin-
tense innuendo and inference could have ruined his aspira-
tions sister and I1 made the promise mother died without
releasing us from the vow to me a promise is a sacred
thing when I1 am gone you may tell the world

to the end of the fantastic san francisco period the
rhodehamel wood biography is well told and easy to read
in fact the authors frequently go into the mind and heart of
the heroine and we feel that we are reading a biographical
novel that this was not the authors intentions is made clear
by such phrases as this of course is speculation

with the oakland period the story moves more slowly
there are many more meticulous details more sidetripssidetrips into
loosely related matters this may seem slow to me because I1

am not a librarian the detail grows heavier as the book pro-
gressesgresses there is not enough forward moving story to carry
the minutia at times the book almost grinds to a halt when
we read what affairs ina did or did not attend who was
or wasngasn t there what poem ina wrote for the occasion and
who read it

the story flares to life again as she seeks to hold on to her
youth through encouraging and assisting such young friends
as carl syfforthSyfforth and charles phillips here again ina is acting
as catalyst although she is failing in health and bitter about
her hardships and loneliness

the authors sometimes repeat material about william
peterson and joseph charles duncan for example we feel
ourselves reading what we have already been told the editor
should have drawn the attention of the authors to such para-
graphs probably the authors problem lies inin the organiza-
tion of the whole work part of it is chronological part topi-
cal having told about the bohemian club from first to last
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the information must be given again when some of ina s deal-
ings with the group are described in chronological order

it is difficult to find coolbrith poems on the ordinary
library shelf and she is no longer anthologized the authors
quote some of her poems in full more in part placing them
in the narrative with taste and discrimination

any reader interested in mormonscormons in california in vic-
torian poetry in america in california history will read the
first two parts of the book with appreciation and avid interest
part three devoted to the problems of the oakland library
may interest librarians unless one has special background in
the social and intellectual history of the bay area he will find
parts four and five rather hard going

the brigham young university press has brought out
some beautiful books unfortunately this is not one of them
incredibly it is printed in lavendar ink even the jacket and
photographs are lavender lavendar is the color of old age
why recall the waning years of the poet when she was suffer-
ing from rheumatoid arthritis was bitter lugubrious crochetycrocherycrochety
and aloof I1 prefer to think of her scintillating filled with
physical and intellectual energy dreams poetry and love of
the earth

As a piece of meticulous research ina coolbrith by jose-
phine dewitt rhodehamel and raymund francis wood is
superb As a readable book it is somewhat disappointing
and the bookmaking pour the lavendar ink down the drain
sir



notes
and comments

THE APOSTLE PETER
AND THE KIRTLAND TEMPLE

lyndon cook

in a recent article regarding the kirtland temple the
writer indicated that section 110 of the doctrine and cov-
enants a revelation given on 3 april 1836 was incomplete and
that it should include an appearance of the apostle peter
there seems little question that peter did visit the kirtland
temple and was seen and identified by the prophet joseph
smith but the date of that appearance has been confused and
the matter needs additional consideration

it will be remembered that on sunday 3 april 1836 ap-
proximately 1000 saints assembled to worship in the kirtland
temple during the morning session thomas B marsh and
david W patten addressed the congregation in the afternoon
after the sacrament had been administered and distributed
the prophet and oliver cowdery retired to the pulpit the veils
being dropped to separate them from the congregation and
engaged in solemn and silent prayer when they rose to their
feet a series of visions were opened to them

although the prophet recorded that the savior moses
elias and elijah were seen the last three prophets committing
to joseph and oliver certain divine keys and powers by which
the full program of the patriarchal order could be built up and

lyndon cook formerly a student instructor for the college of religious in-
structionst at BYU will begin teaching seminary in mesa arizona this fall

aubitzlauritzauritz G peterson the kirtland temple BYU studies 12summer12 summer
1972400091972400197240009og09
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perfected 2 there is no evidence to suggest that peter appeared
in the kirtland temple on this date it is highly unlikely that
joseph smith would have failed to record an appearance by the
apostle had he come with the others further consideration
would suggest that it was at the dedicatory services of the kirtl-
and temple on 27 march 1836 that peter made an appear-
ance seven days prior to the appearances recorded in dacd&c
110 there are three corroborating accounts of the visitation
of an angel at the dedication of 27 march and one of those
identifies the angelic visitor as peter the prophet joseph
tells us that frederick G williams arose and testified that
while sidney rigdon was making his first prayer an angel
entered the window and took his seat between father smith
and himself and remained there during the prayer 3

heber C kimball also recorded that during the cere-
monies of the dedication an angel appeared and sat near
president joseph smith sen and frederick G williams so
that they had a fair view of his person he was a very tall
personage black eyes whiwhitete hair and stoop shouldered his
garment was whole extending to near his ankles on his feet
he had sandals he was sent as a messenger to accept of the
dedication 4

truman 0 angell informs us that the angelic being seen
by frederick G williams and joseph smith sr during sid-
ney rigdon s prayer was simon peter the ancient apostle

F G williams being in the upper east stand rose and
testified that midway during the prayer an holy angel came
and seated himself in the stand when the afternoon meeting
assembled joseph feeling very much elated arose the first thing
and said the personage who had appeared in the morning was
the angel peter come to accept the dedication 35

thus the corroborative accounts of joseph smith heber
C kimball and truman 0 angell record the visit of an angel

2seeaseeee doctrine and covenants 110 see also joseph smith jr history
of the church of jesus christofchrist of latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake
city deseret book 1971 24353624553624355624555624352455 36 hereafter clcitedted as HC

3hcHCjhc 2427 larrerlatterlafter day saints messenger and advocate 2 march 1836
282811

4orsonborsonrson F whitney life of heber C kimball salt lake city kimball
family 1888 p 103 see also homanswomanslvomanslVomans exponent 9 1 february 1881
130

truman 0 angell journal p 5 typescript special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university
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to the kirtland temple on 27 march 1836 angellsangelsAngells report pro-
vides the additional but important note that the angel who
came to accept the dedication of the temple was peter this
being the case section 110 undoubtedly is not incomplete
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